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Abstract
Saul Kripke’s famous proposal for the necessity of a posteriori identities applies not
only to proper names but also to natural kinds, according to Kripke, thus theoretical
identifications like ‘Water is H2O’ are metaphysically necessary truths. He explains the
illusion of contingency concerning this necessary identification by suggesting that,
while water could not have turned out to be anything other than H2O, it is nevertheless
possible that there could have been a phenomenon very like water that was not H2O.
David Chalmers’ two dimensional semantics provides a framework for the systematic
treatment of this possibility concerning what he terms ‘watery stuff’, such that it is a
metaphysical possibility that ‘Watery stuff is not H2O’ be true. Indeed many other
philosophers also view this as metaphysically possible.
In this thesis, against both Chalmers and Kripke, I argue that there could not be a
phenomenon very like water that was not H2O. After initially analysing each
philosopher’s claim for the possibility of (non-H2O) watery stuff, I ascertain that it must
bear a strong likeness to water and be able to interact with us in a similar manner. Thus,
examining what kind of possible world would be required for the claim that there could
be watery stuff, I conclude that metaphysically possible, but nomologically impossible,
worlds cannot give us watery stuff since nothing in those worlds could be similar
enough to water. As for the nomologically possible worlds, nothing other than H2O in
those worlds does give us anything like water. Consequently I conclude that there are no
metaphysically possible worlds with a phenomenon very like water that is not H2O.
I further conclude that the characterisation of Chalmers’ primary intension is based on
the way the actual world is and, therefore, considering another world as ‘actual’,
contrary to what he claims, has little effect on what extension should be picked out in
that world. I briefly examine Kripke’s other examples of necessary a posteriori
identities and conclude that, in some cases, the possibility which is supposed to explain
our illusion of contingency concerning such identities, is also not a genuine possibility.
This detailed investigation of the water example, I argue, demonstrates the
indispensability of considerations of the properties and laws of the actual world to
metaphysical possibility judgements concerning actual phenomena (or similar).
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INTRODUCTION

Possibility claims are ubiquitous throughout philosophical and scientific
discourse and, indeed, our daily lives. People regularly discuss their possible choices
for future courses of action, or the possible consequences of such actions, or the
possible course of events, etc. In science, possible explanations of observed
phenomena, in the form of different theories, are central to scientific investigation.
Philosophy, in a somewhat similar way, deals in possible explanations and also
regularly relies on possibility claims in its own form of ‘experimentation’: thought
experiments. But, more importantly, philosophy has always examined the very nature
of possibility itself and its flip-side necessity: since ancient times modality has been an
essential part of metaphysics. Both in its study of possibility (and necessity) and in its
use thereof, philosophical notions of possibility stretch much further than the everyday,
or even the scientific, notions and uses thereof – the latter tending to concentrate on
nomological possibility, that is, what is possible according to the laws of nature1.
Certainly in everyday life one is usually concerned with what it is possible for
one to actually do, see, eat, etc. – in other words one is concerned with the actual world
and the possibilities therein. Science too is engaged in explaining actual phenomena
and therefore is most often interested in what is nomologically possible. There are of
course exceptions to this generalisation, for example, science-fiction writers do not
always limit their stories to what is possible according to the laws of nature. Likewise
scientists sometimes look at ‘what-if’ scenarios with non-actual laws, as in speculation
about various outcomes different initial conditions at the start of our universe could
have had for its nature; or they might use fantastical thought experiments where it is
irrelevant that the experiment is not nomologically possible, e.g. Einstein’s thought
experiment about travelling next to a light wave at the speed of light to hypothesise
about what he would see under such circumstances.
Thought experiments in philosophy, however, are often not concerned at all with
what is nomologically possible but rather with what is broadly logically or
metaphysically possible – that is, unconstrained by the laws of nature. Thought
experiments are used widely in philosophy, sometimes in an illustrative way but often
as a kind of ‘litmus’ test of a particular theory or to back up a given argument. In the
latter cases, although appeals to intuition may be made, frequently just a lack of explicit
1

I define and discuss this and other types of possibility in more detail in chapter 2.

1

contradiction in the stipulated hypothetical state of affairs is the only constraint on a
claim for its metaphysical possibility. In particular one finds this in the fantastical
thought experiments of philosophy of mind (zombies, the Chinese Room, etc.) and in
the area of personal identity (teletransporters, cell-by-cell brain replacement, etc.),
although this type of thought experiment can crop up in other areas too, as, for example,
Putnam’s ‘brain-in-a-vat’ or various thought experiments in moral philosophy.
A claim for the nomological possibility of a hypothetical state of affairs, is
usually relatively straightforward to determine because we are fairly familiar with the
laws and ways of the actual world, at least on a day-to-day basis. We can easily estimate
with a fair degree of accuracy whether it is possible to reach a particular destination by a
certain time, or if it is possible that a particular task is within our abilities or that a given
construction will be sound, and so on. However, although such estimations are an
indispensable part of everyday life, we commonly do make mistakes in judging these
possibilities too: we often fail to correctly estimate our abilities, those of other people or
the capacities of certain objects in various possible scenarios. So to estimate the
possibility of hypothetical states of affairs that are stipulated to lie beyond the familiar
actual world would therefore seem to be a much more arduous task. Nevertheless it is a
task that philosophers are quite happy to regularly and confidently execute. But if we
can get it so wrong with many possibility judgements concerning familiar actual-world
states of affairs, how can we expect that our judgements of possibilities beyond the laws
of nature should be generally sound?
However, traditionally, rationalist philosophers would view the means of
judging metaphysical possibility (and other metaphysical matters) as an a priori affair
involving logic, reasoning and perhaps intuition. Indeed, philosophy is viewed as an a
priori discipline using ‘armchair reasoning’ to draw metaphysical conclusions and has
in the past differentiated itself as such from more empirical areas such as science.
Obviously judging if a proposal is nomologically possible calls for much empirical
information about the subject. But when it comes to making judgements about what is
metaphysically possible or not, especially concerning hypothetical proposals about
situations and entities like those in the actual world, empirical information can often
still be relevant. Our knowledge of the actual world is empirical and therefore judging
possibilities concerning its inhabitants, or entities stipulated to be similar to them, still
involves a degree of empirical information. While there is an a priori aspect involved
too, using reasoning and perhaps logic, the task is not always a purely a priori one. And
so in this context, I think two vital questions arise:
2

1. What is involved in judging a hypothetical state of affairs to be metaphysically
possible?
2. How reliable are such possibility estimations and what are their limitations?

Interesting developments in the metaphysics of modality in the latter half of the last
century have served to highlight these questions. Saul Kripke’s 1972 lectures, published
in Naming and Necessity, introduced the novel association of necessity with the
empirical when he pointed out that certain empirically-discovered identities were
nevertheless necessary identities and, indeed, were necessary in the “highest degree”,
i.e. metaphysically necessary2. These necessary identities concerned both individuals
and natural kinds or theoretical identities that give the underlying nature of the
phenomena involved.
Previously metaphysical necessity had traditionally been associated with the a
priori. The thinking was that if something is necessarily the case then it must be so
regardless, and independently, of the condition in which the world finds itself, or
indeed, could find itself. In other words it is not any empirical evidence that bestows
necessity, therefore we can know a priori, without empirical input, if something is
necessarily the case or not.
According to Scott Soames (2003), Kripke not only provided “forceful arguments
that there are necessary truths that are knowable only aposteriori” but also highlighted
“a sharp distinction between the metaphysical notion of necessity and the
epistemological notion of aprioricity” (Soames, 2003:336). Arguably this threw modal
intuitions into question since up to that time it would have been thought, if not
nomologically possible, at least metaphysically possible that such a posteriori identities
might not have held. But Kripke convincingly showed that this was not the case:
identity is a necessary relation, he argued, and therefore always holds necessarily even
if our knowledge of the identity in question is only empirical. George Bealer explains
that most traditional rationalists held that “for all p, p is necessary iff p is knowable a
priori” however Kripke “taught us that this traditional equivalence fails in both
directions” (Bealer, 2002:71)
Furthermore, Kripke was able to explain why it was that we had such strong yet, as
he had shown, mistaken intuitions that these necessary a posteriori identities might not
have held. He suggested that when we think that a given entity could have been other
2

At least it is generally so interpreted – more of this in chapter 2.
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than what it actually and necessarily is, or had a different underlying nature than it
actually and necessarily has, what we are really imagining is a “qualitatively identical
epistemic situation” involving another entity very similar to the one in the identity in
question. It is this other entity that we imagine turning out to be different to what the
original entity (involved in the identity in question) actually is, or having a different
underlying nature. Hence we are really imagining a possibility involving this other
entity that can produce an “epistemic situation” for us that is “qualitatively identical” to
one involving the entity of the necessary identity in question.
As a reaction to Kripkean arguments showing that necessity was not always linked
to the a priori, some philosophers, in particular David Chalmers, have espoused a twodimensionalist semantic approach with the purpose of encapsulating this insight in a
deflationary way such that the a priori can still remain linked to a notion of ‘deep’
necessity at least. Chalmers, in keeping with the rationalist tradition, wants to restore
the link between necessity and the a priori that Kripke’s insights are seen to have
broken. The class of a posteriori necessities, previously thought to be contingent, is
potentially a large source of modal error which, unless it could be explained away
properly, could seriously call into question our modal knowledge. He uses Kripke’s
own proposed explanation of the illusion that a given necessary but a posteriori identity
might not have held, as a basis in developing his framework and argues that when we
mistakenly think it possible that a given empirical, but necessary, identity not hold,
what we are in fact imagining is not the entity involved in the necessary identity but a
different entity that resembles it. This latter entity does not feature in the necessary
identity in question and so it is indeed possible that it be something else. His two
dimensional framework provides a means of systematically explaining the illusion of
contingency concerning Kripkean a posteriori necessities and, additionally, offers an
alternative notion of (deep) necessity linked to the a priori. So Chalmers sees his twodimensionalist framework as restoring a rationalist tradition whereby we have a priori
access to modality and hence traditional a priori methods can continue to yield
substantial metaphysical insights.
One of the paradigm examples Kripke, and later Chalmers, uses is the example of
water necessarily being H2O. ‘Water is H2O’ is a necessary, though empirical, truth and
so when we wrongly think it possible that this identity might not have held what we are
imagining is a “qualitatively identical epistemic situation” where a phenomenon very
like water is not H2O, according to Kripke; or a world with ‘watery stuff’ – stuff that
has many of the properties we associate with water – that is not H2O, according to
4

Chalmers. Thus both philosophers explain the apparent possibility of a necessary a
posteriori identity not holding by a related genuine possibility concerning a different but
very similar entity.
However if we previously so readily, but erroneously, believed it possible that
certain identities might not have held, purely because they were empirical, then how can
we be sure we are not making a similar mistake in taking these related possibilities to be
genuine? In the case of natural kinds, chemical kinds in particular, it may be that even
the related genuine possibility is itself only apparent. If a particular natural kind has a
certain underlying nature necessarily, then the proposal that another entity could have
nearly all the same properties (i.e. produce a “qualitatively identical epistemic situation”
as far as we are concerned) and yet have a different underlying nature seems to come
perilously close to saying that the necessary a posteriori identity itself might not have
held. Naturally this depends on how much alike in their properties these two substances
must be in order to produce a “qualitatively identical situation” for us.
Of course before we know what a given kind is, many apparent possibilities are
entertained – as for example when scientists propose various theories of what a
particular phenomenon could be. But if Kripke is right, only one of those theories is
really metaphysically possible: the one that is correct, i.e. that reflects what is actually
the case. Whereas previously philosophers assumed that such theoretical identities,
discovered by scientists, were contingent, Kripke showed that these identities were
necessary despite being discovered a posteriori. However, two-dimensionalists such as
Chalmers have incorporated his explanation of how our modal intuitions could be so
misled in these cases into their frameworks so that the flavour of contingency is
retained. Of course, if one accepts Kripke’s arguments, as many philosophers do, then
the identification of water with H2O is not at all contingent but necessary. But
Chalmers’ framework allows that while water cannot be anything other than H2O,
nevertheless there could be watery stuff which resembled water in many of its
properties but was not H2O. If another substance could have had most of the properties
of water and appeared and interacted with us in a very similar way yet be something
other than H2O, then this seems to just be a way of saying that water could have been
something other than H2O.
Furthermore, the suggestion that a substance with a completely different atomic
makeup to water could nevertheless appear, behave and interact with us in a manner
very similar to water is itself open to doubt. The water example is very like Putnam’s
(1975) famous Twin Earth thought experiment where ‘water’ on Twin Earth – a planet
5

that is otherwise “exactly like Earth” – refers to a substance whose chemical formula is
not H2O but XYZ, yet this substance is “indistinguishable from water at normal
temperatures and pressures … tastes like water and … quenches thirst like water …
[and] it rains XYZ on Twin Earth … etc.” (Putnam, 1975:223). It seems quite a tall
order to claim that a substance could effectively play the same role as the vital one for
biological life that water plays, and yet to have a completely different chemical nature3.
This would require the myriad of interactions with organic life forms and the
environment to remain more or less the same as in the case with water (H2O) yet by
totally different chemical means (XYZ).
I believe that simply stipulating that there could be a substance very like an actual
substance in most of its properties, yet with a completely different underlying nature, is
not enough to ensure that this is genuinely possible. I think cases like this require
further reasoning to ascertain their possibility because the atomic makeup of a substance
gives rise to its properties so it needs to be determined to what extent this makeup can
be changed and yet still give rise to mostly the same, or at any rate very similar,
properties4.
Kripke’s necessary a posteriori identities highlight a tension between what we think
a priori to be possible (e.g. that water could have been XYZ) and what is in fact possible
(e.g. that water could only be H2O) – the latter being sometimes partially constrained by
empirical information. In discovering the underlying nature and structure of
phenomena, science tells us the way things are but this also gives us a basis for
estimating what is possible concerning those sorts of entities. Of course a priori
reasoning is also important for estimating possibilities but I think too often it is assumed
that such judgements can be made on a purely a priori basis – something which the
necessity of empirical identities shows is not always the case. But two-dimensionalists
like Chalmers, trying to restore the link between modality and the a priori, still want to
make possibility judgements in a purely a priori manner without regard to empirical
information. Hence Chalmers’ system allows that it is (metaphysically) possible for
watery stuff to be XYZ, or anything in fact.

I am, of course, not arguing against Putnam’s main point about meanings as he could, and indeed does,
support his arguments for externalism in different ways with other examples in the same paper involving
less similarity – such as elm and beech or aluminium and molybdenum.
4
I take it that a substance’s properties are determined by its micro-structure but leave aside the question
of whether the relationship between the two is one of supervenience or of another nature. Chalmers, in
fact, proposes a very strong relationship of logical (global) supervenience between the “low-level” facts
and the “high-level” ones, maintaining that there is a “very real sense in which the biological facts about
our world are logically determined by the physical facts”, but I am not advocating any particular picture
(Chalmers, 1996:39).
3
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In this thesis I will argue against this aspect of Chalmers’ framework and show that
empirical information can sometimes cast doubt on whether a given proposal, deemed a
priori to be possible, really is possible or not. To this end I will investigate Kripke’s
paradigmatic water example and Chalmers’ handling thereof in detail in this thesis. I
will take Kripke’s proposal that ‘water is H2O’ is a necessary, though a posteriori, truth
as given and, against both philosophers’ claims, I will argue that it is not possible that
there could be another substance very like water that is not H2O. The water case is a
rather special example since water is such a ubiquitous and important phenomenon in
the world, especially for biological life. Nevertheless, it is widely assumed that while it
may not be possible water not be H2O, there could certainly be a substance very like it
that was not H2O and this, I think, is a mistake.
Although I will develop my arguments specifically using the water example,
afterwards I will also consider their force for other cases of necessary a posteriori
identity, and, also, for Chalmers’ two dimensional framework. I believe my arguments
in the water case will also shed light on the more general questions concerning
possibility judgements because this kind of case involves apparent possibilities close to
actuality and so in a sense is more fundamental. If we cannot get possibility judgements
close to actuality right then what hope have we of estimating more fantastical
possibilities?

Methodology and thesis structure:

I will conduct my research by examining the above-mentioned water case in detail
to see if it is indeed genuinely possible that there could be a substance closely
resembling water that is not H2O, as both Kripke and Chalmers (and indeed other twodimensionalists) claim.
In Chapter 1 I lay out in detail the background to the problematic, examining
Kripke’s work on a posteriori necessities and the two-dimensionalist response to that, in
particular Daivd Chalmers’ version of two-dimensionalism. I look at Kripke’s
explanation of why such necessary but empirical identities often appear contingent to us
and at how Chalmers incorporates this account into his two-dimensionalist framework.
In order to investigate the issue properly, it is crucial to examine the various
different kinds of possibility used in contemporary philosophy and their constraints (e.g.
the laws of logic, of nature, etc.). Philosophers often use possibility terms without
defining them and it is not always clear that the same term means the same thing for
7

different philosophers. So, in chapter 2, I go through the main sorts of possibility
prevalent in the philosophical literature to try to clarify what each kind entails. I then
place the kind of possibility involved in Kripke’s and Chalmers’ core theories
accordingly. From this study I also try to ascertain what exactly is involved in
estimating the metaphysical possibility of a given proposal and in particular, I will
contend, the importance of taking background factors into account.
In chapter 3, I turn to the specific case I want to discuss, namely the water case, as it
appears in both Kripke’s and Chalmers’ work. I try to establish what properties would
be required of a substance that is not H2O yet that is to be very like water. I examine
the similarity demands both with respect to Chalmers’ ‘watery stuff’ and Kripke’s
notion of a “qualitatively identical epistemic situation” involving a water-like substance
that was not H2O, and their implications for the resulting kind of possible world.
Having ascertained the degree of similarity required for, and hence the properties
required of, any proposed water-like phenomenon that is not H2O, in chapter 4 I
examine how it would be possible for such a phenomenon to be something other than
H2O – i.e. what kind of (possible) world is called for. In particular I explore the two
ends of a range of possible worlds extending from those very like the actual world (with
the same natural laws, initially) to those that differ greatly from the actual world
(completely different laws and entities) and conclude that none of these worlds can give
us the requisite ‘watery stuff’.
In chapter 5 I look at Chalmers’ two-dimensional framework in more detail. I
investigate if there are any consequences arising from the application of the Actually
operator in his ‘worlds considered as actual’ for my arguments against the possibility of
‘watery stuff’. I will argue that his mechanism of ‘worlds considered as actual’ in his
two-dimensional framework does not get him the results he wants, at least in the case of
water. Consequently, I also question his claim for a connection between (deep)
necessity and the a priori by means of this mechanism.
After having argued in previous chapters that it is not possible to have a
phenomenon (enough) like water that is not H2O, in chapter 6 I explore the extent to
which this conclusion can be generalised to the other types of necessary a posteriori
identities. In this light, I examine the cases involving other chemical kinds, biological
kinds, names, necessity of origin and natural phenomena like light and heat.
In the final chapter, chapter 7, I summarise my arguments and findings and suggest
some considerations for metaphysical possibility judgements in philosophy.

8

1 CHAPTER 1: Setting the Scene
1.1 Kripke:
In his seminal lectures transcribed in his book Naming and Necessity, Saul
Kripke noted that necessity and a priority, though traditionally linked in philosophy, are
in fact completely distinct matters:
It’s certainly a philosophical thesis, and not a matter of obvious definitional
equivalence, either that everything a priori is necessary or that everything
necessary is a priori. (Kripke, 1980:36)
As he pointed out, the two deal with entirely different domains: the metaphysical and
the epistemological. In fact, Kripke went on to argue further that there are necessities
that are a posteriori in nature. Thus he introduced his now famous doctrine of the
necessity of a posteriori identities.
According to Kripke, identities involving proper names, or rigid designators,
hold across all possible worlds because the two names concerned pick out the same
object in every possible world (in which the object exists) – that is, they designate the
object rigidly. For example, the identity ‘Phosphorous is Hesperus’, where both names
refer (rigidly) to the planet Venus, is a necessary identity since these names, as we
actually use them, always refer to Venus in any possible world in which the planet
exists. Hence such identities, even though they are empirically discovered to hold,
nevertheless hold necessarily. In addition to identities involving proper names, Kripke
proposed that empirically discovered scientific or theoretical identities, such as heat
being molecular motion or water being H2O, were also necessary5. Such natural kind
terms, he claimed, were in fact rigid designators too and therefore designated the same
substance in every possible world.
Because these a posteriori identities hold in every possible world (in which the
object or substance in question exists), Kripke claimed that such identities, though
empirically discovered, were nonetheless “necessary in the highest degree” (ibid.:99).
He also spoke of necessity “tout court”, or de re necessity, and this is often referred to
as “metaphysical necessity” 6.

5

Of course Hilary Putnam also proposed the necessity of such scientifically-discovered identities but it is
Kripke’s proposal with which I am concerned in this thesis.
6
I discuss and define the various kinds of possibility/necessity in more detail in the following chapter.
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However, though such identities are both a posteriori and necessary, it is
nonetheless through a priori analysis, according to Kripke, that one can draw
conclusions about their necessity. What one knows a priori is the conditional that if the
identity holds then necessarily it holds – if a=b, then

(a=b) – because identity is a

necessary relation. That the identity in question actually holds is, of course, an
empirical discovery. As Kripke explains, if P is an identity statement7 then one knows a
priori “some conditional of the form ‘if P, then necessarily P’” (Kripke, 1997:412).
However, the truth of the statement P – ‘water is H2O’, ‘heat is molecular motion’, etc.
– is only discovered a posteriori. Thus we can reason:
P→ P
P
_____
P
And the conclusion is “known a posteriori, since one of the premises on which it is
based [the second one above] is a posteriori” (ibid.)
In establishing that certain empirically discovered identities are necessary,
Kripke acknowledges all the same that we have very strong intuitions to the contrary.
Traditionally in philosophy, the very fact that a particular state of affairs was knowable
only a posteriori was enough to ensure its contingency, since it was taken for granted
that such a state of affairs could have turned out otherwise. The way the world is, and
hence any empirically discovered facts about the world, have commonly been viewed as
just the way it coincidentally happens to be – a purely contingent matter. This strong
link between contingency and that which is knowable only a posteriori is certainly one
of the factors that pushes our intuitions in that direction. As he notes, the type of
“property identity used in science seems to be associated with necessity, not with a
prioricity, or analyticity” but the “philosophical notion of attribute, on the other hand,
seems to demand a priori (and analytic) coextensiveness [of properties] as well as
necessary coextensiveness” (Kripke, 1980:138). However, he points out, this
association is a fallacy: whether our knowledge is a priori or a posteriori is an
epistemological affair and is not automatically connected to modal matters.
Kripke does allow though that it seems obvious to suppose a connection
between necessity and a priority since “just by running through all the possible worlds
in our heads, we ought to be able with enough effort to see, if a statement is necessary,
Kripke’s example here is actually about the necessity of origin rather than of identity but presumably the
same analysis holds.
7
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that it is necessary, and thus know it a priori” (ibid.:38). However, against this he
proposes that there are in fact contingent a priori truths – though this claim of his is
generally seen as more controversial than his claim for a posteriori necessary truths8.
His examples of such contingent, yet a priori, truths are formed by stipulation: “a rigid
designator ‘a’ is introduced with the ceremony, ‘Let “a” (rigidly) denote the unique
object that actually has property F” (ibid.:14). Then it follows that one is “in a position
to say ‘I know that Fa’, but nevertheless ‘Fa’ would express a contingent truth
(provided that F is not an essential property of the unique object that possesses it)”
(ibid.). Thus despite our intuitions to the contrary, Kripke shows that not only are there
necessary yet a posteriori truths, but also contingent a priori ones.
Another reason, he suggests, why we seem to have such a strong intuition that
contingency is linked with the a posteriori, is that we tend to think that we can imagine
empirically discovered, but necessary, identities turning out not to hold: for example,
one can picture a situation in which Hesperus turns out not to be Phosphorous. But
what we are really imagining in this case, Kripke explains, is not a situation where
Venus turns out not to be Venus (i.e. Hesperus turns out not to be Phosphorus) but
rather one where, say, the evening star turns out to be a different star or planet to the
morning star. Consequently this is a situation where Venus is not in the same position
in the sky in both the evening and the morning (another planet appears in that position
in the evening, say) and where ‘Hesperus’ and ‘Phosphorus’ are not “used in the way
that we use them, as names of this planet [Venus], but as names of some other objects,
[and in such a case] one could have had qualitatively identical evidence and concluded
that ‘Hesperus’ and ‘Phosphorous’ named two different objects” (ibid.:104).
So Kripke argues that when one thinks that it is possible that a necessary a
posteriori identity not hold, what one is really conceiving is a “qualitatively identical
epistemic situation” – i.e., a situation that appears to be the same as the proposed
possibility but is not. As in the example just described above where Venus only appears
in the morning sky and a different planet appears in the evening sky, in this case the
latter might be called ‘Hesperus’ but, as Kripke points out, this would just be to change
the meaning of that term. However he says that we must use language the way we do in
the actual world when specifying other possible worlds:
But we, using the names as we do right now, can say in advance, that if
Hesperus and Phosphorus are one and the same, then in no other possible world
can they be different. (ibid.)

8

I discuss Gareth Evans’ treatment of Kripke’s contingent a priori truths below.
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Thus the strong intuition that it is possible that a necessary a posteriori identity not hold
is in fact an illusion, according to Kripke, and we are simply mistaken. An identity that
is metaphysically necessary, or necessary “in the highest degree”, holds in all possible
worlds (in which the entity concerned exists) and consequently it is not in any sense
possible that the identity not hold.
However, this illusion of possibility that such an identity not hold – e.g., that
Hesperus might not be Phosphorus – can be explained by the fact that there is an
underlying different, but related, genuine possibility involved: namely, for example, the
possibility of the evening star being a different entity to the morning star – the world did
not have to such that the same planet appears in the same position in the sky evenings
and mornings. Thus, Kripke suggests, our intuition that it is possible that a necessary a
posteriori identity not hold is often really based on the genuine possibility that
reference-fixing descriptions associated with the names involved in the identity refer to
two different entities instead of the same one to which they actually refer.

1.2 Evans:
It is precisely this underlying genuine possibility – which leads us to think that a
necessary a posteriori identity could (apparently) have been otherwise – that is taken up
and accommodated in contemporary two-dimensional semantics, in particular as
espoused by Chalmers.
Two-dimensional semantics finds its roots in Gareth Evans’ work, particularly in
his seminal paper ‘Reference and Contingency’. He does not actually address a
posteriori necessity in the paper but rather looks at Kripke’s notion of the contingent a
priori and argues for a deflationary explanation of it. Evans claims that examples of the
contingent a priori are merely what he terms “superficially” contingent – i.e. they reflect
how a statement embeds inside the scope of modal operators. However they are not
“deeply” contingent in the sense of reflecting some contingent feature of the world:
“[w]hether a statement is deeply contingent depends upon what makes it true” (Evans,
1979:161). He thinks it would be “intolerable for there to be a statement which is both
knowable a priori and deeply contingent” but that there is “nothing particularly
perplexing” (ibid.) about a statement that is both knowable a priori and superficially
contingent since there is “no contingent feature of reality on which its truth depends”
(ibid.:185).
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Kripke’s example of the contingent a priori and subsequent cases, Evans
contends, are formulated using a “very special kind of singular term, … ‘a descriptive
name’: a name whose reference is fixed by description” (ibid.:162). (Kripke did not use
the term “descriptive name” in his formulation of a contingent a priori truth described
above, he specifically uses the term “rigid designator”, however Evans’ ‘descriptive
name’ does refer rigidly.) He gives an example of the contingent a priori with the
sentence S: “if anyone uniquely invented the zip, Julius invented the zip” (ibid.:171),
where ‘Julius’ is a descriptive name which is stipulated to refer (rigidly) to “whoever
invented the zip” (ibid.:163). Such a sentence, he claims, is superficially but not deeply
contingent since its truth does not depend on any contingent feature of reality and
therefore it “demands nothing of the actual world, which is why knowing it to be true a
priori constitutes no paradox” (ibid.:185). Accordingly, Evans argues in his paper that
the supposed examples of contingent a priori are merely superficially contingent and
therefore not worryingly contingent. Consequently he can conclude that the a priori
remains linked to ‘deep’ necessity. In this sense Evans’ paper can be seen as attempting
to re-establish the link between (deep) necessity and the a priori which Kripke’s
introduction of the contingent a priori had undermined. Evans did not directly address
Kripkean a posteriori necessities but developments of his views by later authors
presented a way of handling such necessities in a like fashion.

1.3 Davies & Humberstone:
Martin Davies and Lloyd Humberstone followed up on Evans’ discussion of
deep and superficial necessity/contingency and formalised a logic to deal with Evans’
insights. To this end they augmented a modal logic system (S5) already enriched in
previous work with the actuality operator A, by adding a new operator, F, for ‘fixedly’9.
Their Actually operator, A, functions to “effect … a reference to a single world …
designated as the actual world” (Davies&Humberstone, 1980:1). The new operator,
Fixedly, F, they introduce in order to allow variance between “models differing at most
over which world is designated as the actual world” (ibid.:2). They claim that the
resulting system, S5AF, allows characterisation of “the notions of deep and superficial
necessity and contingency in terms of the truth of sentences of [this] language”
(ibid.:25). Their system also formalises a notion of ‘worlds considered as actual’
However, Evans had his misgivings about the ‘Fixedly’ operator which he worried might act like a
“context-shifting operator like ‘To the left’” (Davies, 2004:90). Davies (2004) tries to address these
issues on pp. 89-93.
9
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inherent in Evans’ handling of the contingent a priori cases. The combination of the
operators Fixedly and Actually, FA, gives an “alternative to ‘ ’ for the representation
of necessity” and is defined as: “‘FAα’ says: whichever world had been actual, α would
have been true at that world considered as actual” (ibid.:2-3). They conclude:
The difference between ‘FA’ and ‘ ’ turns out to be a formal rendering of a
distinction invoked by Gareth Evans between deep and superficial necessity,
which Evans has used to cast light on the problem of the contingent a priori”
(ibid.:3).
Davies’ & Humberstone’s logic makes explicit Evans’ claim that the notion of
‘rigid designation’, because it “carries with it the suggestion of ‘non-rigid designation’”,
really only “belongs in a theory in which the designation/reference relation is
relativized” (Evans, 1979:170). In their system, the ‘actual’ world can be varied and
other possible worlds can play the role of the ‘actual’ world, or be ‘considered as
actual’10. Accordingly, they differentiate between “the notion of truth with respect to a
world or possible situation, a notion which is, as Evans says, ‘internal to the semantic
theory’, and the notion of truth in a possible situation as what sincere assertion in that
situation aims at (what it would be true to say, were such and such the case)”
(Davies&Humberstone, 1980:3). Thus ‘traditional’ necessity,

, or superficial

necessity as Evans called it, is relativised with respect to a world, whereas Evans’
notion of ‘deep’ necessity is associated with truth in a world – the conditions that make
a sentence true. It is in this latter context that Davies’ & Humberstone’s notion of
‘worlds considered as actual’ finds its meaning: it involves taking the world of
evaluation as also being the designated ‘actual’ world so that the truth of a sentence is
dependent on the way things are in the world of evaluation. As Davies puts it in later
work, the idea was to “capture the intuition that it is a contingent matter which possible
world is actual” (Davies, 2004:85).
This notion of considering other possible worlds as ‘actual’ has become a
fundamental part of two-dimensional semantics: not only can the world of evaluation of
the truth of a sentence be varied, but also which world is designated as the ‘actual’ one
can also be varied, thus giving two variables and, hence, two-dimensional semantics.
Davies explains:

I will distinguish between the (real) actual world and other possible worlds designated as ‘actual’ in the
manner indicated above by using quotes on ‘actual’ for the latter (or quotes on the phrase ‘considered as
actual’ where the world of evaluation and the designated ‘actual’ world are the same) and no quotes on
the term when used for the actual world. Even though the authors make no such differentiation I believe
it helps clarify matters.
10
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Just as ‘ ’ universally quantifies over possible worlds playing the role of the
world with respect to which truth is being evaluated, ‘F’ universally quantifies
over worlds playing the role of the actual world – the world to which the
operator ‘A’ directs us. So now we allow for variation both in the world of
evaluation, wj, and in the world playing the role of the actual world, wi. (ibid.)
In this manner, “the evaluation function for a sentence is a mapping from pairs of
possible worlds to truth values (a 2D-intension) … [where] one world plays the role of
the actual world and one plays the role of the ‘floating’ world”, all of which can be
represented in a “two-dimensional array” (ibid.:87) as shown below:

‘Actual’ world
F (Fixedly)
▼
wa
wa
/ FA
w1
w2
…
…
wi
….
…..

Counterfactual ► (world of evaluation)

w2

…

wj

……
…..

….

FA
….

….

….

…..

…..

…..

…
FA
…

w1
FA

…..

Here wa in the first row/column stands for the actual world and the operator Fixedly, F,
varies which world is designated as ‘actual’ for a given row as one moves down the
column (w1 is the ‘actual’ world in the second row, w2 in the third row, etc.). Going
across any given row, the designated ‘actual’ world given by the ‘‘Actual’ World’ axis
remains fixed while the world of evaluation (given on the ‘Counterfactual’ axis) varies.
So, for example, in the second row, w1 is the designated ‘actual’ world and any
evaluation at a world along that row occurs with respect to w1 – e.g., ‘grass is green’ is
true when evaluated in w2 along the second row only if grass is ‘actually’ green in w1,
the designated ‘actual’ world for that row.
Of course Kripke never considered any other world except the actual world as
‘actual’ and therefore only varied the world of evaluation as he evaluated the truth of a
sentence in different possible worlds, but always with respect to the actual world. As
Davies notes, before the ‘Fixedly’ operator, F, was introduced “we only needed to
consider the top row of such an array, for the world playing the role of the actual world
was held constant” as it just was the actual world, wa (ibid.). Indeed, Kripkean
necessary a posteriori identities are grounded in actual-world semantics and states of
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affairs. So a system that allows variation of the actual world by allowing another
possible world to be designated as ‘actual’ in a particular sequence of evaluations across
different possible worlds, has as a consequence that the Kripkean insights are relativised
to just one type of evaluation (model) among many (i.e. where the actual world is
designated as ‘actual’ – the first row of the grid above), thereby undermining his a
posteriori necessity which breaks down under other models in the grid (with other
possible worlds designated as ‘actual’). That is to say, any necessary a posteriori
identity is necessary in the model where the actual world plays its normal role (across
the first row above), but seemingly need not be so in other models in the system since
when another possible world is designated as ‘actual’, the identity may no longer hold.
Evans’ notion of ‘deep’ necessity, or truth in a world, Davies says, “coincides
with Davies’ and Humberstone’s notion of truth at a world considered as actual”
(ibid.:97). In their two-dimensional array above, this corresponds to “truth on the
[leading] diagonal”, or ‘Fixedly Actual’, FA. Truth in a world “is glossed as: if w were
to obtain, or were to be actual, then [sentence s] would be true” (ibid.:94). So any
sentence that holds true down the diagonal, in every world ‘considered as actual’, is
thus deeply necessary. Evans’ example of the (superficially) contingent yet a priori
sentence S (‘if anyone uniquely invented the zip, Julius invented the zip’) is also an
example of a deeply necessary sentence holding true down the leading diagonal of
Davies’ and Humberstone’s two-dimensional array.
It is interesting that Kripke was the first to stress the role of the actual world in
modal semantics thereby surprisingly obtaining a posteriori necessities. Presumably
before this, terms of a particular sentence being evaluated at a given possible world
were sometimes taken to have their actual-world meanings or perhaps sometimes their
meanings as they would be if that possible world were ‘actual’, thus leading to
confusion. At any rate, Davies & Humberstone’s two-dimensional modal logic
provides a formal apparatus for handling the role of the actual world in modal
semantics. The ‘A’ operator gives an explicit means of expressing Kripke’s insights
about the role of the actual world and, together with the ‘F’ operator, a way of
expressing Evans’ notion of deep necessity, so that any confusion about how terms are
evaluated with respect to worlds can be thus clarified. However in this system one must
always specify the ‘actual’ world with respect to which the truth of a sentence is being
evaluated.
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Since Davies & Humberstone11, the two-dimensional approach has been
developed by a number of philosophers. I will look specifically at David Chalmers’
version of two-dimensionalism in the following sections.

1.4 Chalmers:
In order to deal with problems raised by Kripkean a posteriori necessity for his
arguments against materialism in his book The Conscious Mind, Chalmers (1996) sets
up a semantic framework for “capturing Kripke’s insights in a two-dimensional picture
of meaning and necessity” (Chalmers, 1996:56). He describes his framework as “a
synthesis of ideas suggested by Kripke, Putnam, Kaplan, Stalnaker, Lewis, Evans,
Davies and Humberstone, and others who have addressed these two-dimensional
phenomena” (ibid.). The argument for materialism based on the necessity of a
posteriori identities claims that consciousness may just be physical – even though we
cannot work that out a priori – in the same way as, say, water turns out to be H2O, or
Hesperus turns out to be Phosphorous, and that such an identity, though necessary,
could only be discovered empirically. Against this Chalmers wants to use the twodimensional framework to relegate such a posteriori necessities to the second
dimension, equivalent to Evans’ ‘superficial’ necessities, and claim that it is the first
dimension, or a priori entailment, that counts in giving a reductive explanation of
consciousness in terms of the physical. Thus Chalmers’ two-dimensional semantic
framework makes use of the two dimensional structure to generate two different modal
and epistemic interpretations of any given expression.
According to Chalmers, “a concept determines a function…from possible
worlds to referents” (ibid.). This function is called an intension and “correspond[s]
closely” to Frege’s notion of sense. Basically, Chalmers’ two-dimensional framework
takes this modern equivalent of a Fregean sense and splits it in two, as he claims that
“no single intension can do all the work that a meaning needs to do” because Kripke has
shown that “reference in the actual world and in counterfactual possible worlds is
determined by quite different mechanisms” (ibid.:56-7). Thus any given concept, he
says, has two different intensions – a primary and a secondary intension –
corresponding respectively to the way “reference is fixed in the actual world, depending
It must be noted that Davies & Humberstone (1980) did not see their new logic S5AF as “explicitly
two-dimensional” (Davies, 2004:126, fn.1)
11
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on how the world turns out” and the way “reference in counterfactual worlds is
determined, given that reference in the actual world is already fixed” (ibid.:57).
Consequently he defines the primary intension of a concept as a function that
“picks out what the referent of the concept would be if that world turned out to be
actual” (ibid.). The secondary intension of a concept is evaluated by determining its
referent at the actual world (i.e. its primary intension at the actual world) and then
rigidifying this evaluation so that the same referent is picked out in all possible worlds.
Taking the term ‘water’ as an example, Chalmers says that its primary intension picks
out whatever the underlying structure of the “watery stuff”12 is in a given world: thus
H2O is picked out in the actual world, XYZ in a world where XYZ is the watery stuff,
and so on. However, given that water turns out to be H2O in the actual world then this
is what the secondary intension of the concept picks out in every counterfactual world.
So, in this way, the secondary intension ties in with the Kripkean model since it reflects
a necessary a posteriori identity (water= H2O) and also Evans’ ‘superficial’ necessity –
i.e. going across the first row of Davies & Humberstone’s two-dimensional array above,
where the actual world is fixed as the ‘actual’ world and the various worlds along that
row are worlds of evaluation, or counterfactual worlds. The primary intension on the
other hand picks out a different referent in different possible worlds considered as
‘actual’, depending on how that world turns out and so reflects Davies &
Humberstone’s notion of ‘worlds considered as actual’ along the leading diagonal,
discussed above.
The secondary intension of a concept or term for Chalmers is a posteriori in
nature as it “depends on how things turn out in the actual world” (ibid.:59). The
primary intension on the other hand is an a priori notion, he says, because it involves
reflection about what the referent of a given concept/term would be, depending on how
the actual world turned out:
consideration of just what the primary intension picks out in various actualworld candidates may involve [an] … amount of reflection. But this is not to say
that the matter is not a priori: we have the ability to engage in this reasoning
independently of how the world turns out. (ibid.:58)
The primary intension is “independent of empirical factors”, he claims, because it
“specifies how reference depends on the way the external world turns out, so it does not

Roughly, he says, the primary intension “picks out the dominant clear, drinkable liquid in the oceans
and lakes” – i.e. the “watery stuff” – and, though this is a simplification and a full specification may be
“quite vague at the edges”, nonetheless “none of this makes much difference to the picture” he is painting
(Chalmers, 1996: 57-8).
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itself depend on the way the external world turns out” (ibid.:57). Chalmers suggests
that the primary and secondary intensions of a term may be thought of as the a priori
and a posteriori “aspects”, respectively, of its meaning.
Associated with each intension then is a kind of necessary, or “conceptual”,
truth (ibid.:62). The primary intension is linked with a kind of necessity he describes as
“truth across possible worlds … construed as contexts of utterance, or as ways the
actual world might turn out” which he relates to Evans’ ‘deep’ necessity which is
“unaffected by a posteriori considerations” (ibid.:63), and is equivalent to necessity
along the leading diagonal in Davies & Humberstone’s two-dimensional array above.
The secondary intension, he says, “backs truths that hold in all counterfactual possible
worlds” (ibid.: 62) and is therefore associated with a posteriori necessity, or Evans’
‘superficial’ necessity and necessity along the first row of Davies & Humberstone’s
two-dimensional array above. These are two types of logical necessity, according to
Chalmers, which he calls 1-necessity and 2-necessity, respectively (ibid.:65).
In a similar manner, he says, two kinds of logical possibility can be associated
with the primary and secondary intensions of a concept: 1-possibility and 2-possibility,
or (broadly) logical and metaphysical possibility, respectively (ibid.:67-8). The
secondary-intension modality (2-posssibility/necessity) he links with Kripkean a
posteriori, or metaphysical, necessity and claims that the “metaphysical possibility of
statements is logical possibility with an a posteriori semantic twist” and that the
“metaphysically possible worlds are just the logically possible worlds” (ibid.:38). He
describes this as resulting from the two-dimensional nature of concepts:
These two varieties of possibility and necessity apply always to statements.
There is only one relevant kind of possibility of worlds; the two approaches
differ on how the truth of a statement is evaluated in a world. (ibid.:63)
So a statement is 1-possible, or logically possible13, if “it is true in some world when
evaluated according to primary intensions” and it is 2-possible, or metaphysically
possible, if “true in some world when evaluated according to secondary intensions”
(ibid.: 68).
In this fashion, Chalmers’ framework circumvents what he calls “the oft-cited
distinction between “logical” and “metaphysical” possibility stemming from Kripkean
cases – on which it is held to be logically possible but not metaphysically possible that
water is XYZ” because according to his framework this is merely a distinction “at the
In later writings Chalmers calls this type of possibility “epistemic possibility”, but I return to this point
and analyse his notion of 1-possibility in more detail in the following chapter on kinds of possibility.
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level of statements” and not one “at the level of worlds” – there is just one space of
possible worlds, the logically possible (ibid.:67-8).
So, for example, although when evaluated according to secondary intensions
‘water is XYZ’ is not possible (the secondary intension of ‘water’ is H2O, not XYZ)
and so there is no world in which water (H2O) is XYZ, nevertheless, when evaluated by
primary intensions there are worlds in which ‘water is XYZ’ comes out true. This is
because the primary intension of ‘water’ is something like “watery stuff”, which refers
to the general characteristics of our water, and the idea is that one can have a
phenomenon with properties similar to water (watery stuff) in another possible world
that is nonetheless composed of XYZ, and not H2O. Such a world is still a logically
possible world according to Chalmers, but one just needs to evaluate the statement
‘water is XYZ’ by the more appropriate primary intensions rather then secondary
intensions and thus strictly speaking it is ‘watery stuff is XYZ’ that is true.
Thus Chalmers’ explanation of how it can seem possible that a given necessary
but a posteriori identity might not have held, is very similar to Kripke’s explanation.
Kripke suggests that one can be in a “qualitatively identical epistemic situation” as
when normally experiencing water, for example, with a substance “qualitatively
indistinguishable” from water, which is nevertheless XYZ and not H2O. However, this
is not a possible world where water is not H2O, Kripke argues, but rather one where
another phenomenon, apparently with most of the properties of water, is not H2O.
Giving the example of gold, which is necessarily the element with atomic number 79,
and therefore not a compound, he explains:
The loose and inaccurate statement that gold might have turned out to be a
compound should be replaced (roughly) by the statement that it is logically
possible that there should have been a compound with all the properties
originally known to hold of gold (Kripke, 1980:142-3).
So it would be a mistake to interpret such an imagined “qualitatively identical epistemic
situation” in which one (mis)takes a necessary a posteriori identity not to hold, as a
genuine (metaphysical) possibility that the identity not hold for, as Kripke observes, any
necessary truth “whether a priori or a posteriori, could not have turned out otherwise”
(ibid.:142). By his proposals for ‘qualitatively identical epistemic situations’, Kripke is
allowing that the illusion of the possibility of a necessary a posteriori identity not
holding is frequently based on an underlying genuine possibility of another
phenomenon very like the original involved in the necessary identity statement, having
a different composition (say).
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In a similar vein Chalmers explains that one can “misdescribe” a world. For
example, if we do not know whether Goldbach’s conjecture is true or false (we have no
proof either way) then we might think that there is a possible world in which the
conjecture is false. However, Chalmers notes: “if in fact Goldbach’s conjecture is true,
then one is misdescribing this world”14 (Chalmers, 1996:67). In particular, he says, one
must pay attention to whether one is evaluating according to primary or secondary
intensions. So, for example, there is a logically possible world in which water is XYZ
when evaluated by primary intensions, he claims, but one must be careful to describe
that world correctly. Taking into account the Kripkean a posteriori necessary identity
that water is H2O, we can see that we are “misdescribing this world as one in which
XYZ is water” when strictly speaking “it is a world in which XYZ is watery stuff”
(ibid.:134).

1.5 Kripke & Two-dimensionalism:
This idea that the apparent possibility that a necessary a posteriori identity might
not have held can be explained by a genuine possibility involving a different
phenomenon very similar to the original in the identity concerned, is a central tenet of
two dimensionalism and finds its roots in Kripke’s own explanation, discussed above,
of why necessary a posteriori identities appear contingent to us. Indeed Scott Soames
laments Kripke’s explanation, saying that the paragraph containing it (including the
gold example, part of which is quoted above, pp.142-3, Kripke (1980)) “and the one
preceding it mark the beginning of what in my opinion is the most misleading passage
in Naming and Necessity, and the one most encouraging to ambitious twodimensionalists” (Soames, 2005:74).
In the introduction to their book on two-dimensional semantics, editors Manuel
García-Carpintero and Josep Macià explain that Kripke’s views on reference and
modality created a philosophical puzzle because on the one hand they show the
existence of “modal illusions” where “truths that are in fact necessary appear to be
contingent”; yet, on the other hand, there is a “compelling” view in philosophy that we
have “reasonably reliable access to possible worlds” (García-Carpintero & Macià,
2006:1). Naturally the fact that modal errors occur does not rule out a generally reliable
Chalmers actually talks about ‘conceiving’ of such a world in this example rather than of its possibility,
but since he links conceivability to logical possibility (ibid.:68), I do not think my presentation above is a
distortion of his position.
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access to matters modal, however, they claim that “Kripke’s views suggest that modal
illusions do not arise only in a few, systematically unrelated cases; on the contrary, a
systematic and far-reaching pattern is predicted” (ibid.:2).
Soames describes Kripke’s account of the apparent contingency of necessary
identities in terms of propositions: the necessary proposition expressed by “Hesperus is
Phosphorus”, say, may be confused with “certain descriptive propositions that are both
contingent and knowable only a posteriori” (Soames, 2005:74). As Kripke puts it
himself, if there are two rigid designators, R1 and R2, which are discovered to refer to
the same entity, then ‘R1= R2’ is necessary, though a posteriori. However, he notes that
their references “may well be fixed by nonrigid designators ‘D1’ and ‘D2’” respectively
(Kripke, 1980:143). Then even if ‘R1= R2’ is necessary, ‘D1= D2’ may be contingent
and this, he suggests, can lead one to think that ‘R1= R2’ might have turned out
otherwise. García-Carpintero and Macià observe that Kripke proposed this explanation
of the illusion of contingency “cautiously, only as a possible model applying in some
cases” but later in his book his arguments against the mind-brain identity theorists rely
on this being the only available model that “properly explains” the modal illusion
(García-Carpintero & Macià, 2006:2). They claim that this model is
the blueprint for 2-D accounts; the central idea is that “an appropriate
corresponding qualitative statement”, different from the original, necessary one,
which unlike this “might have been false”, is somehow mixed up with it, thus
engendering the illusion of its contingency. (ibid.)
So, as discussed above, a two-dimensionalist like Chalmers, explains that when
a statement contradicting a necessary a posteriori identity – say, ‘water is not H2O’ – is
evaluated by primary intensions then there is a possible world in which that statement is
true: i.e. where ‘watery stuff is not H2O’ is true. Of course such a possibility is not one
wherein the relevant necessary a posteriori identity is false since it does not involve the
original phenomenon itself: in this example the possibility concerns watery stuff – that
is, a substance like water – as opposed to water itself. Hence the proposal is that it is a
genuine possibility that a phenomenon (e.g. watery stuff), very similar to the one
concerned in the necessary identity (e.g. water), should have a completely different
composition.
In this aspect of the explanation of the modal illusions generated by a posteriori
necessities, Kripke appears to agree. In his gold example discussed above, he claims
that it is logically possible that there be a compound with “all the properties originally
known to hold of gold” (my emphasis). However this seems effectively to suggest that
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it is logically possible that the necessary identity not hold, for if there can be a
compound with “all the properties” of gold then what is the difference between this
compound and gold itself, except their atomic structure which is the very thing that is
supposed to be necessary of gold! But if the only difference between two substances is
their atomic structure then in what sense is that structure essential to the substance and
therefore to be identified with it? If all other properties can be held constant while
varying atomic structures then the latter is irrelevant to the properties a particular
substance has and thus also to what that substance is, or to any essence it might have.
Kripke identifies natural kinds with their underlying atomic structures for a
reason – because he sees the latter as essential to the kind. He explains the basis of the
necessity of scientifically-discovered a posteriori identities:
In general, science attempts, by investigating basic structural traits, to find the
nature, and thus the essence (in the philosophical sense) of the kind. (Kripke,
1980:138)
Putnam too proposed similar ideas about, for example, the necessity of ‘Water is
H2O’15. Explaining his earlier (1975) choice of microstructure as a criterion for
substance-identity, he says that “differences in microstructure invariably (in the actual
world) result in differences in lawful behavior” (Putnam, 1990:69). He further
elaborates:
Since there is a standard description of microstructure, and microstructure is
what determines physical behavior (laws of behavior), it seemed to me that the
only natural choice for a criterion of substance-identity was the microstructural
criterion. (Putnam, 1990:69)
In his gold example, though, Kripke does not stipulate that the only difference
would be in atomic structure but, rather, talks of “all the properties originally known to
hold of gold”, which allows that this compound could have a few new properties not
originally found in gold. But the notion of similarity here, of how alike the two
phenomena can be, is left unsatisfactorily vague and unspecified. Certainly Chalmers,
in depicting watery stuff, just describes water as we commonly know it: “the dominant
clear, drinkable liquid in the oceans and lakes; or more briefly… the watery stuff in a
world” (Chalmers, 1996:57). Presumably watery stuff, which can turn out not to be
H2O in other possible worlds, has all the noticeable and commonly known properties, at
any rate, of water. But then it seems that it only differs in micro-structure from water –
in other possible worlds where, for example, watery stuff is XYZ – and this effectively
15

Though he later (1990) distances himself from Kripke’s more metaphysical intentions.
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is simply the same as saying that water itself could have a micro-structure different to
H2O. In fact Alan Sidelle muses that given the possibility that watery stuff could be
XYZ, “we might wonder if that can really amount to anything more than that, given the
rules of English, we cannot call it ‘water’” (Sidelle, 2002:320).
Undoubtedly though, Kripke’s notion of a posteriori necessity was not intended
to be merely linguistic, due only to the conventions of our language, even though
reference and semantics do play a major role in establishing the necessity. Kripke was
specifically interested in the metaphysical and emphasises that what he is concerned
with is a notion of necessity “which is not a notion of epistemology but of metaphysics”
(Kripke, 1980:35). His view is also an essentialist view of de re necessities (necessity
concerning the nature of things, not statements) and so, for Kripke, “statements
representing scientific discoveries about what this stuff is are not contingent truths but
necessary truths in the strictest possible sense” (ibid.:125).
But Sidelle claims that “each necessary a posteriori truth should be seen as
derived from a combination of an analytic principle of individuation that has empty
spaces to be filled in by empirical findings and a particular empirical finding that of
itself carries no modal weight” (Sidelle, 2002:319). He further maintains that the
“modal force … of necessary a posteriori truths comes from the principles, which we
have compelling reasons, I think, to treat as analytic and as representing linguistic
conventions, rather than as revealing metaphysically deep features of reality” (ibid.).
This a priori basis to the necessity of a posteriori identities follows “linguistic
conventions”, he says, because it reflects “the meanings we have attached to the
relevant terms” (ibid.).
Sydney Shoemaker likens Kripkean a posteriori necessities to truths such as “All
bachelors are unmarried” which he says have their truth guaranteed by “certain
paradigmatic logical truths – say that all unmarried men are unmarried – together with
semantic facts, say that “bachelor” is synonymous with “unmarried male”” (Shoemaker,
1998:60). He explains that Kripke’s proposal that certain empirically discovered
identities were also necessary identities showed that “the class of semantic facts that can
contribute to the bestowal of the status of necessary truth is much broader than the class
of synonymies … [and] includes such facts as that the term “gold” refers to a substance
with a certain essential nature” (ibid.). Putnam too thinks that Kripke takes himself to
be “engaged in (what he views as) metaphysical discovery” (Putnam, 1990:67) –
something from which Putnam later tries to distance himself:
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What I was trying to do with my “minimalist” (re)interpretation of Kripke was
to assimilate his metaphysical intuitions to the linguistic intuitions that other
analytic philosophers talk about. This is what I now think cannot be done.
(ibid.:64).
Of course meanings are important in Kripke’s proposal of a posteriori necessary
identities and he makes use of semantic facts about the way we intend certain terms to
refer – i.e. rigidly – to support his arguments. Kripke also gives modal arguments for
his claims, considering an entity’s identity across possible worlds. His view, though, is
an essentialist one that sees the microscopic structure as being essential to a natural
kind, like gold, and so arguably is intended to carry metaphysical weight. He says of
necessary properties such as that of gold being an element of atomic number 79 that any
world “in which we imagine a substance which does not have these properties is a world
in which we imagine a substance which is not gold, provided these properties form the
basis of what the substance is” (Kripke, 1980:125). He says further of the colour and
metallic properties of gold: “to the extent that such properties follow from the atomic
structure of gold, they are necessary properties of it, even though they unquestionably
are not part of the meaning of ‘gold’” (ibid.).
E.J. Lowe, writing on Kripke’s necessary a posteriori identities, differentiates
between asserting that “everything has the property of necessary self-identity” and
asserting that “everything has the property of necessarily being the thing that it is”
(Lowe, 1982:583) and claims that it is the latter which the Barcan-Kripke derivation of
the thesis that all identities are necessary must show and indeed attempts to show16.
These are two different properties he points out because the property of something
“necessarily being the thing that it is” is a property that “if it is possessed by anything,
can presumably only be possessed” by that thing itself (ibid.). The property of being
necessarily self-identical, on the other hand, is possessed by every object. It seems to fit
in with Kripke’s essentialist views that it is the former property that is expressed by his
claim for the necessity of a posteriori identities. Therefore, though there is an a priori
necessity at the basis of Kripkean a posteriori necessity, it is arguably the more
substantive claim that a thing is the thing that it is necessarily rather than the more
trivial claim that a thing is necessarily self-identical.
Chalmers, however, does not share Kripke’s essentialist leanings, as Scott
Soames points out. He says that Chalmers “believes that he has explained away all
standard Kripkean examples of the necessary aposteriori … and shown them to be
16

Though Lowe argues in his paper that the Barcan-Kripke proof is suspect in this respect.
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instances of an entirely linguistic phenomenon involving the distinction between
primary and secondary intensions, with no larger metaphysical implications” (Soames,
2005:202). However this, Soames claims, was not Kripke’s intention since “he did not
view language as the source of the necessary and aposteriori status of his examples …
he looked to metaphysics” (ibid.:203). For Kripke “the source of many necessary
aposteriori truths … involved nontrivial essential properties of things that can be known
to be possessed by those things only a posteriori” (ibid.).
Naturally one can simply eschew the whole notion of essence, as a number of
philosophers do, and argue à la Quine, for example, that whether an entity has a given
property essentially or not depends upon how it is described. Kripke of course does not
share this view and maintains that the notion of necessary properties has “intuitive
content” – something which he contends is “very heavy evidence in favor of anything”
(Kripke, 1980:42). Certainly it does seem that in order to identify a natural kind with a
particular atomic structure that the latter should be in some sense essential to the kind17.
One can say that such identification merely reflects our linguistic practices but these, I
would argue, are at least to some extent based on the way things are in the world and
microstructure, scientists have discovered, is responsible for much of the behaviour of
natural kinds like gold, water, etc.
At any rate, it is not my intention here to either dispute or argue for Kripke’s
essentialist leanings. But if the necessity of a posteriori identity is interpreted thus, as a
substantial claim, then I believe it has some consequences for what can be considered to
be metaphysically possible. Stipulating that most of the properties of a natural kind
substance could be retained and yet its microscopic constitution changed is quite a
strong demand: if this were possible across the board then it seems that underlying
microscopic structure would make little difference to what a substance is, or at least not
enough difference to distinguish various substances. Although it is never fully specified
either by Kripke or the two-dimensionalists just how similar this other phenomenon
could be, Chalmers’ descriptions of ‘watery stuff’ and Kripke’s comments above about
a compound resembling gold seem to indicate quite a strong similarity with the original
substance involved in the necessary identity.
It is the claim that it is possible that there be a substance very like water but that
is not H2O, against which I will argue in the following chapters: both Chalmers’ and
Kripke’s versions of the claim. My arguments will, naturally, be advocated on the basis
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Though this is disputable: Putnam, as explained, disassociates himself from such essentialist views and
maintains that his own theory is “stripped of [Kripke’s] metaphysical assumptions” (Putnam, 1990:64).
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that water is indeed H2O, an assertion that is based on our current scientific theories
and, to the best of our knowledge, true. However it is the case that scientific theories
can and do turn out to be wrong. But my claim is of the form that given that water is
H2O then the consequences, I argue, are that there is no non-H2O watery stuff either
and, so, if the former turns out not to be the case, then my argument does not apply but
it is not thereby invalidated.
In order to assess the claim I first need to ascertain the degree of similarity
required between water and a water-like phenomenon that is not H2O, according to each
philosopher. In chapter 3 I examine what properties watery stuff should have and to
what extent these may differ from those of water.
Before exploring this issue further though, in the next chapter I will first
investigate the various types of possibility, such as ‘logical’, ‘metaphysical’, etc., in
contemporary philosophy in order to identify and place the type of possibility
(metaphysical possibility, I will claim) that is at issue in both Chalmers’ and Kripke’s
claims for the possibility of a water-like phenomenon that is not H2O. I will also
analyse what determining the metaphysical possibility of a claim involves and argue
that a greater degree of consideration of background factors is required than is often
applied.
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2 Chapter 2: Kinds of Possibility

In this chapter I will review the various types of possibility used in
contemporary philosophy in order to clarify the kind of possibility at play in the claim
that there could be a phenomenon like water that is not H2O. Generally the kind of
possibility relevant for this claim is metaphysical possibility. Kripke’s a posteriori
necessities are interpreted as metaphysical necessities and so the type of possibility
applied in his musings about “qualitatively identical epistemic situations” would
presumably be metaphysical possibility. Chalmers’ claim that there could be watery
stuff that was not H2O is ultimately one of metaphysical possibility but his approach is
more complicated. He originally called the kind of possibility involved in his ‘worlds
considered as actual’ evaluation ‘broadly logical possibility’ and tied it to metaphysical
possibility. However, in later writings he names it ‘epistemic possibility’ but it could
also be interpreted as conceptual possibility, though Chalmers never uses this term
himself.
So I think it is important to ascertain exactly each philosopher’s view of what the
kind of possibility involved in the claim is and, more importantly, what it entails. In the
following sections I explain the main types of possibility and sketch the current, more
established position concerning the key types of possibility at issue (metaphysical,
broadly logical and conceptual) which I contrast with a more ‘renegade’ view that is in
certain aspects closer to Chalmers’ stance. I then investigate what I believe are the
primary means of judging the metaphysical possibility of a proposal.
Before discussing possibility though, I want to look at the philosophical notion of
conceivability and its relation to possibility, in particular at what Chalmers has to say on
the matter.

2.1 Conceivability
Often disputed in philosophical literature is whether conceivability is a guide to
possibility or not: Chalmers wants to claim that it is. Indeed many philosophers agree
that the right type of conceivability is a guide to possibility. Discerning what the right
type of conceivability is, though, is the problem, with the various candidates proposed
often found wanting. In fact Stephen Yablo first differentiates five different senses of
‘conceivable’, none of which he says are “philosophical conceivability”, before finally
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settling on a sense that he proposes is a guide to possibility (Yablo:1993:26). Chalmers
too distinguishes eight types of conceivability, an exercise from which he thinks “at
least one plausible and defensible conceivability-possibility thesis can be formulated”
(Chalmers, 2002a:146). I will not discuss the types of conceivability that are not
deemed a guide to possibility. Rather, in what follows, I will examine Chalmers’ notion
of conceivability that he thinks does lead to (the right kind of) possibility, and to which
kind of possibility it leads.
Chalmers is concerned with the “long tradition in philosophy of using a priori
methods to draw conclusions about what is possible and what is necessary, and often in
turn to draw conclusions about matters of substantive metaphysics” (ibid.:145). He says
that the most popular “bridge between the epistemic and modal domains” is the method
of conceivability: i.e., to argue that some state of affairs is conceivable and thus
conclude that it is also possible, where the type of possibility involved is metaphysical
possibility (ibid.:146). According to Chalmers “there is at least some plausibility in the
idea that conceivability can act as a guide to metaphysical possibility” (ibid.). He calls
the relevant notion of conceivability, which does entail possibility, “ideal primary
positive conceivability” (ibid.:171).
The term ‘primary’ here relates to Chalmers’ primary intensions but he also
characterises it independently, explaining that the statement S “is primarily conceivable
… when it is conceivable that S is actually the case” (ibid.:157). This relates to his
notion of considering worlds as ‘actual’ used in the evaluation of primary intensions, as
outlined in chapter 1, and is tied to the a priori: “Primary conceivability is grounded in
the idea that, for all we know a priori, there are many ways the world might be” (ibid.).
In fact he explicitly equates this grounding for conceivability with a kind of possibility
when he proposes we “think of these ways the world might be as epistemic
possibilities” (ibid.). So if primary conceivability is “grounded in” the idea that there
are many ways the world might be and these latter just are epistemic possibilities then
primary conceivability is grounded in, and hence not independent of, epistemic
possibility. But Chalmers wants to “avoid the threat of trivializing the link with
possibility” by not importing “the notion of possibility so directly into a definition of
conceivability” (ibid.:156). However, it is a link with metaphysical possibility that he
wishes to establish for the right kind of conceivability and the modalities in question in
the description of primary conceivability, he argues, “are cognitive or epistemic, and
presuppose no tie to the metaphysical” (Ibid.:156). So his notion of primary
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conceivability is not defined in terms of the relevant notion of possibility (i.e.
metaphysical possibility).
Primary conceivability of S is positive according to Chalmers when “one can
form some sort of positive conception of a situation in which S is the case” (ibid.:150).
This is as opposed to negative conceivability where “S is not ruled out a priori”
(ibid.:149). Positive conceivability, he explains, comes “under the broad rubric of
imagination: to positively conceive of a situation is to imagine (in some sense) a
specific configuration of objects and properties” (ibid.:150). Further he claims that it is
“common to imagine situations in considerable detail” (ibid.). But this is questionable
since it seems that the opposite is usually true: human imagination is not always good
on detail and one usually only imagines a situation in broad lines. Even memory, which
ought to be more detailed than imagining a (non-existent) situation since it is based
directly on a situation previously perceived, is notoriously unreliable with people often
just remembering the bare outline of a situation and very little of the details.
Usually when one imagines a given scenario one only imagines the main aspects
relevant to the purpose or central theme of the imagining and not all the details. For
example, if a person in the cold of winter imagines a sun holiday they typically think of
the salient features like sunshine, blue skies, a beach and the sea. While they may
imagine certain details immediate to themselves – such as what they are wearing,
drinking, doing, etc. – they do not necessarily imagine the myriad of details that could
be filled in: what the other people there look like, the colour of the deck chairs and sun
umbrellas, etc. Naturally they could imagine these details if they wanted and novelists,
for example, often do fill in those details (they have to) but such detail is not usually
present in everyday imaginings.
Yablo, explaining his notion of “objectual imagining” whose “objectual
character” Chalmers says is “distinctive of positive conceivability” (ibid.), admits that
such imagining “radically underdefines its object” (Yablo,1993:29). Although Yablo
maintains that objectual imagining involves imagining an object “as determinate”, that
is “possessing determinates for each of its determinables”, this is not the same as
“determinately imagining it – specifying in each case what the underlying determinate
is” (ibid.:28). So it seems to be an unsubstantiated assumption on Chalmers’ part to
claim that it is “common” to imagine situations in “considerable detail” when often only
the minimal relevant detail is imagined. Probably Chalmers would dispute this latter
claim but, as things stand, he simply asserts his own account and does not even offer
examples to support it, let alone an argument for it.
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However Chalmers adds that “this imagination is often accompanied by
interpretation and reasoning”, so presumably further reasoning about the imagined
situation should compensate for any initial lack of detail in the mental imaging
(Chalmers,2002a:150). Furthermore he argues that the kind of imagining in question is
not just “perceptual imagination” where one has a “perceptual mental image that
represents S as being the case” as one can imagine “situations beyond the scale of
perception” (ibid.:150-1). In such cases he claims we have an “intuition” of a world or
situation in which S is the case, where a situation, he explains, is roughly “a
configuration of objects and properties within a world” (ibid.:151). Intuition, though, is
as controversial as, if not more so than, the conceivability-possibility thesis that
Chalmers is trying to defend. It is generally seen as some kind of ‘rational insight’ – the
debate is usually about whether such insight is due to some, perhaps mysterious, sense
or faculty, or whether it involves no more than the judgements of our ordinary cognitive
capacities.
Some philosophers propose that intuition is quite separate from other abilities:
George Bealer describes it as a “sui generis propositional attitude” that is different from
belief and other “psychological attitudes (judging, guessing, imagining, etc.)” (Bealer,
2004:13). He describes intuition as a kind of “seeming” – “for you to have an intuition
that p is just for it to seem to you that p” – but it is an “intellectual, not [an]
experiential” seeming (ibid.:12). He claims that it is rational intuition that is “relevant
to the priori disciplines”, as opposed to physical intuition: the former “derives from
one’s understanding of one’s concepts” the latter from understanding of empirical laws
(ibid.:13). But this does not mean that rational intuition is merely conceptual analysis,
he maintains, for it can include necessities that “traditionally were thought to be
synthetic, not analytic” (ibid.).
Other philosophers describe philosophical intuitions more mundanely. Timothy
Williamson, for example, says they are “applications of our ordinary capacities for
judgement” which we think of as intuitions “when a special kind of scepticism about
those capacities is salient” (Williamson, 2004:109). He further notes that when
“contemporary analytic philosophers run out of arguments, they appeal to intuition” yet
“analytic philosophy has no agreed or even popular account of how intuition might
work” (ibid.). So Chalmers’ appeal to intuition in explaining his notion of positive
conceivability is not very enlightening. This is not to dismiss philosophical intuition
which, I would suggest, is just our immediate understanding and interpretation of our
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knowledge (often without consciously trying to understand or interpret, hence the
“seeming”) using our ordinary cognitive capacities.
However Chalmers does go on to elucidate “intuition” in terms of “modally”
imagining: one “modally imagines that P if one modally imagines a world that verifies
P, or a situation that verifies P” and modal imagination “goes beyond perceptual
imagination … but it shares with perceptual imagination its mediated objectual
character” (Chalmers, 2002a:151). He likens the “mediated objectual character” to
Yablo’s notion, mentioned above, of “objectual” imagining which Yablo claims has
“referential content” and “purports to depict an object” though without necessarily
“conjuring up an appropriate sensory presentation” (Yablo, 1993:27 & fn.55).
Nevertheless such descriptions of the “objectual” character in modally imagining a
situation do not clarify what the difference is with perceptual imagination. If one
modally imagines an object/situation without “conjuring up an appropriate sensory
presentation” then it is hard to see in what sense one’s imagining “purports to depict an
object”. If, on the other hand, one modally imagines an object/situation with the
appropriate sensory presentation then it is not clear that this is any different to
perceptually imagining the object/situation.
But it seems that reasoning is what plays a crucial role in positive conceivability
for Chalmers since he says that “an imagined situation verifies S when reflection on the
situation reveals it as a situation in which S” and “verification is a broadly epistemic
relation, tied to certain rational processes … [and] is stronger than a mere evidential
relation” (Chalmers, 2002a:152). In fact he claims that “verification of a statement by
an imagined situation is broadly analogous to an [a priori] entailment of one statement
by another” (ibid.). Thus his notion of positive (primary) conceivability requires
“coherently modally” imagining a situation that verifies statement S – that is, it should
be “possible to fill in arbitrary details in the imagined situation such that no
contradiction reveals itself” (ibid.:153). However he claims that there is no
presupposition that any such imagined situation or world is metaphysically possible:
again, all that is involved here is only “cognitive or epistemic”.
The type of reasoning involved in Chalmers’ core notion of conceivability (ideal
positive primary conceivability) is not only a priori but also, he stipulates, “ideal” such
that “S is ideally conceivable when S is conceivable on ideal rational reflection”
(ibid.:147). He suggests that the notion of “ideal rational reflection” could be connected
to that of an “ideal reasoner … free from all contingent cognitive limitations” but
acknowledges that “it is not obvious that an ideal reasoner is possible or coherent”
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(ibid.:148). Instead he settles on the notion of “undefeatability by better reasoning”
where one has “justification that cannot be rationally defeated” (ibid.). He gives an
example of “any mathematical statement M whose truth-value is currently unknown,
but which will later be proved to be true” and claims that ~M is not ideally conceivable
in his sense as “ideal reflection will rule out ~M a priori” (ibid.:147). However this
seems to be an unhelpful notion of conceivability since if we do not currently know
whether M or ~M is the case, for example, then how are we to decide which is ‘ideally’
conceivable?
The problem is that the ability to ideally conceive is either attainable for us or it is
not. If the former, then it is no better than our best reasoning based on current
knowledge and, in the case of unknowns, the unknown and its negation should either
both be considered to be (currently) ideally conceivable or neither. But it seems that
Chalmers sees such ‘ideal’ reasoning as better than our best ordinary reasoning – the
ideal reasoning process of some kind of super-being perhaps – since he talks about
idealising “away from cognitive limitations” (ibid.:148). Perhaps he sees it as a kind of
‘limit’ concept toward which we strive but, because it is ideal, can never reach. But if
the ‘ideal’ reasoning towards which we strive is ultimately (currently) unattainable for
us then the same issue arises: how are we to ascertain what the result of such reasoning
is if it is (currently) beyond our grasp?
It would be interesting to know if the ‘cannot’ in Chalmers’ “justification that
cannot be rationally defeated” is one of metaphysical or epistemic impossibility. From
his mathematical example mentioned above, it would seem that the ‘cannot’ here is not
one of epistemic impossibility since otherwise, given that M’s truth-value is stipulated
to be “currently unknown”, one could conclude that currently justification for ~M
“cannot be rationally defeated” in the epistemic sense. However, Chalmers says the
opposite, that ~M is not ideally conceivable, i.e., that its justification can be rationally
defeated. So it would appear that the ‘cannot’ is one of metaphysical impossibility and
that the idealisation of the reasoning involved – e.g. ascertaining the truth value of
unknowns – brings it beyond our human cognitive limits.
In fact he also defines his notion of ideal conceivability by reference to a
“possible subject for whom S is prima facie conceivable, with justification that is
undefeatable by better reasoning” (ibid.:148). This possible subject presumably, and
considering the proposed idealisation involved, could be one without our cognitive
limitations since Chalmers suggests idealising away from these. But if the reasoning
appealed to in the definition of “ideal conceivability” is such that it idealises away from
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our cognitive limitations, then it is in principle reasoning which we cannot ourselves
apply – that is, it is unattainable for us. If that is the case how are we supposed to know
the outcome of such reasoning? Even if it is interpreted as the best reasoning possible
for humankind to achieve and so takes into account future reasoning abilities and
knowledge, and is therefore something that is achievable for our kind of beings albeit in
the future, we still cannot currently achieve it. Such a notion, though theoretically
attainable for humankind, would always place the goal – ideal reasoning – in the future
for if it did not then ‘ideal’ reasoning simply becomes our best current reasoning. So
whether ‘ideal’ reasoning is supposed to be ultimately beyond our cognitive limitations
or to be something we can attain in the future, either way it is not something we can
currently achieve. And if we can currently reason thus (ideally) and arrive at the
‘correct’ answer, then ‘undefeatability’ by better reasoning is no more than our best
reasoning which is based on current knowledge.
In any case, one could allow that Chalmers’ claim that his notion of ideal
positive primary conceivability entails primary possibility is correct because primary
possibility, as he acknowledges, corresponds “more closely to epistemic notions” but
this does not have to lead to metaphysical conclusions (ibid.:164). However Chalmers
claims that such primary possibilities are “all first-class metaphysical possibilities”
(ibid.:165) and that the primary intensions involved in evaluation of such possibilities
should be “understood as functions over metaphysically possible worlds” (ibid.:167, my
emphasis). Furthermore he asserts that “if S is ideally primarily positively conceivable,
then there is some metaphysically possible centered world satisfying S’s primary
intension” and hence his claim is that ideal primary positive conceivability is a guide to
metaphysical possibility – the required conceivability-possibility thesis (ibid.:171).
This is because in Chalmers’ two-dimensional framework the primary intension
associated with a given concept does not act as a rigid designator across different worlds
and so the primary intension of ‘water’, for example, can pick out XYZ in another
possible world ‘considered as actual’. Therefore, as explained in chapter 1, evaluation
of the statement ‘Water is XYZ’ by primary intensions shows it to be primarily possible
(1-possible) but it also gives us a metaphysically possible world where the primary
intension of ‘water’ picks out XYZ: i.e., where ‘Watery stuff is XYZ’ is true.
In this manner Chalmers claims his ideal positive primary conceivability leads to
metaphysical possibility. His water example above serves as a prototype of how his
two-dimensional semantic framework can handle the consequences of Kripke’s
necessary a posteriori identities – i.e., that certain statements are no longer
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metaphysically possible, such as ‘water is not H2O’. In his framework evaluation by
primary intensions allows that there is a metaphysically possible world where, for
example, ‘watery stuff is not H2O’ is true even though Kripkean arguments show there
is no metaphysically possible world where ‘water is not H2O’ is true. Thus he argues
that any “worries about the gap between conceivability and possibility apply at the level
of statements, not worlds: … [for example] we use a statement to misdescribe a
conceived world” and so he concludes “there seems to be no reason to deny that
conceivability of a world implies possibility” (Chalmers, 1996:68). In fact in a later
paper he just stipulates that his usage of ““logically possible” … is tied by stipulation to
[ideal] conceivability” (Chalmers, 1999:477). And since Chalmers claims that for
metaphysical and logical possibility the “relevant space of worlds is the same in both
cases”, his stipulation tying conceivability to logical possibility also ties it to a
metaphysically possible world (Chalmers, 1996:68).
However, as I have argued above, Chalmers’ ‘ideal’ conceivability is not
something we can apply to determine possibility since it would appear to be, at least
currently, unattainable for us. And if it is attainable for us then such conceiving is
based on our best current knowledge and we cannot currently determine the possibility
of unknowns, for example, by this method.
In general I would suggest that, when it comes to judging the possibility of a
statement, state of affairs, etc., it is questionable how fruitful such arguments about the
‘right’ kind of conceivability and whether it is a guide to possibility (and to which kind
of possibility) really are. This route to possibility arguably only adds an extra step: first
establish what the ‘right’ kind of conceivability entails and then argue further that it is a
good guide to possibility. Perhaps it is more straightforward to cut out debate about
whether conceivability is a guide to possibility and to just directly examine how we
judge a proposal to be possible: the minimum requirements, such as a lack of
contradiction, and any further reasoning or imagining involved – it is not limited to
conceivability. Of course one might just call this process ‘determining the right kind of
conceivability’ but then it seems the issue is largely terminological. Naturally the
arguments or reasoning applied in this suggested route to possibility may sometimes
overlap with those of the ‘two-step’ route but that is unsurprising when they are dealing
with the same core problem – I am only suggesting that my proposed route is simpler
and more direct.
This is the route I shall take, at any rate, in the rest of this chapter where I will
examine what is involved in making possibility judgements and make my own
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proposals. First, though, in the following section, I investigate the main kinds of
possibility common in the philosophical literature and, in particular, the kind relevant to
Kripke’s and Chalmers’ claims for the possibility of a water-like substance that is not
H2O.

2.2 Possibility
There are many different senses of ‘possible’ used in philosophical writing:
logical, metaphysical, epistemic, natural or physical or causal, and so on. Very often
the kind of possibility with which philosophers are most concerned is metaphysical
possibility especially, of course, when dealing with matters metaphysical. Logical
possibility is also frequently used. Both logical and metaphysical possibility are seen as
broader kinds of possibility than, for example, natural or physical possibility which are
restricted by the laws of nature and physics respectively.
In this section I will try to clarify what a more traditional view of the different
kinds of possibility involves by examining a number of philosophers who are indicative
of this position, such as E.J. Lowe, Kit Fine and, to a large extent, George Bealer.
These philosophers fall under the traditional stance at least insofar as they regard
(broadly) logical possibility and metaphysical possibility as co-extensive, thus
following an “already well-established tradition” according to Lowe (Lowe, 1998:14). I
will call this position the more ‘established’ or ‘traditional’ position. Kripke’s views on
the various types of possibility there are and what they involve largely agree with this
position in the important aspects. But Chalmers’ stance on these matters does deviate
from the more established view. Accordingly I also look at another ‘dissenter’, Bob
Hale, as I believe that his position more closely echoes Chalmers’ especially concerning
broadly logical and conceptual possibility18. Borrowing a term from Lowe, I will dub
this latter position the ‘idiosyncratic’ view (ibid.:17). However, as we shall see,
Chalmers’ views on modality are inextricably bound up in his two-dimensional
framework and as such form a unique standpoint in contrast to both the more traditional
views and the less mainline, idiosyncratic position.

18

However I am not suggesting that either philosopher was influenced by the other in his views on
modality – to my knowledge this is not the case.
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By examining the views of these philosophers on the different sorts of possibility,
I hope to clarify what each kind of possibility involves and to place both Chalmers’ and
Kripke’s notions of possibility used in their core theories accordingly.
Much of the literature I consider discusses ‘necessity’ rather than ‘possibility’
however I am assuming that the two are inter-definable. Necessity can be defined along
the following lines: if A is necessary then it is not possible that ~A. Similarly with
possibility: if A is possible then it is not necessary that ~A. I take it that the various
kinds or categories that apply to one of these notions likewise apply to the other.

2.2.1 Nomological Possibility:
Possibility constrained by the laws of nature is sometimes called ‘natural’,
‘nomological’ or even ‘causal’ or ‘physical’ possibility. Chalmers explains that a
“naturally possible situation is one that could actually occur in nature, without violating
any natural laws … [and] is a much stronger constraint than mere logical possibility”
(Chalmers, 1996:36). In a like manner, causal possibility is determined by (actual)
causal laws and physical possibility by the (actual) laws of physics. Loosely seen these
all denote roughly the same type of possibility, constrained by the laws of the actual
world, though this may depend on one’s view of what exactly those laws are or which
ones are more fundamental. I will use the term ‘nomological possibility’ for this kind
of possibility to indicate the role of the laws of nature, whatever their ultimate nature.
Of course, what a law of nature is has been subject to much debate, with some
philosophers taking a basically Humean stance and maintaining that such laws are no
more than regularities in nature without any kind of necessity and others claiming that
these laws are indeed necessary, nomologically necessary. David Lewis, as an example
of the former position, sees the laws of nature as belonging to true deductive systems
with a “properly balanced combination of simplicity and strength” (Lewis, 2001a:73).
Alternatively though, nomological necessity is often invoked to account for the
difference between law-like and accidental generalisations, and for the ability of laws of
nature to support counterfactuals, without which they would not be considered to be
laws.
Kripke does not directly discuss laws of nature but does seem to view physical
necessity as more than regularity since he even suggests that physical necessity “might
turn out to be necessity in the highest degree” (Kripke, 1980:99). Referring to his
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arguments for the necessity of many a posteriori identities, he further notes that “a good
deal of what contemporary philosophy regards as mere physical necessity is actually
necessary tout court” (ibid.:164). So he definitely recognises physical, or nomological,
necessity and thinks that in some cases it is in fact metaphysical but leaves it open as to
how far this latter claim can be pushed (ibid.).
Chalmers too views nomological, or natural, necessity as more than just
regularity. Explaining his notion of ‘natural supervenience’, he invokes both natural
necessity and laws, saying that natural supervenience holds when, “when the A-facts
about a situation naturally necessitate the B-facts” and when the correlation is “not just
coincidental but lawful” (Chalmers, 1996:37). In fact, he thinks that most facts about
the world, with the exception of phenomenal consciousness, are entailed19 by the
physical facts (ibid.:71). He maintains, for example, that it is logically impossible that a
world be “physically identical to ours but biologically distinct” (ibid.:35). However,
Chalmers’ position on the laws of nature is more complicated since he suggests that
causation might be non-physical, as he claims phenomenal consciousness is, though he
says that “laws [of nature] and causation lead to less significant failure of reductive
explanation than consciousness” (ibid.:86). He is clear at least that, in his opinion,
holders of “various Humean views … have the worse of the arguments” (ibid.). Indeed
it is hard to see how regularity alone can support counterfactuals. In any case, both
Kripke and Chalmers associate the laws of nature with necessity, nomological necessity
at least, not with mere regularities and so, accordingly, I will assume a non-Humean
view of the laws of nature

2.2.2 Logical Possibility:

Logical possibility concerns statements, propositions and the like and generally,
as Lowe puts it, “logical possibility of a proposition or set of propositions … is simply a
matter of its (or their) not entailing a logical contradiction” (Lowe, 1998:9). However it
is not always quite that simple since those who follow the more traditional view divide
logical possibility (or necessity) into several types: strictly (or formally) logical
possibility and ‘broadly’ logical possibility, the latter which, because of its association

He actually says “supervene logically” but defines logical supervenience in terms of entailment: “when
B-properties supervene logically on A-properties, we can say that the A-facts entail the B-facts, where
one fact entails another if it is logically impossible for the first to hold without the second” (ibid.:36)
19
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with metaphysical possibility, is usually seen as entailing more than just a lack of
logical contradiction.
Furthermore conceptual necessity has frequently been posited as another,
distinct type of logical necessity which gives us three types of logical necessity (or
possibility). However some philosophers, including Hale and, it appears, Chalmers,
equate broadly logical necessity with conceptual necessity. In the following sections I
will examine these three types: strictly logical, conceptual and broadly logical (or
metaphysical) possibility.

2.2.2.1 Strictly Logical Possibility:

Generally speaking, what is strictly, or formally, logically possible is determined
by the rules of logic alone. In terms of necessity, Lowe defines the strictly logically
necessary as “that which is true in virtue of the laws of logic alone” – e.g. that which
does not contravene the law of non-contradiction: “for any proposition P, it is not the
case both that P and that not-P” (ibid.:14). Lowe’s definition is explicit about confining
strictly logical necessity to the laws of logic alone. He maintains, for instance, that the
sentence ‘It is not the case both that Ferdy is a female fox and that Ferdy is not a female
fox’ is strictly logically necessary because it is an instance of the law of noncontradiction. However, the sentence ‘It is not the case both that Ferdy is a vixen and
that Ferdy is not a female fox’ is not strictly logically necessary because “it can only be
turned into an instance of that law [of non-contradiction] by drawing on the definition
of ‘vixen’, which is a non-logical term” (ibid.:15). In a similar vein, Kit Fine explains
what he terms “logical necessity in the narrow sense”20 as “the sense in which it is
necessary that anything red is red, though not necessary that nothing red is green or that
I am a person” (Fine, 2002:254).
Consequently it would appear that most statements in our normal discourse
would seem to be strictly logically possible, unless involving a blatant contradiction.
(Though it may sometimes take some reasoning to uncover a logical contradiction as,
for example, Russell’s Barber’s Paradox.) Nevertheless, even the relatively
uncontroversial notion of strictly logical possibility may not actually be so
straightforward. George Bealer (2002) writes simply of ‘logical’ possibility and does
not mention different types, such as strictly logical or broadly logical possibility. But it
20

This seems to be the same as strictly logical possibility for Fine since he defines a broad notion of
logical necessity and conceptual necessity separately.
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is obvious that his notion of logical possibility is not the same as strictly logical
possibility, since he contrasts logical possibility, as he sees it, with another, according to
him, deviant definition of logical possibility: “p is logically possible iff p is merely
consistent with the laws of logic (i.e. not ruled out by logic alone)” (Bealer, 2002:78-9).
Furthermore he complains that there are many such “logically consistent sentences that
express obvious impossibilities (e.g., ‘Bachelors are necessarily women’, ‘Triangles are
necessarily circles’, ‘Water contains no hydrogen’)” (ibid.:79). But these examples
would generally be considered to be strictly logically possible because in order to show
that these examples are instances of the law of non-contradiction, one must bring in
definitions of the non-logical terms. Nevertheless Bealer thinks they are “obvious”
impossibilities so he evidently does not see strictly logical possibility, or what he calls
mere logical consistency, as a proper kind of possibility21.
Exactly what the laws of logic are though is open to question since there are
various different kinds of logic and even the status of the law of non-contradiction has
been questioned by philosophers like Graham Priest. It seems to be considerations of
this sort that put Bealer off accepting strictly logical possibility as a kind of possibility.
He complains that if one accepts “mere logical consistency” as a kind of possibility,
“why not keep going” and accept, for example, that p is “sententially possible” which
would allow “Everything is both F and not F” – a result he clearly finds unacceptable
(ibid.). However, logical possibility traditionally and generally in philosophy is used
assuming the laws of classical logic, or at the very least the law of non-contradiction, to
be in operation unless otherwise specified.
In any case, strictly logical possibility is not the kind of possibility philosophers
usually use in relation to matters of a metaphysical nature, though of course logical
consistency would be a minimum requirement for claims of any kind of possibility. It is
also not the kind of logical possibility that Chalmers intends either, for he clarifies the
kind of logical possibility that interests him as the sort that is “often called “broadly
logical” possibility in the philosophical literature, as opposed to the “strictly logical”
possibility that depends on formal systems” (Chalmers, 1996:35). Furthermore,
Kripke’s a posteriori necessities are definitely not categorised as strictly logical
necessities. So neither Chalmers’ nor Kripke’s core notion of possibility is strictly

21

Kant, somewhat similarly, saw a lack of contradiction in a proposal as a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for its possibility. Discussing the case of a synthetic a priori concept he says that “in such a
concept no contradiction must be contained is, to be sure, a necessary logical condition; but it is far from
sufficient for the objective reality of the concept, i.e., for the possibility of such an object as is thought
through the concept” (Kant, 1998:323, A220/B268).
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logical possibility though it is a basic prerequisite that a statement be strictly logically
possible in order to deem it possible in any sense.

2.2.2.2 Conceptual Possibility:

Conceptual possibility, though a kind of logical possibility, is not confined to
logical form alone but takes definitions of non-logical concepts into account. Fine
defines conceptual necessity as “necessity that holds in virtue of the identity of
concepts” (Fine, 2002:254) and Lowe, in a similar vein, defines it as “that which is true
solely in virtue of concepts together with the laws of logic” (Lowe, 1998:14). So the
statement ‘It is the case both that Ferdy is a vixen and that Ferdy is not a female fox’ is
not conceptually possible because the definition of ‘vixen’ as ‘female fox’ can be
applied, resulting in a contradiction. As long as a statement does not contravene the
laws of logic, and the concepts involved and their definitions do not lead to a
contradiction, then that statement is conceptually possible.
Bealer in this case diverges from the more traditional view insofar as he
dismisses the notion of conceptual possibility altogether. He mentions it in a footnote
only as a type of possibility that some “hypothethize” and, unusually, defines it not in
terms of concepts but rather of the a priori: “p is possible … iff it is impossible for
anyone to know a priori that p is false” (Bealer, 2002:79, fn.10). He rejects it on the
basis that it does not express a kind of possibility and that “there is in fact no such use
of ‘possible’ in ordinary English” (ibid.).
In contrast to the more traditional view, the idiosyncratic position associates
conceptual possibility with broadly logical possibility. Bob Hale makes “no distinction
between [broadly logical necessity] and conceptual necessity” (Hale, 1996:94). And
there is reason to think that Chalmers’ view is similar for he also links the conceptual
(and the a priori in the way Bealer, above, rejects) to his notion of broadly logical
possibility, though he makes no mention of ‘conceptual possibility’22. Hale defines
conceptual necessity (also ‘broadly logical’ necessity, for him) in a similar way to the
traditional manner: “Broadly logical necessities [conceptual necessities] are
propositions whose truth derives entirely from the concepts involved in them (together,
of course, with relevant structure)” (ibid.:100).

22

I discuss Chalmers’ position in more detail below.
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But the established position differentiates between broadly logical and
conceptual necessity, especially as it links broadly logical necessity to metaphysical
necessity, the latter which is traditionally characterised differently to conceptual
necessity. In fact Lowe complains about Hale’s “idiosyncratic” identification of
broadly logical necessity with conceptual necessity, claiming that “the orthodox
tradition – exemplified by Plantinga and Forbes and by myself … – understands
‘broadly logical necessity’ to mean ‘truth in all logically possible worlds’: and the latter
cannot be identified with ‘conceptual necessity’ because it is not, as a perfectly general
rule, knowable a priori” (Lowe, 1998:17).
Nevertheless, while he rejects identification of conceptual possibility with
broadly logical possibility, Lowe allows that the former can be identified with his
notion of “narrowly logical necessity”, which is truth “in virtue of the laws of logic
together with definitions of non-logical terms” (ibid.:14). In the next section I examine
broadly logical, or metaphysical, modality.

2.2.2.3 Broadly Logical & Metaphysical Possibility

According to the more established view, broadly logical and metaphysical
possibility are equivalent and are usually characterised in terms of possible worlds. For
example, Lowe defines broadly logical necessity as truth “in every logically possible
world, that is, in every possible world in which the laws of logic hold true” and notes
that the view that broadly logical and metaphysical necessity are “just two different
names for the same thing” follows a “well-established tradition” (ibid.:14). Fine
similarly equates broadly logical and metaphysical possibility, adding that metaphysical
necessity is “the sense of necessity that obtains in virtue of the identity of things
(broadly conceived)” (Fine, 2002:254). Although Bealer does not use the term ‘broadly
logical possibility’, it nevertheless seems applicable to his definition of ‘logical
possibility’, especially given the contrast with his notion of “mere logical consistency”.
He defines logical possibility in the following manner: “p is logically possible iff p and
the laws of logic are compossible23” but notes that “every possibility p is compossible
with the laws of logic” and therefore “logical possibility and possibility coincide”
(Bealer, 2002:78). By the unqualified ‘possibility’ here he appears to mean
‘metaphysical possibility’ as he further elucidates that “according to this standard
23

i.e. it is possible for p and the laws of logic “to be true together” (Bealer, 2002:78).
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philosophical usage, p is possible iff p is logically possible iff p is metaphysically
possible … ” (ibid.:78).
Nevertheless, there may appear to be some tension in this traditional equation of
broadly logical possibility with metaphysical possibility because logical possibility is
generally taken to concern semantic entities, whereas the metaphysical possibility is
seen as concerning the nature of things – objects, individuals, events, etc. Indeed Lowe
warns that this traditional equation of the two “may lead incautious philosophers to
overlook the … division between logic and metaphysics” (Lowe, 1998:14). Hale too
notes a difficulty here. Although his idiosyncratic view equates broadly logical with
conceptual necessity, he does acknowledge the link between metaphysical necessity and
broadly logical necessity, allowing that “even if we have here two notionally distinct
kinds of necessity … they coincide in extension” (Hale, 1996:98). However, he
contends that this is problematic given that “metaphysically necessary truths are
typically held to be knowable only a posteriori, while logical necessities are (or are
anyway standardly taken to be) knowable a priori – so there cannot, on pain of
contradiction, be extensional coincidence” (ibid.:98-9). Lowe allows that Hale’s view is
correct if one follows his idiosyncratic position of equating broadly logical and
conceptual necessity, something to which Lowe would not acquiesce because he equates
conceptual necessity with his notion of narrowly logical necessity. The traditional
stance rejects the equation of broadly logical and conceptual necessity because, as Lowe
puts it, broadly logical (metaphysical) necessity is often not knowable a priori since “it
is not, in many cases, grounded in logic and concepts but, rather, in the ‘natures’ of
things” (Lowe, 1998:21).
As he further clarifies, metaphysical possibility involves not merely the
possibility of a proposition but that of “a state of affairs (one which is representable, no
doubt, by a proposition): and so in this sense it is a ‘real’, or de re, possibility” (ibid.:10)
whose “ground is ontological rather than formal or conceptual” (ibid.:15). He gives
‘Water is H2O’ as “an example of broadly logical [metaphysical] necessity … which is
not also either a strictly or a narrowly logical [conceptual] necessity” (ibid.). He claims
that what is crucial here is that “it is not in virtue of the laws of logic plus definitions
alone that ‘Water is H2O’ is true in all logically possible worlds”– that is, not in virtue
of “concepts or definitions of water and H2O” – but rather, “in virtue of the nature of
water” (ibid.). Hence his association of metaphysical (broadly logical) necessity with
the a posteriori: “it is a frequent (though not necessarily universal) feature of
metaphysical necessities that they are not knowable a priori – in contrast with strictly
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and narrowly logical [conceptual] necessities, which characteristically are knowable a
priori”24 (ibid.:15-16). So the issue seems to be one of a priority: conceptual or logical
modalities are usually seen as a priori matters, whereas metaphysical modality
(especially considering Kripkean a posteriori necessities) is often an a posteriori matter.
Although Chalmers, in the idiosyncratic vein, links broadly logical possibility
(his 1-possibility) to the conceptual and the a priori, he does acknowledge a connection
to the a posteriori for metaphysical possibility (his 2-possibility). He explains that
“metaphysical possibility of statements is logical possibility with an a posteriori
semantic twist” and so in this manner accommodates the traditional view that
metaphysical possibilities/necessities are generally not knowable a priori (Chalmers,
1996:38). In the following section I explore his views further.

2.2.3 Chalmers’ 1-possibility:
Chalmers’ view, I have proposed, appears to be in accordance with Hale’s
idiosyncratic position in linking broadly logical possibility to the conceptual. He
explains that the constraints in determining whether it is broadly logically possible that
some statement is true are “largely conceptual” (ibid.:35). However he does not
mention ‘conceptual possibility’ as a distinct kind of possibility and so does not
explicitly equate broadly logical possibility with conceptual possibility. Since he
describes broadly logical possibility (his 1-possibility) as “possibility in the broadest
sense”, it seems plausible that he does not view this type of modality as narrowly as
Lowe’s notion of the narrowly logical kind of modality (which Lowe equates with
conceptual modality), that is, as depending solely upon logic and definitions of nonlogical terms. Indeed Chalmers rejects the need for “cut-and-dried” definitions or
explicit analysis of the concepts involved, arguing that any “analyses need only be
rough and ready, without any pretense at providing precise necessary and sufficient
conditions” (ibid.:53, see also Chalmers and Jackson (2001):320-3). Rather he appears
to see the general conceptual coherence of a proposed scenario as determining its
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Lowe acknowledges that there are two ways of categorising such necessities but says that whether to
“define ‘metaphysical necessity’ as synonymous with ‘broadly logical necessity’ or as synonymous with
‘broadly logical necessity which is neither strictly nor narrowly logical necessity’ is ultimately just a
matter of decision” (ibid.:16). He adopts the first option.
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(broadly) logical possibility: “the question is whether the notion of a zombie [for
example] is conceptually coherent” (ibid.:96).
On the other hand, he also argues that if “no reasonable analysis of the terms in
question points toward a contradiction, or even makes the existence of a contradiction
plausible, then there is a natural assumption in favor of [broadly] logical possibility”
(ibid.). So, although he eschews the need for explicit definitions of the concepts
involved, Chalmers nonetheless does advocate some kind of conceptual analysis of the
concepts involved when determining what is broadly logically possible: he declares a
positive answer to the question “Is conceptual analysis required for reductive
explanation?” in his paper with Frank Jackson (Chalmers & Jackson, 2001:315). The
crucial thing he stresses is that “one set of facts can entail another set without there
being a clean definition of the latter notions in terms of the former” (Chalmers,
1996:54). And importantly for Chalmers such entailment is a priori. He explains that
analysis of a concept “proceeds at least in part through consideration of a concept’s
extension within hypothetical scenarios”, an a priori process, and in fact suggests that
“explicit analyses are themselves dependent on a priori intuitions concerning specific
cases” (Chalmers&Jackson, 2001:322).
Thus, although Chalmers may not link his notion of broadly logical possibility
with conceptual possibility in any narrow sense (dependent on explicit definitions of
terms), it is nonetheless clear that determining what is broadly logically possible is for
him very much a conceptual exercise and also an a priori one. And in this sense it
seems fair to say that he, like Hale, views broadly logical possibility as a kind of
conceptual possibility and a purely a priori matter.
Following the traditional position though, as mentioned above, Chalmers’ notion
of metaphysical possibility does take into account its a posteriori aspect since it (2possibility) involves evaluation by secondary intensions in his framework. However,
Chalmers’ account differs crucially from the traditional position’s equation of broadly
logical and metaphysical possibility because in his two-dimensional framework, these
two possibilities (aka 1- and 2-possibility) come apart. According to Chalmers, ‘Water
is XYZ’ is 1-possible (broadly logically possible), despite the fact that ‘Water is H2O’ is
a standard metaphysical/broadly logical necessity, so this would seem to contradict the
identification of his 1-possibility with broadly logical possibility. But 1-possibility
involves evaluation by primary intensions only and, Chalmers explains, strictly
speaking it is not ‘Water is XYZ’ but rather ‘Watery stuff is XYZ’ that is 1-possible.
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In fact in later papers Chalmers no longer explicitly associates 1-possibility with
broadly logical possibility but instead calls it ‘epistemic possibility’, which he defines
as “a statement D is epistemically possible (in the broad sense) when D is not ruled out
a priori”25 (Chalmers, 2002a:176). This definition still retains the original conceptual/a
priori nature of 1-possibility when he first equated it with broadly logical possibility,
but probably better reflects the epistemic nature of evaluation using primary intensions
only, which allows metaphysical impossibilities to become epistemic possibilities.
Usually epistemic possibility is seen as dependent on a subject’s (or a community’s)
knowledge – as Yablo points out “the poorer my evidence for p’s truth, the better my
evidence for its possibility” (Yablo, 1993:8). However, Chalmers distances his notion
from such subjective notions, noting that his is epistemic possibility “in a broad sense,
related to but distinct from the usual philosophical sense” (Chalmers, 2002b:609). So
despite this later name change, it seems clear that he still wants to retain the flavour of
his original link with broadly logical possibility in the sense that he sees his 1possibility as a more substantive possibility than epistemic possibility in the usual sense
(i.e. dependent on one’s knowledge).
He also explicates his notion of possibility in terms of ‘truth in some possible
world’, the kind of possibility depending on which intension is evaluated (Chalmers,
1996:68). Though he differentiates between his notion of broadly logical (later,
epistemic) possibility and metaphysical possibility insofar as 1-possibility concerns
evaluation by primary intensions and 2-possibility by secondary intensions, nevertheless
both involve the same space of worlds according to Chalmers. Hence, as explained
above, the 1-possibility (broadly logical/epistemic possibility) of ‘Water is XYZ’ also
entails that there is a metaphysically possible world where this is true, i.e. where
‘Watery stuff is XYZ’ is true. So for Chalmers the claim that there could be a substance
like water yet that is not H2O is in this sense a metaphysical claim and therefore it is
metaphysical possibility that is at issue in this claim.

This is very similar to the definition of ‘conceptual possibility’, discussed above, that Bealer gives and
then dismisses.
25
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2.2.4 Kripkean (a posteriori) Necessity:
Kripke’s notion of a posteriori necessity is generally seen as metaphysical26. In
expounding his theory that necessity can be a posteriori, he talks of necessity “in the
highest degree” (Kripke, 1980:99) and also of necessity “tout court”, which is usually
referred to as ‘metaphysical’ necessity. Certainly this is the way his insights have
normally been interpreted: his necessary a posteriori identities are seen as metaphysical
necessities. As Lowe puts it, what can be “known a priori, according to Kripke, is only
that if an identity between objects a and b holds, then it obtains of metaphysical
necessity – but that it obtains can only be known a posteriori” (Lowe, 1998:23).
Chalmers too equates Kripkean a posteriori necessity with metaphysical necessity and
associates that with his own 2-necessity, explaining in terms of ‘possibility’ that “a
statement is “metaphysically possible” if it is true in some world when evaluated
according to secondary intensions” (Chalmers, 1996:68).
The kind of possibility involved in Kripke’s proposal for a “qualitatively
identical epistemic situation” that gives the appearance that a particular a posteriori
necessity might not hold, seems also to be metaphysical possibility. For example, he
says that “it is (metaphysically) possible that there should have been animals that
resembled tigers but were not tigers” (Kripke, 1980:137-8). But he also says that it is
“logically possible” that there should have been a compound very like gold (ibid.: 143).
It is not completely clear if he means strictly or broadly logical possibility here but his
discussion of a “qualitatively identical epistemic situation” involving a different entity
similar to the original one in the necessary identity, suggests that he sees the possibility
as metaphysical – i.e. a situation that could really occur. As he acknowledges in this
discussion: “if I hold that this table could not have been made of ice, then I must also
hold that it could not have turned out to be made of ice” (ibid.:141). The ‘could’ here is
clearly meant in the metaphysical sense since it relates to the (metaphysical) necessity
of origin of the table. And so when he gives the alternative explanation of what really
could have been the case – that there “might have been a table looking and feeling just
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Metaphysical modality is usually interpreted as operating under modal logic system S5 (but see Nathan
Salmon (1989) for arguments against the S5 system). According to Lowe, for example, “any choice of a
system of modal logic weaker than system S5, when we are concerned with the concepts of metaphysical
possibility and necessity, may be difficult to motivate in a principled way – so that we should not too
lightly assume that, where the metaphysical modalities are concerned, we are free to choose our system of
modal logic simply with a view to protecting some cherished modal thesis from attack” (Lowe,
2002:120). I will assume throughout that S5 system applies in all discussions of modality.
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like this one … which was in fact made of ice” – this is obviously meant in the
metaphysical sense (ibid.:142).
Hence it seems reasonable to conclude that for both Kripke and Chalmers the
kind of possibility in question which explains why we think that a given a posteriori
identity might not have held, is metaphysical possibility. Chalmers claims that the 1possibility of ‘Watery stuff is XYZ’ ensures that there is a metaphysically possible
world where this statement is true. It also seems clear that Kripke sees his
“qualitatively identical epistemic” situations giving the appearance that a necessary
identity not hold, as situations that metaphysically-speaking could occur.
So the question remains as to how one judges whether a hypothetical state of
affairs is metaphysically possible or not. Certainly, Chalmers follows the traditional
view in explicating his notion of 1-possibility/necessity, like metaphysical possibility, in
terms of truth in possible worlds (Chalmers, 1996:65-68). But how exactly does one
judge whether a given statement is true or not in some logically/metaphysically possible
world? Indeed, what is a possible world?

2.2.5 Possible Worlds:
Contemporary philosophers use the ‘possible worlds’ framework to elucidate
modal talk. Possible worlds facilitate quantification in modal logic by providing the
‘entities’ over which to quantify. Furthermore the framework offers a means of
defining core modal terms like ‘possibility’ (true in at least one possible world) and
‘necessity’ (true in all possible worlds). However, possible world semantics is not, of
course, uncontroversial: the ontological status of possible worlds and their nature have
generated much philosophical debate since they were first introduced into contemporary
philosophy.
David Lewis’ view of possible worlds, ‘modal realism’, has probably been one
of the most contentious and influential theories in this regard. The actual world (the
universe we inhabit – past and present – and everything in it), according to Lewis, is
“but one of a plurality of worlds, and … we who inhabit this world are only a few out of
all the inhabitants of all the worlds” (Lewis, 2001b:vii). He proposes a counterpart
theory to explain trans-world identity. Rejecting the notion of identity across different
possible worlds, he contends that “things in different worlds are never identical”, rather,
the “counterpart relation is our substitute for identity between things in different
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worlds” and is “a relation of similarity” (Lewis, 1968:114-5). Your counterparts, he
explains, resemble you “closely in content and context in important respects … more
closely than do other things in their worlds [but] they are not really you” (ibid.:114).
This view has often been seen as counter-intuitive to our everyday notion of
possibility because when discussing the possibilities pertaining to a given individual we
want to know what is possible with respect to that very individual and not some
counterpart who is merely similar in certain aspects but not identical – what could
happen to some other entity just does not seem relevant to the possibilities concerning
the individual in question. Lewis, though, acknowledges this counter-intuitive feeling
and allows that insofar as “the intuitive complaint is that someone else gets into the act,
the point is rightly taken” (Lewis, 2001b:196, my emphasis). But he does not see why it
should be an objection as long as “the someone else [counterpart] … [does] not crowd
out” the actual person whom the possibility concerned (ibid.). Using the example of
Hubert Humphrey who (actually) lost the presidential election, Lewis explains that by
having a counterpart who wins the election in another possible world, “Humphrey
himself has the requisite modal property: we can truly say that he might have won”
(ibid.).
However, not all philosophers are swayed by Lewis’ arguments. Kripke
complains about misuses of the concept of ‘possible worlds’ that “regard possible
worlds as something like distant planets, … or that lead to spurious problems of
‘transworld identification’” and recommends using ‘possible state of the world’ instead,
thus avoiding “the Weltangst and philosophical confusions that many philosophers have
associated with the ‘worlds’ terminology” (Kripke, 1980:15). He repudiates such views
that seem to treat a possible world as if it were a “distant country” we discover and
explains that possible worlds are “stipulated, not discovered” (ibid.:44). However this
is not an outright rejection of possible worlds on Kripke’s part nor does he regard the
framework as a “mere formal device” (ibid.:16). Rather, he seems to regard possibility
itself as more primitive, suggesting that we should remind ourselves that “the ‘worlds’
terminology can often be replaced by modal talk – ‘It is possible that…’” (ibid.15) and,
further, that this technical apparatus should not lead us to ask questions “whose
meaningfulness is not supported by our original intuitions of possibility that gave the
apparatus its point” (ibid.:18).
Thus, according to Kripke’s position, there is no trans-world identification issue
because one simply stipulates that the individual in a given (stipulated) possible world is
the same as the actual individual in question. He points out that David Lewis’ view is
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strictly speaking not one of trans-world identification at all since Lewis thinks that
“similarities across possible worlds determine a counterpart relation which need be
neither symmetric nor transitive” and so the counterpart of “something in another
possible world is never identical with the thing itself” (ibid.:45, fn. 13). For Kripke too,
it seems bizarre that the possibilities pertaining to a particular person should concern
somebody else – i.e., a non-identical counterpart. Instead, he maintains that the identity
relation between an actual entity and its ‘counterpart’ in another possible world is not
“established in terms of qualitative resemblance”, rather it is simply stipulated that it is
the same entity (ibid.). In fact, we just stipulate everything about the possible world
though Kripke admits that, of course, “we don’t imagine everything that is true or false,
… but, in theory, everything needs to be decided to make a total description of the
world” (ibid.:44).
Chalmers, on the other hand, sees “the notion of a logically possible world, …
[as] something of a primitive” suggesting that worlds should be seen “prelinguistically,
perhaps as distributions of basic qualities” (Chalmers, 1996:66 & fn.30). However he
does not view worlds as merely “collections of statements” since these only “describe a
world” and, bearing in mind that his system associates two intensions with any term, he
says that “they [statements] can do so in more than one way” (ibid.: 66, fn.30). He
suggests a number of ways of viewing possible worlds as, for example, “maximal
properties”, states of affairs or “concrete objects analogous to our own world”,
reflecting the positions of Stalnaker, Plantinga and Lewis respectively (ibid.). He does
not opt for any particular interpretation of possible worlds, however he does seem to
lean towards taking them as primitive, noting that this is no less illuminative than taking
the notions of possibility and necessity themselves as primitive and that, at any rate, the
notion can be “usefully deployed even preceding a satisfying ontological analysis”
(ibid.).
Contrary to Chalmers’ position, I think Kripke is right to view the notion of
possibility itself as more primitive than that of possible worlds, since the contemporary
notion of possible worlds developed at least partly as a technical tool for modal logic
and is in that sense more removed from our everyday notion of possibility27. However,
as Chalmers points out, possible worlds talk can be used without any particular
ontological commitment so I will not defend any specific position on the issue.
27

Leibniz is usually credited with being the inventor of the notion of possible worlds, long before and,
therefore, independently of contemporary modal logic. So, although the notion of possible worlds may
originally have been proposed more for illustrative purposes than technical, nevertheless the notion of
possibility seems to be more basic since it is both much older and has always been used in everyday life.
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However, I would lean towards philosophers like Plantinga’s views on the issue, at least
insofar as a possible world is seen in terms of a “way things could have been” or a
“possible state of affairs” which must be “maximal or complete”, since we are talking of
worlds (Plantinga, 1974:44). He explains: “a state of affairs S is complete or maximal if
for every state of affairs S’, S includes S’ or S precludes S’ ” (ibid.:45). Analogous
explanations can be made in terms of propositions or properties, etc., all of which,
presumably, can be described by a (maximal) set of sentences.
In the rest of this chapter I investigate what is involved in determining whether a
given state of affairs is metaphysically possible or not.

2.3 Conceptual coherence:
It is clear at any rate that judging if a statement is broadly logically or
metaphysically possible often requires more than just ascertaining that it contains no
logical contradiction. I think most philosophers would agree with Lowe when he points
out that the metaphysical possibility of a state of affairs “is not determined simply by
the absence of contradiction in the propositions used to describe it”, even though, of
course, such an absence “is a minimal requirement” of metaphysical possibility (Lowe,
1998:11). Likewise, concepts or definitions of the terms involved and logic alone are
not enough to ascertain, for example, that ‘Water is H2O’ is true in every possible
world. This is established, Lowe contends, by considering the nature of water itself.
Determining whether a given state of affairs is metaphysically possible, he maintains, is
a question of “whether acceptable metaphysical principles and categories permit the
existence of that state of affairs” (ibid.:12) – thus the grounds are ontological rather than
“formal or conceptual” (ibid.:15).
But to do this would appear to require reasoning through the proposal and
checking for its conceptual coherence in a broad sense. The metaphysical, while
obviously ontological, must be conceptual as well, for the determination of “acceptable”
metaphysical principles and categories is an exercise in reasoning (arguably with
empirical input too) and hence a conceptual one. Cynthia MacDonald, for example,
acknowledges that since “all knowledge is shaped or informed by the human conceptual
apparatus, metaphysical knowledge is too” (MacDonald, 2005:24). Hale too allows that
one can say that any necessary truth “whatever will be owed at least in part to the
concepts involved in its articulation” and differentiates this sense of being conceptual
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from the sense in which conceptual necessities are conceptual in that “their truth derives
entirely from concepts” (Hale, 1996:104). But, as MacDonald points out, this
conceptual aspect to metaphysical matters does not mean that metaphysical truths are
“only true ‘relative’ to our perceptual and conceptual apparatus, any more than that the
truths of science are only true relative to our perceptual and conceptual apparatus”
(MacDonald, 2005:24).
So while there is a strong element of the conceptual involved in determining
metaphysical possibility, it comes down to more than just concepts and logical
consistency. I have suggested above that conceptual coherence of the proposal in a
broad sense is needed, but what exactly does that entail? Lowe maintains that
determining metaphysical matters involves resolving the issues “through rational
debate” (Lowe, 1998:15). I would argue further that what is required is not only
ensuring that the proposal concerned coheres internally, but also with the rest of one’s
background network of concepts (which presumably reflect what we believe reality to
be). In ascertaining various metaphysical (or any kind of) categories and principles, one
rationally thinks through the cogency of the given category or principle and its ‘fit’ with
other background categories, principles, their relations, etc., such that the resulting
(expanded) conceptual network is free of contradiction, incoherency or absurdity.
As an example of rationally ascertaining a metaphysical principle, take Fine’s
argument that natural necessity cannot be reduced to metaphysical necessity. He gives
the example that the natural necessity of the laws that govern the collision of bodies
(e.g. billiard balls) could conceivably not hold and hence, he claims, such laws are not
metaphysically necessary. However, he acknowledges the effect of Kripkean arguments
for a posteriori necessity on such scenarios, for such arguments show that a hypothetical
situation wherein a different law governs the collision of billiard balls may not be a
situation in which the bodies genuinely have mass – they may have “some other
property somewhat like mass, call it schmass” – and thus such a scenario is no
counterexample to the claim that the natural necessity of the laws involving the collision
of bodies (i.e. with mass, not schmass) is also a metaphysical necessity (Fine,
2002:257).
Nevertheless he uses this very argument – that such a hypothetical situation
would be one in which there was schmass and not mass – to show that another natural
necessity is not a metaphysical necessity: namely, the natural necessity that there is no
schmass. Fine suggests that the laws of nature necessitate that there are no instances of
schmass, since there is none in the actual world, and hence that it is a natural necessity
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that there is no schmass. But he has just shown above that it is a metaphysical
possibility that a given hypothetical situation is one in which there is schmass, and so
the natural necessity that there is no schmass is not a metaphysical necessity. Therefore
he concludes that natural necessity is not reducible to metaphysical necessity. This
could be seen as an example of checking for conceptual coherence in a broad sense:
Fine establishes this metaphysical principle by examining the concepts involved and
their application and by reasoning that a counterexample to his claim in one instance
rationally and coherently lends itself to supporting his claim in another instance.
In trying to determine if a given scenario is metaphysically possible, too often
only the coherence and consequences of the concepts directly involved are considered.
I would argue, however, that the coherence of the proposal with the wider background
must be ascertained before one can claim that the proposal really is metaphysically
possible. For a hypothetical scenario to be deemed metaphysically possible it must be
true in a metaphysically possible world. This, I am arguing, entails taking into account
not only the coherence of the concepts directly involved in describing the scenario but
also their coherence with a wider background network of concepts, for a coherent world
must be described. Naturally, one never fully describes a whole world – we do not even
have a full description of the actual world let alone of other similarly complex possible
worlds. However, examining background assumptions – e.g., what laws are supposed
to be in place – goes some way to ensuring an overall coherence of the proposed
possibility. It is worth noting too that the background conceptual network to which one
has recourse in making metaphysical possibility judgements will obviously contain
much empirical information, or concepts, principles, etc., formed on the basis of such
information. Hence estimating whether a particular proposal is metaphysically possible
or not can sometimes be an empirical, as well as an a priori, task.
Since we are often, even in philosophy, concerned with possibilities pertaining
to actual-world entities (e.g. in philosophy of mind or personal identity arguments), or
at least extrapolations based on such entities (e.g. zombies), background considerations
of the proposed possibility in question can therefore involve much empirical
information. Naturally, when judging the nomological possibility of a proposal, we
know that such background considerations take the form of the actual laws of nature,
which the proposal must not contravene. We are readily familiar with this background
and can usually quickly and confidently determine possibility in this regard, though here
too mistakes can be made.
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However, metaphysical possibilities do not have to be tied to the actual laws of
nature and so we cannot automatically resort to this background of actual-world laws
when trying to judge the wider coherence of a proposed metaphysical possibility. But
the problem with such proposals is that the relevant background against which we
should judge the coherence (and hence possibility) of the proposal is frequently left
completely unspecified. Yet when trying to judge possibilities concerning actual entities
we cannot automatically assume that certain laws of nature or facts about the actual
world could not hold. It can sometimes be the case that particular states of affairs or
entities necessitate particular types of (possible) world. Hypothetical entities and states
of affairs cannot occur in a vacuum: a world must be specified. And so one must be
reasonably sure that the hypothetical proposal coheres with other facts, laws, structures,
etc., of a possible world in order to assert its metaphysical possibility.
For example, even though it is not at first glance a direct contradiction, it
nonetheless seems impossible that there could be human beings in a world without
atoms – we are made up of atoms/molecules and so such a proposal would involve a
contradiction: that entities which are composed of atoms exist in a world where there
are no atoms. One could of course stipulate that other beings, not comprised of atoms
but nevertheless like humans, exist in a world without atoms but these will most
definitely not be humans – and it is not just that we cannot call them ‘human’ but their
nature will be completely different to ours insofar as they are not made of the same
matter at all and so it is in fact unclear even to what extent they could be like us.
Too often though metaphysical possibilities are postulated without taking this
coherence with background factors into consideration and any background to the
proposal is left vague and unspecified. Some philosophers acknowledge such
difficulties with possibility judgements. In this regard, Peter van Inwagen, for example,
espouses a “modal skepticism”, but it is not a blanket scepticism of all modal
knowledge. Rather, he says that “we often do know modal propositions, ones that are
of use to us in everyday life and in science and even in philosophy” but contends that
we “do not and cannot know” ones like “It is possible that I exist and nothing material
exist” (van Inwagen, 2001:244-5).
He uses the analogy of perception to explain his view of our modal knowledge
saying that “many of our modal judgements are analogous to judgements of distance
made by the eye” (ibid.:246). Many such judgements are accurate enough however
there are circumstances “remote from the practical business of everyday life” where
they are not at all accurate – for example, people “had no idea about how far away the
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sun and the moon and the stars were till they gave up trying to judge celestial distances
by eye and began to reason” (ibid.). Likewise he contends that we can “discern the
modal status of some propositions in a way that, like our intuitive judgement of
distance, is “non-inferential”” and that such “basic” modal knowledge together with
reason and “facts about the way the world is put together” can “expand the range of our
modal knowledge considerably” (ibid.).
Following a proposal by Yablo (1993), which connects the possibility of a
proposition p with a possible world which verifies p, van Inwagen looks at the claim
that a (naturally) purple cow is possible and argues that determining such a claim entails
considering whether, for example, there is a “chemically possible purple pigment” that
could be “coherently inserted” into “cow DNA” (ibid.:254). Without considering such
matters, one has “not, in any useful sense, attempted to imagine a possible world in
which there are naturally purple cows” (ibid.:255).
This example echoes an one given by George Seddon, whose paper van Inwagen
mentions. Discussing “the statement that it is logically28 possible that a bar of iron float
on water”, Seddon notes that while it is not “explicitly self-contradictory, it is implicitly
so” (Seddon, 1972:483). This is because one is saying that “a mineral with a specific
gravity of less than one (i.e. it floats), has a specific gravity in the range 7.3-7.8 (i.e. it is
iron), and this is a contradiction, and is therefore logically impossible” (ibid.). In other
words, given the physical structure of iron, the logical possibilities of its behaviour,
properties, etc., are limited by the capacities of such a structure within the framework of
the actual world. In order to support the claim that it is logically possible that iron
could float, one must either stipulate that the structure of iron has changed, or that the
laws of nature have changed. The former solution, as Seddon points out, is akin to
stipulating a change in the very essence of the element: “Any change in the density [for
example] of an element would therefore … in fact be either a change in the size of the
unit cell or in the number or kind of atoms of which it is built up” (ibid.:485). If one
stipulates such a drastic change in the makeup of iron, then it can be reasonably said
that one is no longer talking about iron.
One can, of course, simply stipulate that the laws of nature are different to those
of the actual world, in order to accommodate the claim. However which background
assumptions pertain is often not made clear in a proposal nor are their consequences
28

Here Seddon seems to mean strictly, rather than broadly, logically possible since he connects his use of
‘logical possibility’ to a lack of “self-contradictions of the form ‘ p and not-p ’ ” (Seddon, 1972:481).
However, if he succeeds in showing that the floating iron bar proposal is not strictly logically possible
then this entails that it is not possible in any other sense either.
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always taken into account, as Seddon’s example shows. Traditionally it would be
assumed that ‘A bar of iron floats on water’ is logically possible but delving further into
what ‘being iron’ entails and what ‘floating on water’ entails, Seddon discovers a
contradiction in the statement. Furthermore this discovery relies on some empirical
information about iron, specific gravity and the mechanism of floating. Such
information is not a priori insofar as having a specific gravity in the range of 7.3-7.8 is
not part of most people’s concept of ‘iron’ (though perhaps more people might know
that floating on water requires a specific gravity less than that of water, i.e., less than 1).
Facts about specific gravities, densities, what is involved in the physical mechanism of
floating, and so on, are typically seen as empirical knowledge.
Consider once more Fine’s example, above, of the reasoning involved in arguing
for the metaphysical principle that natural necessity is not reducible to metaphysical
necessity. However, given a particular background – of natural facts, phenomena, laws,
etc. and their inter-relations in the actual world – the laws of motion are fully supported
by this background, i.e. they cohere or ‘fit in’ with this background; aberrant laws, that
lead to schmass for instance, do not. Therefore, given this actual world background,
then it is a metaphysical necessity that there is no schmass29. In other words, the laws
of motion of the actual world, the microstructure (and laws governing its behaviour) of
solid bodies like billiard balls, certain laws of thermodynamics, and so on, together
ensure that there is mass in the world and not schmass. So it is a metaphysical necessity
that there is no schmass under these conditions. There may of course be other, quite
different worlds, in which there is schmass but then the background laws and facts in
that world must be different, since in order to ‘fit’ schmass into the fabric of our
universe some of these would have to change. Thus in this sense natural necessity
could be seen as a kind of qualified metaphysical necessity: given certain background
conditions (e.g. actual world structures, laws, etc.) then certain states of affairs are
metaphysically necessitated (e.g. laws of motion).
In conclusion, the means of determining the metaphysical possibility of a
particular proposal involves considering the coherence of the proposal in a broad sense
which, I have argued, often requires taking into account background factors (such as
laws in the possible world in question) and, in addition to reasoning, can involve
empirical information and, therefore, is not always a purely a priori exercise. As
explained above, Chalmers’ two-dimensional system separates metaphysical from

29

This is similar to the reasoning that Fine accepts which proposes that a hypothetical situation wherein
the natural laws have changed may be one in which bodies have ‘schmass’ instead of mass.
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broadly logical (1-possibility) possibility such that the latter is tied to the a priori. But
the 1-possibility of ‘Water is XYZ’ is supposed to entail a metaphysically possible
world where the statement (evaluated according to primary intensions, i.e. ‘Watery stuff
is XYZ’) is true. However, if what I have argued is correct, it cannot be assumed that
determining this possibility is a purely a priori affair and, furthermore, the wider
background factors involved need to be considered. In chapters 3 and 4 I examine in
detail exactly what this entails in relation to the proposed metaphysical possibility that
there could be ‘watery stuff’ that was not H2O.

2.4 Conclusion:
The kind of possibility intended when Kripke proposes that one could be in a
“qualitatively identical situation” would appear to be metaphysical possibility.
Chalmers too maintains that for any 1-possible statement there is a metaphysically
possible world in which it is true. Therefore I will take it that the kind of possibility
involved in the claim that there could be a substance like water that was not H2O is
metaphysical and this is what I will mean by ‘possibility’ in the remainder of this thesis
unless otherwise specified.
In the following chapter, I discuss the properties required for a proposed possible
phenomenon (that is not H2O) to be deemed similar to water and the degree of similarity
in question.
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3 Chapter 3: Assessing the Properties of Watery Stuff
In order to assess the possibility of a phenomenon very like water yet that is not
H2O, the proposed properties of this water-like substance must first be established.
How like water is this ‘watery stuff’ supposed to be? Although both maintain that there
could be such watery stuff that is not H2O, Kripke and Chalmers have different aims in
mind. Kripke wants only to explain the basis for our illusion that it seems possible that
water could be something other than H2O when this is not a possibility at all. Therefore
he proposes the possibility of a situation that is “qualitatively identical” to one involving
water, yet which involves a substance that gives us the “same sensory evidence” as
water but is not water because it is not H2O.
Chalmers’ intention, however, is a little more ambitious since according to his
two-dimensional framework there are many possible worlds which, when considered as
actual, have a water-like phenomenon that is something other than H2O – indeed it can
presumably be something different in each world. As a result he goes into a bit more
detail about the properties such watery stuff should have, albeit mainly in an indirect
way by expounding on his notion of the primary intension which determines the
relevant properties.
In this chapter I want to clarify what properties watery stuff that is not H2O
should reasonably be expected to have and any consequences thereof. Undoubtedly a
complete list of exact properties is not required to make possibility judgements
concerning watery stuff but it is important to try to spell out the salient properties and
their entailments (if any) for any such possibility evaluations. To begin with, I will look
at Chalmers’ view of the important properties for watery stuff by examining and
clarifying his notion of primary intension and its characteristics and then looking at the
consequences for watery stuff. I then consider Kripke’s proposal for what properties
watery stuff should have and argue that it entails more than is at first apparent.
Although I am accepting Kripke’s theory of the necessity of a posteriori
identities for natural kinds and theoretical identities, and indeed it is quite widely
accepted in the philosophical literature, I think it is worth first looking at some issues
raised about the identification of water with H2O. This I do in the following section.
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3.1 What water is:
Some philosophers have argued that the matter is much more complex anyway –
i.e. the water we normally come across is of course never made up purely of H2O
molecules. Michael Weisberg argues against the identification of water with H2O and
thus against Kripke’s claim that it is a necessary identity. Weisberg claims that water in
nature rarely consists of H2O molecules only but nearly always has a number of
isotopes, ions and isomers of H2O present (Weisberg, 2006:340). Also, the H and O
atoms both have stable isotopes that are present in certain ratios in any of their samples
in nature. In fact, Weisberg points out: “Standard isotopic ratios have been measured
for all stable isotopes and built into the elemental masses reported on the periodic
table.” (ibid.:340).
He also argues that the discussion of what he calls ‘chemical kinds’ (e.g. water)
has been rather “badly oversimplified, hiding difficulties that arise when we try to
coordinate scientific kinds with the natural kinds recognised by ordinary language
users” (ibid.:337). Despite what some philosophers claim, he contends that scientific
kinds and the natural kinds recognised by natural language users do not line up and so
cannot be mapped onto one another one-to-one.
Of course saying that water is H2O is an oversimplification – water is actually
whatever combination of H2O molecules and its isotopes, isomers, etc., naturally
present that it turns out to be. Certainly there seems to be no reason why natural kinds
should have to have a one-to-one mapping onto scientific kinds. The point about such
natural kind, necessary a posteriori identities is that the natural kind is constituted
somehow – i.e. water is something, whether that something is homogenous and made up
purely of H2O molecules, or whether it is heterogeneous and consists of some
combination of atoms, ions, isomers, etc.. As long as it is made up of something then
water simply is that ‘something’ and that is a necessary a posteriori identification.
Naturally, I am assuming it is a fairly stable ‘something’ where the proportions of
various different isotopes, etc., present are reasonably invariant – otherwise the issue
would be much more problematic. Weisberg suggests, for example, that the ratio of
deuterium (an isotope of hydrogen) in natural water would “most likely mirror the
natural background ratio” of hydrogen to deuterium (ibid.:340). Indeed the natural
occurrence of various elements’ isotopes is regular and constant enough such that the
isotope weight can be taken into account proportionately in calculating the elemental
weight. Elements, like hydrogen, gold, etc., are nearly always found in nature with a
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more or less fixed percentage of certain of their isotopes and so in this sense are not
pure either.
However, here it might be argued that I am suggesting that ‘H2O’ stands for a
definite description involving some list of the relevant isotopes, ions, etc., and perhaps
their typical proportions. But, as mentioned in chapter 1, Kripke’s arguments for the
necessity of empirical identities relies on the terms involved being (or operating like)
names (which he argues are rigid designators) and not definite descriptions (which are
not). His “argument implicitly concludes that certain general terms, those for natural
kinds, have a greater kinship with proper names than is generally realised” (Kripke,
1980:134) and that theoretical identities are “generally identities involving two rigid
designators and therefore are examples of the necessary a posteriori” (ibid.:140). A
definite description, on the other hand, need not refer to the same entity in a different
possible world: in fact, it need not even always refer to the same entity in the actual
world, e.g. political titles like ‘An Taoiseach’ can refer to a different person at different
times, depending on Irish election results. So if ‘H2O’ should be viewed as a definite
description then its referent can vary across worlds and the identification of water with
H2O is not a necessary one.
Indeed Helen Steward presents a thought experiment which, she claims, shows
exactly that (Steward, 1990:390). She further argues against the term ‘H2O’ having
even “de facto”30 rigidity, as some definite descriptions do. Her thought experiment
describes an “epistemically” possible world (“in the sense that, for all we know, it could
be the actual world”) where an “extremely rare particle, very similar to the proton, and
named proton-B” is discovered (ibid.:389-90). Furthermore, ordinary protons can be
“readily replaced” by these new “protons-B” in many different kinds of atoms resulting
“not surprisingly, … in certain sorts of changes in properties” (ibid.:390). So the H2O
molecule could vary “continuously in its properties, depending on how many protons-B
are contained in the nuclei of the component atoms” until the extreme case where all
ordinary protons have been replaced and the resulting H2O is an “opaque, pink solid”
(ibid.).

i.e., coincidentally picking out the same entity in every world. Kripke gives the example of ‘the
smallest prime’ for de facto rigidity. However Kripke’s theories concern rigidity de jure (where
“reference of a designator is stipulated to be a single object” in any world) and not de facto because they
concern names and not descriptions (Kripke, 1980:21, fn.21). He explicitly states: “Clearly my thesis
about names is that they are rigid de jure” (ibid.). As noted above, he further claims that natural kind
names are like proper names in that they are (usually) rigid designators and so obviously he means that
they too are rigid de jure.
30
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Steward takes it that we would not continue to insist that all this range of H2O
compounds “from the pink and opaque to the clear and colorless” were kinds of water
but even if we did, she argues that “all plausibility has gone out of the claim that H2O
and water are the very same substance” if the properties of the former can vary so much
(ibid.:390-1). So she concludes that ‘H2O’ does not function like a name, otherwise
such a world where there is H2O that is not water would not be possible. Rather she
maintains, it functions as a descriptive term picking out the substance that is
“chemically composed of one part oxygen to two parts hydrogen, arranged in the
particular way characteristic of the water molecule” (ibid.:393). Moreover, it is not
even de facto rigid, she claims, because she has shown that ‘H2O’ could pick out a
number of different substances and so “if such worlds as this are really possible, then
‘H2O’ is not a rigid designator”31 (ibid.).
However, I disagree that Steward’s proposed world gives her the conclusions
she wants. While one could allow that in such a world we would not regard the pink
opaque solid as water, I do not think we would see it as H2O either. In such a world our
chemical theories and nomenclature would in many ways be very different: I would
suggest that proton-B substances would be regarded as different to substances with
ordinary protons in both everyday usage and in the chemical theories in that world.
Against this Steward points out that isotopes, which also have a nuclear difference to
the elemental atom in that they have more or less neutrons in their nucleus, are not
classified as chemically different to their element and so the proton-B H2O could
likewise still be considered as ‘H2O’ (ibid.:390, fn.6 & 391, fn.7). But, typically,
isotopes do not differ that much in their chemical properties from their corresponding
element atom. There are of course exceptions, in particular the hydrogen atom
(discussed below in chapter 4), but in general the differences are not significant.
Indeed, this is part of the reason why they are considered chemically the same: it is
predominantly the number of protons in an atom’s nucleus that determine its properties
and slight variation in the number of neutrons does not usually have much effect on
these.
However, in the protons-B world, the atoms containing these in their nuclei
have, by stipulation, different properties. So it seems reasonable to conclude that in
such a world one would chemically differentiate atoms not only by the number of

Steward does not argue against the term ‘water’ being a rigid designator. In fact, Kripke only directly
argues for the rigidity of ordinary language terms like ‘water’, ‘gold’, ‘heat’, etc., but not (directly) for
that of terms like ‘H2O’, ‘Au’, ‘molecular motion’, etc., though he obviously does view these as rigid too.
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protons in their nuclei, as we do in the actual world, but also by the type of proton in
their nuclei because in this world both these factors lead to chemical differences32.
But against this, Steward further argues that such considerations do not matter
because what is at issue in such a world is what we would call ‘H2O’ given “the
classificatory system from which that term derives its present meaning” and this, she
notes, “takes no account of proton type” (ibid.: 391, fn.7). While I do agree that we
must use our terms with their actual meanings when describing possible worlds,
nevertheless, we must also recognise when a given possible world is so different to the
actual world that (some of) our terms cannot reasonably be expected to apply there. The
world that Steward has described is such a world, at least with respect to our chemical
nomenclature and theories. We live in a world where the quantity of protons in an
atomic nucleus determines chemical properties but not the type of proton because there
is only one type and our theories and resulting classificatory systems reflect that fact.
The possible world in question does have variation in the type of proton, which is
stipulated to lead to different chemical properties, and so it is reasonable to conclude
that such a dissimilar state of affairs at such a basic level – in the very ‘building blocks’
of matter – would therefore result in different chemical theories to ours (to reflect the
effect of protons-B) and different nomenclature because the world they reflect would be
different.
In any case, the term ‘H2O’ – where it is taken as referring to some small
amount of isotopes, isomers, etc., that naturally occur in water, in addition to the H2O
molecule itself – is arguably no more a definite description than if it were to refer only
to ‘pure’ H2O. Even in the latter case, it can still be argued that ‘H2O’ is a definite
description: ‘the substance made up of one part oxygen and two parts hydrogen only’,
or ‘the molecule consisting in one oxygen atom bonded to two hydrogen atoms in suchand-such a manner’, etc. One can find a description for just about any term but
Kripke’s point was that many terms do not function as descriptions but rather designate
rigidly. Though he did not argue directly for the rigidity of the term ‘H2O’, as he did
for ‘water’, he obviously sees the molecule is the source of water’s properties and its
essence. It also is the chemical basis for any of its isotopes, ions, etc., that may be
present in natural samples of water. Robin Hendry also notes that the case of water
poses a problem insofar as it is “so complex and heterogeneous at the molecular level
32

The issue is further complicated by the fact that there could be varying degrees of protons-B in a
nucleus, with from one proton to all protons being so replaced. However, Steward does not make much
use of the proposed continuum in her thought experiment, which relies more on the extreme case where
all ordinary protons have been replaced in the H2O molecule and we have a pink opaque substance,
completely different from water.
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that ‘water is H2O’ seems false under some interpretations” (Hendry, 2006:864).
Nevertheless, while acknowledging that ‘being H2O’ if understood as a “molecular
condition, cannot capture the molecular complexity of water” (ibid.:870), he argues:
being water should be understood in terms of composition by H2O molecules.
After all, how else can we make some water except by creating, or bringing
together, some H2O molecules? (ibid.:871)
Focussing on “dynamic composition, that is, how samples of water are brought into
being”, he advocates viewing water as “the substance formed by bringing together H2O
molecules and allowing them to interact spontaneously” (ibid.:872-3)33. Accordingly I
think it is reasonable to identify water with H2O while acknowledging the difficulties
mentioned above.
In the following section I discuss what properties a substance like water that is not
H2O should have according to Chalmers’ two-dimensionalist system.

3.2 Properties of Watery Stuff – Chalmers:
What properties are and, indeed, their very existence has been a contentious
issue in philosophy. In fact, some philosophers prefer not to entertain the notion of
property at all but, rather, talk of alternatives such as ‘tropes’. Others, though, identify
properties with their causal powers. Shoemaker, for instance, proposes that “properties
are individuated by their causal features” which constitute their essence (Shoemaker,
1998:61). Still other philosophers differentiate between types of properties, like Lewis
who proposes that there are ‘abundant’ properties – which are “as gruesomely
gerrymandered, as miscellaneously disjunctive, as you please” – and ‘sparse’ ones
which are “intrinsic” and “carve at the joints” (Lewis, 2001b:59-60). For only the latter
does he allow a connection with causality.
In his lectures in Naming and Necessity, Kripke does not define what he means
by ‘property’, though it is clear that he thinks that an entity can have certain properties
essentially or contingently. His essentialist views which identify a substance with its
underlying microstructure are what Hendry terms “microstructuralist” about natural
kinds, that is, “membership of [a] kind is conferred by microstructural properties”
(Hendry, 2006:865). Hendry finds this view less applicable to biological kinds because
33

He also points out that the water case is particularly difficult and that other compound substances
“present fewer problems” where there is “less opportunity for the extensions of the substance terms to
come apart from the extensions of the names of their characteristic molecular species” (ibid.:873).
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it “seems implausible given the wide microstructural variation within biological
species” but contends that chemistry is different and that “the interests that govern its
classifications are more unified, and in most cases membership of its kinds is conferred
by microstructural properties” (ibid.).
Chalmers does not propound a particular thesis of what a property is, but he does
define the “intension of a property as a function from a world to a class of individuals
(the individuals that instantiate the property), or from a world to properties themselves”
(Chalmers, 1996:62). However, I will not assume any particular theory of properties in
my arguments in this, and subsequent, chapters.
Chalmers’ two-dimensional semantic framework explicitly accommodates the
possibility that Kripke proposes is really responsible for the illusion that a necessary a
posteriori identity might not hold, such as the possibility that a substance very like water
(as opposed to water itself) could have been something other than H2O. According to
his framework this water-like phenomenon, or ‘watery stuff’ as he calls it, relates to the
primary intension of the concept of water. So in order to explore the properties he
views watery stuff as having, it is necessary to examine his notion of the primary
intension – its characterisation and determination – in more detail.
As explained in chapter 1, Chalmers’ system divides the meaning, or what he
calls ‘intension’34, of a term in two: the primary and the secondary intension. An
intension, he says, is a function “from possible worlds to referents” (Chalmers,
1996:56). Central to assessing what the primary intension of a term picks out in a given
world, is considering that world as if it were the actual world. Unlike the Kripkean
view for rigid designators where the actual-world referent determines reference in other
worlds, Chalmers’ two-dimensional framework allows the role of the ‘actual’ world to
be assigned to different (non-actual) possible worlds for evaluation by primary
intensions. The secondary intension, though, follows the Kripkean picture for rigid
designators, picking out the actual individual (or underlying nature) referred to by a
term – e.g. H2O for ‘water’ – thereby making actual-world reference determine
extensions across other counterfactual worlds.
However, the same term, when evaluated according to its primary intension, is
assessed in such a way that the world designated as ‘actual’ varies and so can return a
different extension for evaluation at different worlds. Evaluation of the primary
However he qualifies the equation of meaning with intension: “I do not claim that intensions are the
correct way to think of meanings. Meaning is a many-faceted notion, and some of its facets may not be
perfectly reflected by intensions … [so] the equation of meaning and intension should here be thought of
as stipulative” (Chalmers, 1996:66).
34
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intension involves ‘worlds considered as actual’ which means that the world of
evaluation is also the designated ‘actual’ world. Hence all that is relevant when
determining the extension picked out by the primary intension of a term is that world
itself (the world of evaluation), and the actual world plays no direct role in determining
the referent (unless it happens to be the world of evaluation). Thus in a world
‘considered as actual’ where the watery stuff is XYZ, and not H2O, the primary
intension of ‘water’ picks out XYZ even though water in the actual world is H2O.

3.2.1 Characteristics of Primary Intensions:
3.2.1.1 Epistemic vs. Primary Intensions:

In later writings Chalmers talks of ‘epistemic’ intensions instead of ‘primary’
intensions. The difference, he explains, is that epistemic intensions are “defined over
the space of maximal epistemic possibilities (whether or not these coincide with
centered metaphysically possible worlds), while … "primary intension" [is] the same
sort of intension defined over the space of centered metaphysically possible worlds”
(Chalmers, 2002b:613, fn.10). But he maintains that for “applications of the twodimensional framework to metaphysical questions, the restriction to metaphysically
possible worlds is often crucial” (ibid.). Later, in another article he concludes that “one
must interpret primary intensions as epistemic intensions to make sense of the
applications of the two-dimensional framework in [Chalmers (1996)]” (Chalmers,
2006:129). Indeed in his (1996) book he explicitly says that “the metaphysically
possible worlds are just the logically [epistemically35] possible worlds” (Chalmers,
1996:38) and that the “relevant space of worlds is the same” (ibid.:68). Therefore the
space of epistemic possibilities can be considered as coinciding with that of centred
metaphysically possible worlds for his anti-materialist arguments in the book and
indeed for any other metaphysical applications.
The issues that concern me in the present context, a posteriori necessity and
possibility, are metaphysical in nature and so, according to Chalmers’ explanation
above, concern primary intensions (“defined over the space of centered metaphysically
possible worlds”). Indeed Scott Soames claims that two-dimensionalists “reject the idea
that, in addition to [metaphysically possible ways that the world could be], there are
35

As explained in the previous chapter, in later writings Chalmers no longer equates his 1-possibility with
logical possibility but rather with epistemic possibility.
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also epistemically possible ways that the world might be – states which, though
metaphysically impossible, cannot be known by us a priori not to obtain” and, indeed,
“every epistemic possibility is also a metaphysical one for two-dimensionalists”
(Soames, 2005:37). This is certainly a thesis central to Chalmers’ philosophy and so for
applications of his framework to metaphysical matters it seems reasonable to conclude
that the epistemic space of possible worlds is intended to coincide with the space of
(centred) metaphysical worlds. Thus primary and epistemic intensions should be one
and the same for such applications as the current one. I will therefore take it that the
specification and clarification of epistemic intensions also applies to primary intensions
and that Chalmers’ characterisation of epistemic intensions in later works is applicable
to his primary intensions. Accordingly, I will use the two terms interchangeably.

3.2.1.2 Descriptions:

In his book Chalmers gives a brief specification of the primary intension of
water, watery stuff, as “the dominant clear, drinkable liquid in the oceans and lakes”
(Chalmers, 1996:57) but makes it clear that this “brief characterization” is a
simplification and that the “true intension can be determined only from detailed
consideration of specific scenarios: What would we say if the world turned out this
way? What would we say if the world turned out that way?” (ibid.:57-8). He explicates
by examining what we would call water under various conditions: if the liquid in lakes
turned out to be H2O & that in oceans XYZ, he says we would probably say that both
were water. Or if the mixture were such that one molecular type accounted for only 5%
of incidences we would probably identify the more prevalent types as water.
When reflecting upon what the primary intension of water, watery stuff, picks
out in various possible worlds, we are naturally identifying watery stuff by its properties
of being liquid, drinkable, clear and so on. So even though Chalmers characterises the
primary intension as a function, nevertheless it would appear to operate rather like a
description or non-rigid designator, in Kripkean terminology. However Chalmers is
adamant that it is not really a description:
But descriptions play no essential part in this framework; I use them merely to
flesh out some of the character of the relevant functions [intensions] … It is the
function itself, rather than any summarizing description, that is truly central.
(ibid.:58-9)
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Distancing himself from any Description theory of Reference, he maintains that his
framework is perfectly compatible with a Causal theory of Reference since the primary
intension may require “an appropriate causal connection between the referent and the
subject” (ibid.:59). He further claims that one is in fact led to believe in the causal
theory precisely by evaluating the primary intension at different possible worlds: i.e.
“by considering various ways the actual world might turn out, and noting what the
referent … would turn out to be” (ibid.).
In a later paper, however, Chalmers gives some of his familiar examples of how the
primary36 intension functions, one of which is the evaluation of the epistemic (primary)
intension of the term ‘Hesperus’. Taking W2 as a world where “the brightest object
visible in the evening” is Rigel Delta, he says that “for all we know a priori” W2 could
be actual and if it turns out that it is actual then “it will turn out that Hesperus is Rigel
Delta” (Chalmers, 2002c:15-16). Here he seems to be equating the primary (epistemic)
intension very directly with a description since whatever fits the description “the
brightest object visible in the evening” in a given world is what the primary intension of
‘Hesperus’ picks out.
But in an online reply to Scott Soames’ arguments against two-dimensionalism,
Chalmers again stresses that the primary intension of a term “need not be encapsulable
in a description” as it is the intension that matters and not “any associated description”
(Chalmers, 2004:4). Nevertheless his own example above appears to portray his notion
of primary intension as straightforwardly descriptive. Depending on the kind of
expression involved, the relevant primary intension seems to be specified either directly
by description (as above with the ‘Hesperus’ example) or through recognition, which is
arguably indirectly descriptive, to some extent at least. In recognising the same object
or the same substance again, we note (some of) the same properties, which can be at any
rate partly captured by a description.
Of course the primary intension of the natural kind term ‘water’ may be more
complex than that of, say, ‘Hesperus’, insofar as water has many properties that we
simply recognise. But the various properties of water that we recognise can to quite an
extent be encapsulated in a description, as Chalmers himself does. In a similar vein to
the ‘Hesperus’ example, he gives another example where W3 is a world where XYZ is
“the clear drinkable liquid in the oceans and lakes” and explains that if it “turns out that
W3 is actual, then it will turn out that water is XYZ” (Chalmers, 2002c:16).

36

He uses the term ‘epistemic intension’ in this paper.
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Naturally, as Chalmers has explained, the description “clear drinkable liquid in the
oceans and lakes” is only a brief characterisation and any one description of water, no
matter how long, will probably never be complete. Clearly what he wishes to avoid
concerning the primary intension is that it be equated with any one definitive
description. He describes the epistemic intension is being “revealed in a subject’s
rational evaluation of specific epistemic possibilities, not in any sort of explicit
definition” (ibid.:20, my emphasis). Furthermore he maintains that even if there were
such a definition, “a subject need not be able to articulate it to grasp the epistemic
intension” because it is “precisely by deploying our prior grasp of a term’s epistemic
intension” that we evaluate the “plausibility of such definitions” and so “epistemic
intensions are more basic than descriptions, and should not be assimilated with them”
(ibid.). He also emphasises that there is not always an adequate description available to
define a given term, as for example with the term ‘knowledge’ which he says “Gettier
showed that ‘justified true belief’ is inadequate, and all attempts at complex descriptions
have failed” (ibid.:11).
So while one may not be able to define the primary intension of a term by any one
explicit description, especially a more complex term like ‘water’, nonetheless some
such rough characterisation is needed to guide the process of determining what it picks
out in a particular world, since we must have some means of specifying what the watery
stuff is, for example, in any given world.

3.2.1.3 Variation between Speakers:

In his online reply to Soames, Chalmers also gives another characteristic of the
primary intension, namely, that the primary intension of a term may vary from speaker
to speaker. He claims that different “tokens of the same name may have different
primary intensions” (Chalmers, 2004:4). As a consequence, “even if the primary
intension of name tokens could be encapsulated in descriptions, these descriptions
would vary between tokens of a name” (ibid.). Such variations in the primary intension
of a term can presumably also occur between communities. Certainly it seems that
there could easily have been discrepancies between one community’s primary intension
of a term and another’s, particularly in the past before global communication and
advances in travel. For example, people living in a tropical climate might not have
known that water had a solid phase since their environment was never cold enough for
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there to be snow or ice and so the latter would not form part of their primary intension
of ‘water’.
However, one would expect that despite any such variations between individuals
or communities, there should be some kind of broad overlap in the different primary
intensions for a given term, otherwise there would be nothing to ground any common
intension for the term. Chalmers models his view of intensions on Frege’s notion of
sense and in this paper argues for such an “aspect of meaning with many, although not
all, of the properties that Frege attributed to sense” (Chalmers, 2002c:1). This “aspect
of meaning” he calls his ‘epistemic intension’ which he claims can serve as a “quasiFregean semantic value” (ibid.) and says that epistemic intensions “can be associated
with expressions in such a way that they can play much of the role of Fregean sense”
(ibid.:15). He incorporates Frege’s claim that the sense of an expression “can vary
between occasions of use” and concludes that it therefore should not be “identified with
its linguistic meaning, where the latter is required to be common to all tokens of an
expression type” (Chalmers, 2002c:10).
It is clear that Chalmers wants to associate his epistemic intensions in general
with expression tokens and not expression types (Chalmers, 2002c:54). As to the
question of whether such intensions which can vary between tokens of an expression
type could be considered as meanings, Chalmers claims that it is a “largely
terminological” issue (ibid.:55). He suggests that one could claim that epistemic
intensions are ‘token meanings’ instead of ‘type meanings’, or that they could be seen
as ‘content’, where this stands for “the sort of meanings that can vary between tokens of
an expression type” (ibid.). He also uses a distinction of Kripke’s between “semantic
reference”, which involves the general intention of a speaker to refer, and “speaker’s
reference”, which involves a speaker’s specific intention, on a given occasion, to refer,
and claims that his epistemic intensions are more akin to the latter (ibid.:57).
Indeed one would normally allow that there is a certain degree of variation in the
meanings of expressions between different speakers – Frege’s notion of sense has
traditionally been more or less equated with meaning and yet Frege acknowledged this
variation inherent in the notion due to the imperfections of natural languages. So, in
this respect, Chalmers’ epistemic intensions could be said to fare no worse than Fregean
senses.
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3.2.1.4 A priori aspect of meaning:

Another characteristic of the primary intension that Chalmers gives is that it is a
priori. He says that it can be thought of as the a priori aspect of meaning (Chalmers,
1996:62) and “is independent of empirical factors” because it specifies how reference
depends on the way the world turns out and so does “not itself depend on the way the
external world turns out” (ibid.:57). This ties in with Chalmers’ notion of ‘worlds
considered as actual’ which is applicable when evaluating the primary intension of a
term. That is, the world of evaluation (normally the counterfactual world) is also
‘considered as actual’ – designated as the ‘actual’ world. In this manner the actual
world plays no (direct) role in the evaluation process at another world since it does not
determine the reference, as it does in Kripkean semantics involving rigid designators.
Reference is determined by the world of evaluation, ‘considered as actual’, and in this
sense is independent of empirical, or actual-world, facts. Thus in a world where the
watery stuff is XYZ, the primary intension of ‘water’ picks out XYZ regardless of what
water is in the actual world.
Obviously, though, the actual world does play a role here, at least indirectly, for
how else are the properties of watery stuff determined except by the properties of water
in the actual world? Although Chalmers sees our notion of watery stuff, the primary
intension of water, as an a priori aspect of the meaning of a term, it was of course
initially built up by empirical means – that is, by our encounters with water whereby we
learnt of its properties and thus to recognise it. And so the evaluation process is not
completely independent of the actual world because in reasoning about what the ‘watery
stuff’ will pick out in a given world we need to refer to the characteristics encapsulated
in this primary intension – i.e. how water is in the actual world. It is our knowledge of
the actual properties of water that determines what we will accept as watery stuff in
another possible world: we have to recognise such a substance as water-like in order for
us to interpret it as watery stuff.
However, the primary intension is evaluated in different possible worlds
independently of any further empirical facts and is presumably in this sense a priori.
Chalmers claims that such judgements of the 1-possibility of statements, which involve
evaluation by primary intensions, are “in principle accessible from the armchair”
(ibid.:68). Undoubtedly, the process of coming to understand a concept or term
frequently requires experience and is in this sense not a priori. But contemporary
rationalist positions typically relate a priori knowledge to justification that is
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independent of experience. Christopher Peacocke explicates an a priori proposition as
that which can come to be known “in a way which is justificationally independent of
experience” and says this follows the “classical rationalist distinction between
experience-dependent and experience-independent justifications or entitlements”
(Peacocke, 2000:256). As he and Paul Boghossian explain, for a priori propositions,
“much experience, perhaps of a scientific character, may be required to grasp the
concepts implicated in the proposition or to access the entitlement to believe it: but
conditions of grasp and of access remain distinct from the nature of the entitlement”
(Boghossian & Peacocke, 2000:2).
Accordingly, when considering what the primary intension of ‘water’ would
pick out in a world ‘considered as actual’, even though it involves concepts based on the
actual characteristics of water (learnt from experience), nonetheless one’s justification
for concluding that if the XYZ world is actual then watery stuff is XYZ, is a priori and
not based on experience. Of course, the (actual) characteristics associated with the
primary intension of water do not include properties like ‘being composed of H2O
molecules’ since this relates to whatever extension the primary intension picks out in a
given world and so can vary across different worlds. It is the secondary intension of
water that picks out H2O in all possible worlds, following Kripkean semantics. But,
according to Chalmers, the primary intension of a concept is the more important one,
particularly concerning (reductive) explanation with which he is concerned for his antimaterialist arguments in his book.
He maintains that it is the “primary intension that captures what needs
explaining” because “long before we know that water is in fact H2O, what [is required]
is … an explanation of the clear, drinkable liquid in [our] environment” (Chalmers,
1996:57). Further, he claims that even before we “get to the point where rigid
designation … become[s] relevant, there is a story to tell about what makes an actualworld X qualify as the referent of “X” in the first place” and this can only be done by
“analysis of the primary intension” (ibid.:59). Although he distances himself from a full
equation of intensions with meanings, allowing that some aspects of meaning may not
be “perfectly reflected” by intensions and that any equation of meaning and intension
should be seen as “stipulative”, Chalmers nevertheless appears to see the primary
intension as more central to the meaning of a term than the secondary one (Ibid.:66). In
a footnote he suggests:
Not everyone is convinced that Kripke and Putnam are correct in their claim that
water is necessarily H2O, and that XYZ is not water … Certainly it would seem
that most of our linguistic practices would be just as they are even if we used the
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term “water” to pick out watery stuff [instead of H2O] in counterfactual worlds.
The fact that it is easy to sway both ways on this matter suggests that not too
much that is really central to the explanation of a phenomenon such as water can
turn on the nature of the secondary intension. (ibid.:57, fn22).
This ties in very much with Chalmers’ picture of the primary (epistemic) intension as
something like a Fregean sense, the latter which has generally been associated with the
meaning of a term. Chalmers’ overall aim is to re-establish a connection between
necessity and a priority such that “a priori methods [can be used] to gain insight into
necessity” which he maintains is “the sort of thing that Kripke’s account is often taken
to challenge” (ibid.:56). So he naturally emphasises the importance of the a priori
primary intension over the a posteriori secondary intension.

3.2.2 Characteristics of watery stuff:

Having examined the main features of Chalmers’ notion of primary intension, I
will investigate the specific characteristics of the primary intension of water, i.e. watery
stuff. Chalmers gives a brief sketch of watery stuff as “the dominant clear, drinkable
liquid” in our environment, but does not go much further into detail. Nonetheless he
does mention the kind of information needed to evaluate the primary intension of water
in a given world: information about “appearance, behavior, distribution” (Chalmers,
2002c:30). So it seems that watery stuff should not only look like water but also behave
like it and have a similar distribution in the proposed possible world. Presumably this
last point refers to facts about where water is found (in seas, lakes, etc., or falling as
precipitation) and also to the fact that it is the dominant liquid in the actual world: i.e., it
composes a significant percentage of much of biological life forms – a large percentage
of human blood consists of water, for example.
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3.2.2.1 Appearances:

But first let us consider the appearances of watery stuff: it should roughly
resemble water – that is, it should look liquid and more or less clear37. That watery stuff
should have similar appearances to water across possible worlds, fairly restricts what
can be counted as watery stuff. However, one might wonder about worlds where there
are no humans or even any form of life to perceive these ‘similar’ appearances, or
worlds where the perceivers are very different to any actual form of life. Suppose there
were a world where dark, rubbery pellets fell as ‘rain’ and filled the lakes and seas
there, and where there were even some strange forms of life that needed to imbibe these
pellets regularly to survive and, say, were partly composed of them, as we are of water,
so that the pellets fulfilled a similar role to water in the actual world. We can also
stipulate that the life forms even experience these pellets qualitatively the same way as
we experience water – i.e. as transparent, liquid-like, wet, etc. Would that lead us to
conclude that these dark rubbery pellets were watery stuff?
Even though they appear to the inhabitants as water appears to us and even
behave like water in that world, because their appearance for us is so very different from
our actual water phenomenology it seems unlikely that we would view such a substance
as in any way water-like. If the properties associated with watery stuff (and based on
actual-world water), such as transparency, are allowed to change drastically (for us)
across possible worlds according to what they mean to the inhabitants there, then it is
hard to see how we could even evaluate the claim that watery stuff could be something
other than H2O. In order to evaluate such a claim one needs to know what is meant by
‘watery stuff’ – that is, what properties it should have in another possible world so as to
count as a water-like phenomenon. If a substance composed of such rubbery pellets
could count as watery stuff simply because the inhabitants in another world perceive it
qualitatively the same as we perceive water – then it would seem that anything at all
could be watery stuff even if it bears no similarity in sensory appearances for us to
water. But then there is no longer any resemblance at all between water and the
supposed water-like substance since the only similarity in appearance occurs because
we stipulate that creatures quite different to us enjoy the same phenomenology when
confronted with the substance as we do when experiencing water. In other words the
37

Needless to say water has a gaseous and a solid form but it is generally the liquid form with which we
are most familiar, so it is perhaps easier to clarify ‘watery stuff’ in that regard first. However, if there
were supposed watery stuff in a world where it maintained the form of ice even at very high temperatures,
then we might not consider it watery stuff – certainly we would doubt it could be water.
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resemblance is purely due to their phenomenology and has nothing to do with any
similarity between the two substances.
To illustrate the point further, consider some examples put forward in a recent
article by Yablo (2006) where he makes a similar point about appearances in other
possible worlds. In the article he discusses the Kripkean paradigm for explaining the
illusion that a necessary a posteriori identity might not hold. For example, Kripke’s
proposal that when we think it possible that a given wooden table could have been made
of ice (whereas it is necessarily (originally) made of wood), the possibility of which we
are really thinking is one where a similar table made of ice is disguised to look like the
wooden one. Yablo’s main point is to show that this ‘model’ of Kripke’s to explain our
illusion that it is possible that a phenomenon be something other than what it actually
(and necessarily) is, does not work in the case of heat. This is because one has to
assume that there is something different about us (“differences in our neural
structures”38 (Kripke, 1980:133)) in the proposed possible world to allow the possibility
that we could have the sensation of heat when there is no molecular motion, or vice
versa. Against this Yablo argues, roughly, that when proposing these possibilities of
similar appearances but different underlying nature, this similarity must be indexed to
us as we are in the actual world.
Kripke explains our illusion that it is possible that heat could have been
something other than “high mean molecular energy” as really the possibility that we
could have been ‘wired’ differently and so felt the sensation of heat when there was no
high mean molecular energy. Yablo points out, however, that such an explanation will
not work for Kripke’s other examples such as the table’s necessary origin of wood. The
reason Kripke’s explanation for why we think the table could have been made of ice
instead of wood works, Yablo claims, is because we think it plausible that two different
things can be made to look identical. However what we are not thinking of in such a
situation is the possibility that someone in another possible world who is differently
‘wired’ from us and therefore experiences ice tables as we experience wooden ones, is
viewing the table made of ice and having the same phenomenology as us when we view
the wooden one.
Yablo imagines counterfactual beings in another world who enjoy the same
“qualitative appearances” in front of a frosty white object as we do when looking at “an
otherwise similar brown object” and asks if it explains our illusion that “this table could
Though Kripke does acknowledge that “it might be part of the very nature of human beings that they
have a neural structure which is sensitive to heat” and therefore necessarily so, but he claims that at any
rate there could have been other kinds of creatures that were not sensitive to heat (Ibid.).
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have turned out to be made of ice, to point out that had our brains been different, a
regular icy table would have caused in us the same qualitative state that a wooden table
does cause in us?” (Yablo, 2006:336). He argues that there is “no chance at all” that we
confuse ourselves in such a way with our ‘counterparts’39 who happen to have the same
phenomenology when experiencing a completely different object, and so our illusion
that it is possible that the wooden table could have been made of ice (when it is not at
all possible) cannot be explained in this manner (ibid.:337).
What we are thinking of in this case, according to Kripke’s original explanation
of our illusion of possibility concerning the wooden table, is an ice table cleverly
disguised to look like a wooden one to us. As Yablo says,
what seems possible is that this [wooden] table with relevant perceptible
properties held fixed could have turned out to be ice. No one is going to be
tempted into thinking that possible by reflection on the possibility that we see a
regular icy table as brown, because in that scenario the perceptible properties
change. (ibid.:336).
Admittedly Kripke does seem to leave it open that our phenomenology could be
different in the proposed “qualitatively identical epistemic situation”. As Yablo points
out, Kripke suggests that “I (or some conscious being) could have been qualitatively in
the same epistemic situation that in fact obtains, I could have the same sensory evidence
that I in fact have, about a table which was made of ice” (Kripke, 1980:142). “Some
conscious being”, of course, could have a different phenomenology to us and experience
our phenomenology of wooden tables when viewing icy ones. But I think Yablo is
convincing in arguing that this is definitely not the possibility of which we are thinking
when we imagine it possible that the wooden table could have been made of ice.
Normally when we consider the possibilities concerning a particular entity we
do not imagine in those scenarios that we should have different sensory faculties and
therefore experience entities in another possible world differently than we do in the
actual world. Nor do we generally imagine experiencing a completely different entity in
that world with the same phenomenology as when we experience this entity in the
actual world. Of course we can imagine such possibilities, but then we are no longer
thinking of the possibilities concerning the entity in question but, rather, we are
considering the possibilities concerning us – about changes in our sensory apparatus
such that we would experience a different phenomenology for the same entity, or vice
versa. But when imagining the possibilities regarding a given entity we normally want
39

I use the term not in any particular, for example, Lewisian, sense but merely to indicate the possibleworld entity under discussion.
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to know what could happen or change with respect to that entity itself and do not
needlessly complicate the process by additionally stipulating changes in ourselves or
our phenomenology which are completely irrelevant to the nature of the entity in
question anyway.
As additional support to this contention, consider taking Yablo’s example
concerning the wooden table even further. Why should our counterparts be confined to
experiencing wooden tables when looking at icy ones? In the same way that we
stipulated that they enjoy our ‘wooden’ appearances when looking at equivalent icy
objects, why not also stipulate that they enjoy our ‘table’ appearances when looking at,
say, cushions? So when they are looking at ice-cushions, they have the phenomenology
we normally experience when looking at wooden tables. Are we really going to accept
that as the genuine possibility that explains why we mistakenly thought the wooden
table could have been made of ice – that creatures in another possible world are so
unlike us that they undergo our wooden-table phenomenology when viewing a
completely dissimilar object? Does that possibility about another possible-world
entity’s phenomenology when viewing an ice-cushion in fact tell us anything at all
about the possibilities pertaining to a wooden table? These are two very different and
unrelated objects so there is no reason to suppose that what is stipulated in one possible
world with regard to one of these objects is in any way connected to the other object or
its possibilities – the only connection is in the phenomenologies.
Surely the only reason Kripke’s explanatory possibility works at all is because
there is enough similarity – that is, enough of a connection – between the actual object
and the proposed possible object. For example, an ice table could plausibly be cleverly
disguised to look like a wooden one – it already is a table and could be covered with
brown paper, say, to create the illusion that it is wooden. But if that similarity is cut
right down to mere appearances only, where the appearances are caused by a radically
different object than the one under discussion, then the connection becomes tenuous to
say the least. The only link or resemblance is not between the actual entity and the
proposed possible entity but, rather, between our phenomenology and the stipulated
phenomenology of those possible-world inhabitants. Such a scenario may tell us
something about possibilities concerning actual human beings – namely, that very
dissimilar creatures might enjoy some of our familiar experiences but via different
stimuli – but it does not seem at all informative about the possibilities regarding the
wooden table.
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One can draw a parallel with Kripke’s argument against changing the meaning
of our terms across possible worlds. He argues that when describing other possible
worlds, we must use our terms in the same way as we normally use them in the actual
world. For example, regarding a possible world where the planet named ‘Hesperus’
was different to the one named ‘Phosphorous’, Kripke contends that this is not a case of
Phosphorous and Hesperus not being identical, but rather just a world where the names
are used differently to the way we use them. But he claims:
We use ‘Hesperus’ as the name of a certain body and ‘Phosphorous’ as the name
of a certain body. We use them as names of those bodies in all possible worlds.
If, in fact, they are the same body, then in any other possible world we have to
use them as a name of that object. (ibid.:104).
When discussing possibilities, Kripke maintains that any given term must be “in our
language as we use it in describing a counterfactual situation” (Kripke, 1997:407).
Inhabitants of a different possible world might have spoken a different language “which
phonetically overlapped with English” and therefore in which our term or description
meant something completely different. But he argues that we use a term or phrase, for
example ‘the inventor of the bifocals’, when talking about another possible world “to
refer to whoever in that counterfactual situation would have invented bifocals, not to the
person whom people in that counterfactual situation would have called ‘the inventor of
the bifocals’” (ibid.). If the inhabitants of that world did speak another language which
phonetically overlapped with English, then ‘the inventor of the bifocals’ could mean
anything and we might no longer be discussing the possibilities pertaining to whoever
invented the bifocals in that world.
It makes no sense to propose that our terms have different meanings altogether
in another possible world and so potentially no longer refer to the things they originally
referred to in the actual world. Although a description is non-rigid and so can of course
refer to different entities in different possible worlds, nevertheless, as just pointed out,
its meaning must remain the same or else we are no longer discussing the possibilities
pertaining to the actual meaning. The whole point of musing about the possibilities of a
particular object or person (or even description) is to muse about the possibilities
concerning that very object or person – this is what we mean in considering such
possibilities: we are talking about what is possible concerning the actual object/person
itself. Even when discussing the possibilities concerning descriptions, which do refer to
different objects or persons in other possible worlds, we do not intend the meaning of
the description to change so that instead of picking out the inventor of bifocals in a
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particular world, the description ‘the inventor of bifocals’ picks out the inventor of the
wheel who knows nothing about bifocals, merely because in the language of the
inhabitants of that possible world the phrase ‘the inventor of bifocals’ happens to mean
the inventor of the wheel!
Likewise, when discussing the possibility of a substance very like water yet with
a different microstructure, we are not going to accept dark rubbery pellets filling the
lakes and seas in that world as water-like, even if the inhabitants’ phenomenology of
them is the same as ours when we experience water. Hence it is not the case that
‘anything goes’ when discussing such possibilities: a water-like substance must be like
water for us. Yablo describes the model for Kripke’s explanation of our illusion of
possibility concerning necessary a posteriori identities as “it seems possible for A to be
Q because it really is possible for [a facsimile of A] to be Q” (Yablo, 2006:337). But as
he then points out: “Sometimes … the appearance is closer to the reality, and facsimiles
of A are no more capable of possessing the seemingly possible property Q than A is
itself” (ibid.:341).

3.2.2.2 Behaviour:

Chalmers also describes watery stuff as “drinkable” and the “dominant liquid”
which suggests that the watery stuff in another possible world should function and
behave like water in the actual world. Water is a ubiquitous liquid, not only necessary
for the sustenance of life but also composing much of living organisms in the actual
world. To describe watery stuff as “drinkable” implies that it should fulfil that role of
sustaining biological life – at the very least it should not poison us40. It suggests that we
would expect to be able to imbibe this watery stuff, as we would water, without adverse
effects – otherwise one would not call it ‘drinkable’. One might of course claim that
‘drinkable’ merely means that it is liquid that we can put in our mouths and swallow.
However, I think Chalmers’ further descriptions of watery stuff as the “dominant
liquid” in the environment and his claim that information about “appearance, behavior,
distribution” (Chalmers, 2002c:30) is what is required to determine this primary
Obviously there is much of what we term ‘water’ in the world that is not drinkable, such as seawater,
polluted water, etc. However, in describing watery stuff as ‘drinkable’, Chalmers presumably wants to
appeal to the general characteristics of basic water (i.e., H2O in the actual world). Indeed, were the world
only to contain undrinkable ‘water’ like seawater or dirty water, then it is doubtful that much of (nonmarine) biological life could exist.
40
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intension, all suggests that by “drinkability” he means more than just a liquid we can
swallow. In that sense many substances would be ‘drinkable’ but we would certainly
never view them as such or apply that description to them. In its normal usage
‘drinkable’ means that the substance is safe for us to drink, that is, it will not poison us.
A dictionary definition of ‘drinkable’, for example, characterises it as “suitable or safe
for drinking” (Webster, 1988).
Accordingly it would appear that watery stuff in other possible worlds not only
must appear rather like water but additionally it must behave like water. Of course there
could be possible worlds without any life forms and so containing no entities for which
watery stuff would have to be drinkable. Or there might be worlds where a substance
that resembles water is drinkable for some novel, non-carbon-based forms of life there.
But again the question arises – drinkable for whom? Once more, as discussed above, I
would contend that watery stuff should be drinkable for us.
Consider a world with a substance that appeared rather like water but was
poisonous and painful to touch. It seems unlikely that we would view that substance as
water-like at all since it does not in any way behave as we expect water to do. In fact,
even though pure ethanol, for example, resembles water in that it is a clear liquid, one
would hardly view it as watery stuff since it is so poisonous for us in any more than
small amounts.
Or imagine a possible world with a substance resembling water but that was
very rare in that world and hard to find, and if the inhabitants did not need or use it at
all, we probably would not consider it as watery stuff because it does not fulfil any of
the normal water roles. In this regard, Chalmers is quite specific that watery stuff is
“the dominant clear, drinkable liquid in the environment” (Chalmers, 1996:57). And
even if this is a simplification, nonetheless it shows that watery stuff should more or
less have the characteristics normally associated with actual water. After all the traits
associated with water – our primary intension of water – are based on our experience of
actual-world water.
Thus in the same way that watery stuff should appear to us as water does (more
or less), arguably it should behave for us in much the same way as water. That it might
be drinkable for other strange possible-world creatures – perhaps of a completely
different constitution than us or not even molecular in composition – is neither here or
there when considering possibilities concerning watery stuff. Our notion of the primary
intension of ‘water’ is based on actual water and its properties and behaviour and how
these affect us as we are in the actual world: the primary intension of water, watery
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stuff, just is water (H2O) in the actual world. So when we consider what the primary
intension picks out in other worlds, it is these properties and behaviour associated with
actual-world water that guide that process.
This is not to suggest that watery stuff have exactly the properties of water but
only that it have properties similar to actual-water properties, bearing in mind that such
actual properties affect us in particular ways as we actually are. Thus, if watery stuff is
stipulated to be (more or less) transparent then it should be transparent for us as we are
(because light passes through it and we see by means of light), in the same way as water
is transparent for us as we are. To say that it is ‘transparent’ in a given world because
gamma-rays pass through it and some creatures there ‘see’ by means of gamma-rays, is
not the same property as being transparent in the actual world. In fact it does not even
resemble actual-world transparency because, for all we know, gamma-rays may or may
not pass through water in the actual world – we have no sensory means of detecting this
so, for us, such ‘transparency’ would not even be a property that we could in any way
perceive41.
The point is that actual-world properties, such as being transparent, liquid,
drinkable etc., find their basis in, and are explicable in terms of, the actual chemical and
physical makeup of the world. Explaining transparency involves referring to actualworld phenomena like light, surfaces, molecular structure, etc. And these phenomena
are understandable in terms of other phenomena (energy, sub-atomic particles, etc.) that
themselves have their basis in actual chemistry and/or physics.
It is not just that such terms are explainable, or find their meaning, in terms of
actual fundamental science but also that they are of that actual nature described – i.e. a
nature that is comprised of actual-world basic entities and laws (described by our
current theories in physics, chemistry, etc.). For an object to be transparent means that
the object has a particular molecular structure: i.e., one comprising atoms or molecules
that allow electromagnetic radiation of a certain wavelength to pass through. Indeed,
the nature of light itself is described by a whole area of physics dealing with
electromagnetic radiation. Likewise, the nature of atoms and molecules finds its basis
in chemical and physical nature of the actual world. So in considering the properties of

41

Naturally, whether or not gamma-rays can pass through water is something that can be measured with
instruments, but arguably does not form any part of our primary intension of water. Chalmers makes it
clear that the primary intension concerns how water appears for the subject – he talks of “centered
worlds” (Ibid.:61). Though our general knowledge of water may incorporate more than just knowledge
based on our sensory evidence of it and include some commonly known measured values, for example
that water boils at 100C, it would not normally include more obscure knowledge such as the effects of
gamma-rays on water.
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water, at least some of which ‘watery-stuff’ should have, one is automatically referring
to a supporting structure and background of actual-world constructions, entities, laws,
etc. Therefore when attributing such properties to another phenomenon in another
possible world, it seems that this background of chemical and physical ‘baggage’ is
inevitably ‘imported’, because what ‘transparency’ is, as well as what it means, is
completely tied up in the way the actual world is – its physical and chemical nature.
In fact, expecting watery stuff to be drinkable would seem to place a fairly
strong restriction on any proposed possibilities – bearing in mind that watery stuff has
to be (more or less) drinkable for us carbon-based organisms. In the same way that the
various properties of water depend upon the chemical and physical makeup of the actual
world, the nature of any characteristic interaction with humans likewise is based upon
our actual biological makeup, and hence also on the nature of the actual world. At the
very least we are made up of atoms and molecules, as is much of our world, and so it
seems that anything that is going to be drinkable for us should be able to (potentially)
interact with us. Water does this by virtue of its molecular structure and the nature of
the atoms that comprise that structure – they react chemically in certain ways with other
molecules, atoms, etc., in our biochemical constitution. Therefore it would appear that a
water-like phenomenon that is not H2O in another possible world would, in order to be
drinkable and life-sustaining, have to have some kind of atomic structure that could
interact with us in the expected (or a similar) way.

3.2.2.3 General:

Hence it seems that according to Chalmers’ proposal that there could be a
substance very like water but that is not H2O, such watery stuff should appear similar to
water and should also behave more or less as water: being the ‘dominant’ liquid, being
drinkable and life-sustaining, etc. Presumably, though, a water-like phenomenon need
not be exactly like water since if it were stipulated to have all the properties of water
and function precisely as water does then it seems that it would just be water. At least
one of the properties of water must concern its microstructure and be something like
‘being composed of H2O molecules’ and, obviously, that is not a property that watery
stuff need have (although it can have it since watery stuff just is H2O in some worlds).
But what is under investigation here is how watery stuff might be something other than
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H2O and so any property (normally of water) directly tying it to H2O can therefore be
discarded.
Being drinkable for and necessary to sustain carbon-based life forms like
humans (and animals) would indeed seem to restrict watery stuff to being a substance
that can safely interact with such organisms. In fact, it may restrict it to being molecular
or atomic in structure since it is by molecular/atomic interaction with our cells, proteins,
enzymes, etc. – ultimately the molecules in our makeup – that water plays its role in the
sustenance of biological organisms. Not everything that interacts with living organisms
does so directly by chemical reaction with their molecular structure. For example, light,
which is composed of neither atoms nor molecules, impinges on the human eye thus
enabling sight. But the mechanism eventually involves the effect of light, or energy, on
the molecules in the eye cells. In general, the interaction of energy, like
electromagnetic radiation, with living organisms ultimately occurs by affecting the
organism at a molecular level – e.g. light photons hitting an atom and causing it to emit
an electron, thereby changing the atom’s overall charge. So any watery stuff must be
able to elicit similar interactions at atomic level in order to even roughly play the role
that water does in biological life and, thus, behave like water for us. Additionally, we
and other life forms are composed to a significant extent of water and, therefore, it
would appear that watery stuff would have to be atomic/molecular in structure too in
order to fulfil a similar role since our composition is such.
Nevertheless, though watery stuff must roughly resemble water in terms of
actual-world properties, there is leeway for some differences in those properties.
Perhaps, for example, such watery stuff could have a slightly different boiling and/or
freezing point – we are unlikely to notice a difference of a few degrees as long as it
freezes when it seems cold enough and evaporates when it seems hot enough. Maybe
its viscosity and/or density could be slightly different too – as long as it flows more or
less like water and many of the things that one would expect to float on it do so. We do
not have to get out our instruments, as it were, in any proposed possible world with
‘watery stuff’ that is not H2O and accurately measure all characteristics. But we do
expect to see approximate similarities.
Thus for Chalmers’ two-dimensionalism the proposed water-like phenomenon,
or watery stuff, must resemble water in appearances, behaviour and distribution.
Because it must bear a similarity to water for us, this restricts the kind of substance that
watery stuff could be – it should be able to interact with and form part of actual
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biological life and this indicates that it would need to have some kind of
molecular/atomic makeup in order to fulfil a role similar to the (actual) “water role”.

3.3 Properties of Watery Stuff – Kripke:
Unlike Chalmers, Kripke does not profess to present a general method or model
to accommodate the claim that there could be a phenomenon like water, say, that was
something other than H2O. He simply gives some examples regarding some necessary a
posteriori identities (gold, heat, etc.) of how we could come to have the illusion that
such phenomena could have had a different underlying nature than they actually and
necessarily do have. Nevertheless his examples do offer a common approach. Yablo
explains the strategy roughly as “if impossible E seems possible, then something else F
is possible, such that we mistake the possibility of F for that of E” (Yablo, 2006:327).
But Yablo maintains that Kripke “does not even pretend to give us a general strategy for
recovering F – what I will call the underlying possibility – from E” (ibid.:331). Rather
Kripke simply sketches a number of “highly convincing” examples.
In arguing for the necessary identification of water with H2O, Kripke hints at the
possibility of a substance that resembles water but is not H2O. He explains:
We identified water originally by its characteristic feel, appearance and perhaps
taste, (though the taste may usually be due to the impurities). If there were a
substance, even actually, which had a completely different atomic structure from
that of water, but resembled water in these respects, would we say that some
water wasn’t H2O? I think not. (Kripke, 1980:128)
Such a substance, he maintains, would be “fool’s water”: that is, “a substance which,
though having the properties by which we originally identified water, would not in fact
be water” (ibid.). But here he is not claiming that such a substance is genuinely
possible, rather the example is merely illustrative of our semantic practices.
However he does allow that it is in general possible in the case of some
necessary a posteriori truths that “under appropriate qualitatively identical evidential
situations, an appropriate corresponding qualitative statement might have been false”
(ibid.:142). So discussing the wooden table, for example, he maintains that one could
have been “qualitatively in the same epistemic situation that in fact obtains” and had the
“same sensory evidence” as in a situation involving the actual wooden table, and yet it
could turn out that it really was another, different table made of ice (ibid.). Thus in his
examples of the (genuine) underlying possibility that explains our intuition that a given
necessary a posteriori identity might not hold, he proposes “qualitatively identical
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evidential situations” and “same sensory evidence” as the basis for relating the possible
phenomenon with the original (actual) one involved in the necessary identity.
Although Kripke does not directly apply these proposals for the related
underlying possibility to the water case, it is reasonable enough to conclude that they
apply to most of the a posteriori necessities he mentions in his lectures, since the only
exception he notes is in his famous argument against mind-brain identity theories. In
fact, when later arguing that his proposals for the underlying possibility cannot be
applied in the case of mind-brain identifications, he contrasts this latter case with the
water case to which he makes it obvious he thinks the proposals can be applied. He
asks if it can be shown that “the apparent possibility of pain not having turned out to be
C-fiber stimulation, …, is an illusion of the same sort as the illusion that water might
not have been hydrogen hydroxide” and answers in the negative (ibid.:149-50). Thus he
appears to take it that there is a genuine underlying possibility that explains why we
think that water could have turned out to be something other than H2O and his general
explanation of a “qualitatively identical evidential” situation would therefore seem to
apply in the case of water42.

3.3.1 Sensory evidence:
Kripke’s demand on how much the water-like substance should resemble water
does not appear to be as strong as Chalmers’ similarity demand for watery stuff, for
Kripke does not explicitly stipulate that the possible substance should behave as water
or have a similar distribution. However it must do more than merely look the same as
water. If there were a lake of ethanol it would certainly look like water, being a clear
liquid, but other “sensory evidence” such as smell or touch would quickly rule out that
the substance was water. Likewise a “qualitatively identical evidential” situation
implies that the substance in question must resemble water as far as we can tell through
means of our five senses. So, not only should it look like water, but it should smell,
feel, sound and taste like water. That means that the water-like substance should have
an underlying composition that makes it more or less odourless and tasteless (allowing
for some impurities). It should also feel like water: it should feel wet and not give any
strong sensation like, for example, burning the skin.

42

However I would contend that Kripke does not need to stipulate such a strong resemblance of the
‘counterpart’ in the underlying possibility for his arguments – but I discuss this point in chapter 6.
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Arguably though, this requirement has more consequences for what a substance
resembling water in this way can be than at first glance. If the water-like substance
were initially to feel like water (no strong sensation) and then within the next few
minutes start burning the skin, we would not be inclined to view such a substance as
resembling water at all, or, at the very least, we might accept that it was badly
contaminated water. Similarly with taste – if the substance initially tastes just like water
but then immediately afterwards produces a funny aftertaste or poisons the drinker, then
we are not going to accept this as giving a “qualitatively identical evidential” situation
as one with actual water.
Even though Kripke does not specify that this substance should behave as water
in general – for example, as Chalmers stipulates similar behaviour and distribution of
watery stuff – nonetheless the stipulation of a qualitatively identical epistemic situation
to one involving the original entity in the identity in question does seem to imply that
behaviour and distribution to some extent be the same as for water. If the proposed
situation is to be qualitatively identical with an actual one involving water, then of
course the water-like phenomenon is expected to act like water in that possible
situation, otherwise it is not a “qualitatively identical epistemic situation”. This latter is,
naturally, determined by what an actual situation involving water is like, and includes
(sensory) information about the behaviour and at least local distribution of the
substance. Indeed, the only way we can know about behaviour of any substance
anyway (without resorting to instruments) is through sensory evidence and if this
evidence must resemble that for water then this implies that the behaviour of the
substance, as evidenced through the senses, must also resemble that of water.

3.3.2 Epistemic situation:
However, Kripke’s use of the term “epistemic” here suggests that the situation
be identical to a water situation as regards our phenomenology, so perhaps one could
counter that in a given possible world, as long as the inhabitants’ experiences of the
water-like (and non-H2O) substance were very like our experiences of water then that
would be enough to conclude that such a substance does resemble water. Here again,
though, Yablo’s argument above applies: when discussing the possibility of a
phenomenon resembling an actual phenomenon – a “facsimile” of the actual
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phenomenon, as Yablo calls it – we do not interpret the possible phenomenon as a
“facsimile” of the actual one on the basis that the inhabitants of that possible world
happen to experience it as we do when experiencing the actual phenomenon. On the
contrary, we naturally assume that the “facsimile” appears similar to the actual
phenomenon to us.
Were we to accept similar phenomenology as adequate to deduce similar
phenomena then, firstly, such possible scenarios would really only tell us about
possibilities concerning our phenomenology and that of the other-world inhabitants,
rather than anything about the possibilities concerning the phenomenon itself.
Secondly, the proposed ‘similar’ possible phenomenon could then be radically different
(for us) from the actual phenomenon and this seems a bizarre result when that about
which we really want to know is the possibility of a phenomenon resembling the actual
one under discussion (yet having a different underlying composition).
Returning to my example, above, of a world where dark rubbery pellets play
something like a water-role for the inhabitants there and their phenomenology when
experiencing the pellets is stipulated to be the same as our water phenomenology: they
experience the pellets as wet when they touch them, they experience a water-like taste
when they taste them, they experience them as we experience rain when the pellets fall
from the sky, etc.43. But there just does not seem to be any connection or resemblance
between these pellets and water if there is no resemblance for us: how a different kind
of being might experience a substance is not relevant at all when considering the
possibilities pertaining to the particular substance itself.
However, our phenomenology is relevant because resemblance of substances is
what is at issue. Judgements about this resemblance are based on actuality: i.e. our
phenomenology of the actual substance, water. Of course we assume water has its
properties independently of how we perceive it, and a similar substance would be
expected to have similar properties to water regardless of how any creature experiences
it. But, in a qualitatively identical epistemic situation, it is through our experience of a
substance (or how we would experience it) that we judge it to be like water or not. In
such a situation, if one ‘moves the goalposts’ by changing the means of experiencing or
sensing of the observer (us) in the possible world with a water-like phenomenon, then
the whole basis of comparison between it and water would thereby be lost.

43

All this is, of course, assuming that one can just stipulate that the phenomenology of different kinds of
beings be the same as ours.
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3.4 Conclusions:
So even though Kripke does not directly specify, as Chalmers does, that the
proposed water-like substance should behave as water does, it nonetheless seems
plausible that similar behaviour would be a consequence of his stipulation of the “same
sensory evidence” when “qualitatively in the same epistemic situation”. Certainly the
substance’s interaction with us in a qualitatively identical situation would need to
resemble that of water in an actual situation.
This also appears to be the way in which Kripke’s proposal that there could be a
phenomenon resembling water but that was not H2O, is often interpreted by other
philosophers. Sidelle, for example, claims that “for each necessary a posteriori truth,
there is a genuine possibility which is just what the negation of that truth would be like,
except that it requires a different description” (Sidelle, 2002:319). This is reminiscent
of Kripke’s “qualitatively identical epistemic situation” whereby, as Sidelle puts it,
although “there is supposedly no world in which water fails to be H2O, there are worlds
in which stuff other than H2O does basically what water does, and occupies the roles
that water does here” (ibid.). Thus Sidelle is suggesting that the non-H2O substance be
very like water in function and behaviour.
In fact, as mentioned in chapter 1, Kripke elaborates on his explanation of the
illusion of the possibility that a necessary a posteriori identity might not hold by
claiming of gold that it is “logically possible” that there could be a compound with “all
the properties originally known to hold of gold” (Kripke, 1980:142-3). “All the
properties” – albeit qualified by the phrase “originally known to hold of gold” –
suggests that the possible substance would be expected to behave like gold, for the
properties of a substance determine its behaviour as well as appearance.
Hence I would conclude that Kripke’s stipulations concerning what Yablo calls
“the underlying possibility” involving a phenomenon that is like water but is not H2O,
do seem to amount to much the same as Chalmers’ stipulations for watery stuff insofar
as, in addition to appearing like water, the substance should, by giving us the same
sensory evidence, to a large extent also behave in a similar manner to water – it should
be buoyant like water, taste like water and should be drinkable, not poisonous, etc.
In order to give us humans the same sensory evidence, or produce a qualitatively
identical evidential situation, such a possible substance would have to interact with
biological life in a particular way. As I have argued above, we are organisms,
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molecular in structure, and indeed based on the specific element carbon. Our sensory
mechanisms are based on the way molecules or atoms of the object in question interact
with atoms or molecules of our systems. Thus it seems that in order to interact with us
in a similar way (or, perhaps, at all) a non-H2O water-like substance would at least need
to also be atomic/molecular in structure.
In the next chapter I will further substantiate this claim by investigating how
various possible worlds could have a phenomenon very like water that was nonetheless
not composed of H2O.
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4 Chapter 4: The Possibility of Watery Stuff

In the last chapter I discussed what the properties of a phenomenon resembling
water, but that is not H2O, would have to be like. I contended that such watery stuff
cannot have just any properties whatsoever: they must resemble those of water as we
know it. Hence it is not enough to stipulate that the inhabitants of a different possible
world have the same phenomenology with respect to the proposed watery stuff as we
actually do when confronted with water. The watery stuff must look, feel, etc. similar
to us as we actually are. This is what we mean when we discuss the possibility of there
being a phenomenon similar to an actual phenomenon yet otherwise constituted. That
other kinds of creatures, or ourselves differently ‘wired’, might happen to undergo the
same phenomenology when experiencing a substance completely different to water as
we do when experiencing water, is not relevant to discussing the possibilities of a
substance resembling water. It simply concerns the possibilities regarding
phenomenologies (having the same phenomenology for different substances) or the
creatures involved, but not the possibilities of the substance itself because the observer
(and conditions of observation) must be held constant in the latter case to truly draw
comparisons.
In addition to appearing similar for us, as we actually are, in the last chapter I
argued that the hypothetical watery stuff must also behave in a manner akin to water
and so, for example, should be drinkable for us. This implies that watery stuff has to
interact with us in a safe, non-toxic way and, also, to play a somewhat similar role to the
one that water plays in our bodies. Water in the actual world plays a major part in
sustaining biological life and also often comprises a sizeable part of such life forms – it
forms a large percentage of human body weight, for example. So for a substance like
water yet not comprised of H2O, to be accepted as ‘watery’ for us means that it is
limited in the ways in which it can interact with our biological systems – it should
certainly not poison us if we drink it, for example, since we would not allow that that
would be watery behaviour at all.
Therefore watery stuff will have to be able to react with our human biological
systems in a like manner to water at a cellular level. And, as discussed in the previous
chapter, humans and other living organisms are fundamentally made up of atoms, so the
reactions at cellular level are basically chemical reactions between H2O, in the actual
world, and the molecules of our various cells. Hence watery stuff should likewise be
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able to interact with our cellular molecules, which seems on the face of it to indicate
that such watery stuff will have to be molecular in nature itself.
To summarise the results of the last chapter then: the kind of properties that
watery stuff can have are limited by the restriction of resembling, for us as we actually
are, those of actual water in appearances and behaviour. However, its properties can of
course deviate to some extent from water and so watery stuff could have a somewhat
different density, viscosity, boiling point, etc. A slightly different density than that of
actual water is probably not going to be that noticeable for us, but if, for example, the
difference were too great then the things we expect to float on water like boats, wood,
etc. might not, or things we do not expect to float, like bricks and iron bars, might do so.
In evaluating the possibility of watery stuff, one question is how, by what
mechanism, would it be possible for watery stuff to be something other than H2O? The
answer, many would say, is easy: just specify a possible world and stipulate that there is
a substance resembling water there that is made up of XYZ, say (to take Putnam’s
famous example). But what kind of world would that have to be? After all a world must
be stipulated and it must be a coherent one.
It seems like there is a range of possible worlds that one could imagine
accommodating the claim that watery stuff be something other than H2O: spanning from
those worlds very similar to the actual world to those increasingly different from it. But
the sense in which a possible world is similar, or dissimilar, to the actual world needs to
be clarified. According to David Lewis, for example, the ‘closeness’ of a possible
world is specified by a combination of factors:
Partly, the world in question is specified explicitly by the antecedent of the
conditional [under consideration] … Partly, it is specified by a permanent
understanding that there is to be no gratuitous departure from the background of
fact … Partly, it is specified by temporary contextual influences that indicate
what sorts of departures would be especially gratuitous (Lewis, 2001b:21).
Lastly, he adds that it is, partly, not specified at all and thus it is “an idealisation to think
that we have to do with a single world, rather than an ill-defined class” (ibid.).
The issue with which I am concerned here – trying to determine whether a
substance very like water that is not H2O is metaphysically possible – involves
resemblance with a natural kind (water). In this context, therefore, I think the nature of
a world most appropriate as an indicator of how ‘close’ or ‘near’ a possible world is to
the actual world. Accordingly, I shall use the (actual) laws of nature to specify such
closeness. I will take worlds ‘near’ to the actual world to mean worlds where the laws
of nature there are the same as those in the actual world (nomologically possible
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worlds), or, if it becomes necessary in order to accommodate the claim about watery
stuff, worlds where at least there are only small changes in these laws44. By worlds
‘far’ from the actual world I shall mean worlds of an entirely different nature than the
actual world, with alien laws, structures, entities, properties, etc. I will initially
consider the two extremes (more or less) of this range of (potentially) possible worlds
where a substance resembling water is not H2O, and examine in some detail worlds
‘near’ the actual world and then those ‘far’ from the actual world.
I will argue that worlds that are nomologically possible, with the same laws of
nature as the actual world, cannot have watery stuff that is not H2O according to actual
laws, and that those with different laws would not be worlds where any supposed
watery stuff would be drinkable for us because our co-existence there, as we actually
are, would not be compatible under different laws. I will then investigate hybrid worlds
– where a part of the world obeys the actual laws and the other part has completely
different laws – to see if such a compromise set-up could accommodate these apparently
mutually exclusive requirements for there to be a substance that is watery for us and yet
that is not H2O.

4.1 Worlds ‘near’ the actual world
Take an example of a case of a possible world ‘near’ to the actual world first.
Here one might try to retain many of the actual world’s laws and structures in the
proposed possible scenario of a water-like substance being something other than H2O –
say, XYZ. Let us assume initially then that it is a nomologically possible world with
the same laws of nature as the actual world and so, presumably, a similar chemistry and
physics. Then a reasonable question to ask concerning the hypothetical scenario is what
chemical composition or molecular structure XYZ has? Either it is one or a
combination of the actual members of the periodic table45 (i.e. actual elements in the
actual world) or it is not.
In the former case, then we have a problem explaining how some other actual
atom or molecule can exhibit properties like those of H2O in a world very similar to the
actual world. Such a scenario seems impossible in the case of the actual world –
44

However, it must be acknowledged that a small change in a fundamental law of nature might result in
quite a different world to the actual. I discuss such changes in the text below.
45
The Periodic Table of Elements, listing all known elements in the world according to atomic number
(number of protons in the nucleus).
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certainly we know of no other molecule besides H2O that gives properties similar
enough to water; and, at a micro-level, any other molecule would undoubtedly be
different in terms of molecular mass and/or number of sub-atomic particles present and
hence different in its general properties. Of course watery stuff will have a different
microstructure to water, since this is stipulated, but it must also have somewhat similar
macro-properties46. However the problem is that with the existing members of the
periodic table (and combinations thereof) there is not any known ‘substitute’ for H2O to
give a substance with properties similar to those of water.
Even heavy water (water containing a much higher proportion than normal of
deuterium oxide), which has a number of properties rather similar to those of water, is
nevertheless really quite different from water. Though boiling point, surface tension
and some other properties are close to those of water, there are noticeable differences in
other properties, particularly biological ones. Since the hydrogen atom is so small with
just one proton in its nucleus, this means that any of its isotopes will differ quite
radically from it because adding an extra sub-atomic particle to the nucleus (one
neutron, in the case of deuterium) drastically changes the atomic weight of the isotope,
which doubles in the case of deuterium.
Thus, although heavy water is arguably the only known actual candidate to give
properties nearest to those of water, these properties differ significantly when it comes
to its effect on biological systems. Such systems are very sensitive to small changes in
the properties of water and so, for example, the growth of plants or the germination of
seeds is impeded when they are given heavy water only. This indicates that, unlike
water, heavy water could not support plant life. If one stipulates a possible world where
watery stuff is simply heavy water, and thus it is D2O which falls from the sky and fills
the lakes and rivers, this would result in a world where plant life could not be sustained,
or perhaps would never have existed in the first place. Though heavy water might fulfil
the requirement discussed in the previous chapter that it resemble water in appearances
– it is clear, liquid, etc. – it would not function or behave in a manner similar to water
since it could not nourish seeds or plants nor therefore support plant life at all.
And, unsurprisingly then, heavy water is effectively poisonous for humans.
Ingesting heavy water only will have a toxic effect on humans (though this could take a
while since there is a high percentage of water in the human body that would have to be
replaced by heavy water for the poisoning to occur). So, once again, if we stipulate a
By macro-properties I mean what are also called ‘physical properties’, such as boiling point, melting
point, density, etc.
46
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world nomologically like the actual world but where heavy water replaces water – i.e. it
is the watery stuff in that world – then it would appear that we would not get any human
life in that world since heavy water could not play the role of water in supporting life
forms.
One could perhaps stipulate that heavy water could sustain some other kind of
life forms, though it is not clear that this would be possible in a world with the same
natural laws as the actual world. But, at any rate, the point made in the previous chapter
is that watery stuff should be drinkable for us – it is irrelevant to determining the
possibilities of a substance resembling water, yet chemically different, whether
creatures different in kind to us could drink it or not. The purported resemblance to
water of such a substance must be a resemblance for us: in appearance but also in how it
interacts with us and other organic life. If watery stuff has a dramatically different
effect on biological life, as for example the way heavy water would be toxic for
humans, then, even if the substance looks like water, we are not going to regard it as
‘watery’ at all. Pure ethanol looks like water insofar as it is a clear liquid but it certainly
would not affect humans in a manner similar to water if they drink it – in fact, the
opposite – and so would not be an acceptable candidate for watery stuff.
Both Kripke and Chalmers present the proposed possibility of a water-like
substance that is not H2O as involving more than just looking like water. As discussed
in the last chapter, Kripke says that we could have a “qualitatively identical evidential”
situation as we would normally have when experiencing water and yet it could be
another substance. Evidence that is “qualitatively identical” we experience through our
senses – thus including the smell, taste and feel of the substance in question – and so
ethanol, for instance, could never be a candidate for watery stuff as it would fail on all
three counts. Chalmers specifies that watery stuff should be the dominant liquid and
have similar behaviour to water – it should be drinkable for example – which rules out
heavy water as watery stuff because were it the dominant liquid, it would not behave
like water in sustaining biological life and drinking it would have a toxic effect on
humans.
So despite having some properties quite similar to water and appearing alike,
nevertheless, given its harmful effects, heavy water could not sustain biological life in
any way like the manner in which water does and so could not play a role similar to the
one water plays in the actual world. Therefore D2O is not a contender to be watery stuff
as it is not water-like enough in its behaviour.
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In any case, strictly speaking, from a chemical point of view, D2O just is a form
of H2O since deuterium is merely an isotope of hydrogen and so does not count as a
separate element. Isotopes are atoms that have the same number of protons in their
nuclei but differ in the number of neutrons. Normally adding neutrons to the nucleus of
the element atom does not much affect the chemical properties of that element. So
changing one isotope for another of the same element, as with deuterium for hydrogen
in D2O, is generally not considered a significant change from a chemical standpoint.
But despite the fact that D2O only differs by a neutron from H2O, this nonetheless leads
to the far-reaching differences just discussed above in the macro-properties of heavy
water, such as its adverse effect on many living organisms, because the hydrogen
isotopes do differ quite significantly at an atomic level as addition of neutrons
considerably affects the mass of such a small nucleus47.
Since D and H are isotopes of the same atom, and therefore considered to be
chemically the same element, then strictly speaking proposing D2O as watery stuff does
not show that the latter could be something other than H2O since chemically speaking
D2O just is a form of H2O. So the only known actual substance apparently similar to
water, heavy water, is either too different in its interaction with organic life to be the
watery stuff in another ‘near’ possible world or it is, chemically speaking, just H2O.
Consequently, if we are to stipulate that some actual atom or molecule could
nonetheless give properties like those of water in another possible world then it appears
that that world will have to deviate somehow from the actual world in order to
accommodate this proposal. This is because we are saying that existing atoms that do
not actually give us water-like properties, nevertheless could give us those properties, so
this means something must be different from the actual world in that possible world.
But what needs to be changed in the proposed possible world to achieve this? It
seems that there are a number of things could be altered: either changing some actualworld atoms stipulated to make up the XYZ molecule such that they bond together
resulting in a substance with properties resembling those of water; or introducing new,
non-actual atoms to yield the XYZ molecule (or XYZ could be a new, non-actual atom)
such that it gives us watery stuff; or a change in the laws of nature in that world in order
to support the claim that there could be watery stuff.
Consider the first proposal where the laws of nature in the possible world remain
the same as in the actual one but we modify some actual atoms to result in an XYZ
In fact hydrogen isotopes are given distinct names, a practice that is “justified by the fact that there are
significant differences in their properties” (Encyclopaedia Britannica Online, n.d.).
47
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molecule that will give us watery stuff. To start with though, we must stipulate which
actual atoms are to comprise the XYZ molecule in this possible world.

4.1.1 Actual atoms:
Suppose we say, for example, that XYZ is HeN – of course helium is an inert
gas so such a combination might not occur naturally but we could modify the atoms to
this end in the proposed possible world. At least a HeN molecule would have roughly
the same total molecular weight as the H2O molecule. Undoubtedly the proposed
molecule need not have the same weight in order to retain similar macro-properties but
this is just an initial example. At any rate, in order for any existing atoms to form a
molecule that gives us watery stuff in the proposed possible world presumably there
will have to be changes made to one or both of the atoms that are to make up this
molecule. This is because the proposed combination for XYZ will obviously not be one
that occurs in the actual world since we know as a matter of empirical fact that no other
combination but H2O actually gives us watery stuff. Thus presumably such atoms
would need to be altered somehow such that they would combine to produce the new
molecule XYZ and that the resulting XYZ would give us the required watery properties.
The chemical properties of each actual element are principally determined by the
number of protons in its nucleus (its atomic number). So, according to the actual laws
of nature, if one varies the number of protons of a particular element atom it just
becomes another element on the periodic table, with its chemical properties determined
by the relevant atomic number. Varying the number of neutrons in an atom just results
in an isotope of that atom and varying the number of electrons gives us ions of the atom.
As discussed above, isotopes of a given element are seen as chemically the same as that
element. Ions of a particular element are different insofar as they have a charge whereas
the original atom is neutral and so there will be some different behaviour in relation to
that charge, but the base element characteristics remain the same.
Thus in a world with the same laws of nature as the actual world, using atoms of
the actual members of the periodic table to generate watery stuff is problematic because
no known combination of actual atoms does give us a substance with properties similar
enough to water except H2O. Trying to modify existing atoms to force the creation of
some new non-existent molecule to form watery stuff only results in either just
changing those atoms into other atoms in the periodic table (i.e., changing the number
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of protons) or in variations of the proposed atom in question (isotopes or ions). But
within the actual laws of nature no other atoms in the periodic table, or their variations,
can combine to result in a substance like water. In fact, with the HeN example (or
indeed with any example), it may be the case that we have to change the atoms involved
so much – adding or subtracting sub-atomic parts to get the atoms to bond and give the
desired properties – that they end up completely resembling the hydrogen and oxygen
atoms so that our HeN molecule in that case would just have become the H2O molecule.
Thus, it appears that trying to form XYZ from a combination of actual atoms to
give us watery stuff in a world with the same laws of nature as the actual world is not
going to work because it is just not possible to get a substance similar to water from
anything other than H2O under these conditions.

4.1.2 Non-actual atoms:

Perhaps it would be better, instead of proposing a combination of modified
actual atoms, just to introduce a new atomic structure, XYZ, into a possible world
otherwise very similar to the actual world. Again we can stipulate that this is still a
nomologically possible world so the same laws of nature hold in this world as in the
actual one. Therefore, if XYZ is some kind of molecule made up of new, non-actual
atoms then their atomic structure has to fit in with actual structures and laws. So these
atoms are also made up of neutrons, protons, electrons, etc.
XYZ could be a combination of two or more non-actual atoms or could itself be
a non-actual atom that gives watery stuff. Either way, we need to examine how many
sub-atomic particles of each kind and how many electrons each atom should have – i.e.,
what kind of molecule/atom XYZ could be. Presumably the number of electrons of a
non-actual atom would need to be close to the number of protons in its nucleus to
balance the negative and positive charges and give a stable atom, as is the case with
most existing atoms.
Whatever number of protons such an atom has it will replicate an actual element,
unless it has a number greater than any existing element, because actual atoms cover the
full range of integers from those with one proton (hydrogen) up to those with the
maximum known number. As we are still dealing with a nomologically possible world
there can presumably be no non-integer number of protons as there are no stable atomic
nuclei comprising fractions of protons. So if a new non-actual atom has the same
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number of protons as an actual element atom then, depending on how many neutrons it
has, it would simply either be that element or one of its isotopes and so will just be one
of the actual elements. In order to be a new, non-actual atom, this atom will therefore
have to have an atomic number higher than any existing element and, hence, a number
of protons greater than any actual element, resulting in an extremely heavy molecule (or
single atom) compared with H2O. Some of the heaviest actual elements have in the
region of eighty to ninety protons in their nucleus and atomic weights of a couple of
hundred g/mol and so the resulting XYZ molecule would be at least ten times heavier
than of the H2O molecule (which is 18g/mol approximately).
Of course there is presumably no reason why the XYZ molecule could not be
heavier than H2O, after all we only need properties similar to those of water, not exactly
the same. However if the base molecule of watery stuff is so very different from that of
water – i.e. with a far greater molecular weight, for example – then it seems highly
unlikely that it could result in properties in any way resembling those of water. Such a
drastically heavier mass for the XYZ molecule would surely have repercussions for a
number of the resulting substance’s properties, for example, weight, perhaps, or density.
In fact, since we are still discussing a world where the laws of nature are the same as
those in the actual world, then, in this context, none of the known heavy elements
actually do result in a substance with properties anything like those of water. In fact,
the heavier transuranium elements (ones that “lie beyond uranium in the periodic table
… with atomic numbers greater than 92” (Encyclopaedia Britannica Online, n.d.),
whether found naturally or synthesised, are all unstable and decay radioactively.
Therefore in another possible world with the same laws of nature as the actual
world, we have no reason to believe that some new non-actual atom or molecule could
give rise to a substance with properties similar to those of water. Whether the proposed
XYZ molecule is made up of new non-actual atoms or just is a new non-actual atom
itself, the (non-actual) atomic numbers involved must be greater than those of any actual
element and this would make XYZ one of the heaviest atoms, or a combination thereof
(assuming they could combine). However, keeping the actual laws of nature fixed, it is
clear that similar macro-properties could not be obtained from such a substance, as
witnessed by the nature of the actual heavy elements.
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4.1.3 Non-actual phenomenon:

One might wonder, though, if there could be a non-actual entity, atom-like or
otherwise, that was not permitted by the actual laws of nature in an otherwise
nomologically possible world. In other words, a possible world with the same natural
laws as the actual world except that we stipulate that an anomalous non-actual XYZ,
which gives us the required watery stuff, is added to that world. This XYZ is not
permitted by current actual laws and so does not fall under these laws: its existence
could be a singular irregularity in the laws of nature in that world, violating them. This
proposal would seem to free one from having to specify, or at least indicate, the nature
of XYZ. But would it provide us with a possible world where there is watery stuff that
is not H2O?
Arguably it would not because the world is stipulated to be nomologically the
same as the actual world, with the exception of this singularity, and so everything else
besides XYZ falls under the laws of nature. Since XYZ, and the resulting substance,
would be an exception to those laws, nothing could interact with it without breaking the
laws of nature.
For example, to be perceptible to beings like us, this substance would have to
reflect light into the eye but interaction with a substance of a completely anomalous
nature would be a violation the laws of physics governing light. It seems that such a
world would be an inconsistent one since nothing could interact with the irregular XYZ
without violating the laws of nature with which they by stipulation must comply. If one
tries to make the world consistent by proposing that nothing in that world can break the
laws and interact with the anomalous XYZ then the alleged watery stuff would be in
total isolation in this world and so could not resemble water for us in any sense since it
could not even be perceived by beings in that world nor interact with them.
In conclusion, it would appear that there are difficulties with proposing that
watery stuff be made up of either a non-actual atom/molecule that would fit into the
laws and structures of a nomologically possible world, or a non-actual phenomenon that
is outside the laws of nature in a world that is otherwise nomologically possible. The
latter leads to an inconsistent and therefore impossible world, or a substance that cannot
have any interaction whatsoever with the rest of that possible world and hence cannot
appear or behave like water for us. The former results in a world where XYZ would be a
molecule (or atom) more than ten times heavier than the H2O molecule and such heavy
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atoms, under the actual laws of nature, do not in fact give us substances with properties
at all resembling those of water.

4.1.4 Actual-world laws:

Consequently, instead of proposing modified actual atoms, new non-actual
atoms or non-actual phenomena to make up the XYZ molecule, it might be less
problematic just to change one or more of the actual-world laws in that possible world
in order to facilitate the claim that there could be a water-like phenomenon there that
was not H2O. As we are still discussing possible worlds ‘near’ to the actual one then it
seems reasonable to try and make only the minimum change in a law, or laws, necessary
to give the desired result. For example, we could change an actual law or two such that
a combination of actual atoms, other than those of hydrogen and oxygen, could furnish
a substance with properties resembling those of water, or such that some new non-actual
atom or phenomenon could give us watery stuff.
To modify atomic behaviour in such a way it seems that a fundamental law, or
laws, would need to be changed. But which law should be modified and in what way?
Arguably we do not even have a rough idea of what actual-world law(s) would need to
be changed in order to result in the proposed possible world in which some other
combination of atoms besides hydrogen and oxygen forms a substance with properties
similar enough to those of water.
One could, for instance, propose changing the binding energy – the amount of
energy required to separate a particle from a system of particles – in such a way as to
ensure that, say, the helium and nitrogen atoms would bond in this possible world and
yield watery stuff. But a fundamental change like this, in the most elementary nature of
the world, would have serious repercussions across the board at an atomic level and,
therefore, also at the level of macro-entities in that world. In fact, none of the macroentities might be anything like those of the actual world anymore and, so, for any kind
of substance resembling water to be instantiated at all might no longer be possible.
Weakening the binding energy, for example, could mean that the sub-atomic
particles no longer hold together and thus that there are no longer even atoms in the
proposed world, or they might be inherently unstable. Such a world then would be
completely unlike the actual world both at a micro-level, because there would be no
atoms, or perhaps only unstable ones, and at a macro-level since, without stable atoms,
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it seems that there could be no macro-entities. In that case there would certainly be no
substance like water since there would be no (macro-)substances at all. So one would
need to have some rough idea of what the effect of a change in a basic law, such as that
governing binding energy, would be in order to be able to make the claim that it is
possible to make such a change in the actual-world laws and still have a world with
substances at all.
The problem is that any modification of a basic law or laws would have to be
big enough to have the required affect (i.e. enabling a chemical combination other than
H2O comprise a substance resembling water) and, being a general change, it will thus
also affect all atomic behaviour thereby altering everything at a micro-level. This can
only result in a world quite different to the actual one. So it seems that even a fairly
small change in a fundamental law will bring us into the realm of worlds very dissimilar
to the actual world, or ‘far’ worlds, which I will discuss in the next section.

4.1.5 Conclusion for ‘near’ worlds:
In this section I have examined possible worlds ‘near’ to the actual world – that
is, worlds, initially, with the same natural laws (nomologically possible worlds) – to see
if it is possible to have a substance roughly resembling water yet not comprised of H2O,
but rather of XYZ. It appears that if XYZ is held to be made up of actual atoms then,
because none of the existing atoms or their combinations actually do give us a substance
like water, except H2O, we will have to propose a new combination of atoms for the
XYZ molecule. In order to accommodate the possibility of such a new molecule, made
up of existing atoms, those atoms will obviously have to be changed somehow since
they do not actually combine. But modifying actual atoms only results in different
versions (isotopes, ions, etc.) of the actual elements of the periodic table and, as we
know, none of these do combine to produce the required watery stuff under the actual
laws of nature.
Of course one does not need to propose actual atoms or molecules to provide the
basis for watery stuff. While still keeping the actual laws of nature, one could stipulate
that some new non-actual atoms make up the XYZ molecule, or that XYZ itself is a
non-actual atom that gives a substance with properties similar to water. But such new
non-actual atoms must have atomic numbers higher than that of any existing atom,
otherwise they will just be (some form of) actual atoms and the problems just discussed
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will arise. However, if they have new, non-actual atomic numbers then they will be
extremely heavy atoms since any new atomic number must be greater than any actual
one for there is no other direction in which to go on the periodic table (which contains
only positive integer atomic numbers). In this case, XYZ will be an atom or a
combination of atoms of elements that are vastly heavier than the H2O molecule and we
know that none of the heavier elements do in fact give watery properties under the
actual laws of nature, so extrapolating along these lines will not give us watery stuff
under actual laws.
Even if one proposes that watery stuff be some anomalous substance (so we do
not need to worry about specifying its structure) in an otherwise nomologically possible
world this results in either a world that is inconsistent, since nothing else in that world
could interact with the substance in question without breaking the laws the rest of the
world is stipulated to obey; or in a substance that is completely isolated, because
nothing else can lawfully interact with it, and therefore it could neither behave nor
appear like water.
Lastly we could examine changing the laws of nature slightly in our possible
world so as to get an XYZ molecule, made up of either actual or non-actual atoms (or
phenomena), to yield watery stuff. But achieving this would seem to require a change
in a basic law at the atomic level of that world which would thereby affect the
foundations of all entities in the world. Hence, such a change could only have major
repercussions on everything else in that world, resulting in a world very different from
the actual one. And this really is a case for worlds ‘far’ from the actual world, which I
discuss in the following section.

4.2 Worlds ‘far’ from the actual world
To evaluate the possibility of there being a phenomenon like water that is not
H2O, instead of trying to stipulate possible worlds that are close to the actual world in
terms of having the same laws, maybe it would be simpler to consider a world ‘far’
from the actual world – that is, one with completely different laws of nature, structures,
entities, etc. This would place less restrictions on the possible world and, at any rate,
one can query why the proposed possible world with watery stuff should have the same,
or similar, laws as the actual world anyway.
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However, the discussion in the last chapter showed that, concerning the
possibility of watery stuff, there are still constraints on the kinds of worlds that can be
considered. I argued that the water-like phenomenon has to appear watery to us and
behave watery for us as we actually are. That there is some kind of substance in another
possible world that is drinkable for the inhabitants there, who are of an entirely different
nature to us, does not ensure that the substance is what we would describe as
‘drinkable’. What ‘drinkable’ means is determined by the way things are in the actual
world – the way, for example, water interacts with biological systems. Likewise with
the appearance of watery stuff: if a substance in some possible world appears opaque
and solid to us, even if the inhabitants there undergo our ‘water’ phenomenology when
perceiving it, we would not agree that it resembled water. Accordingly, if watery stuff
must be water-like for us – it must appear rather like water and behave somewhat
similarly, interacting with biological life roughly as expected – then organic life forms,
such as humans, must be able to exist in the proposed possible world. At least the
existence of beings like us should be compatible with the nature and laws of the
possible world in question – it should not be ruled out by them.
Watery stuff, for instance, should be drinkable for us: we could allow some
difference in taste, but it should not be toxic for us – that is too different. As a result,
watery stuff should be able to interact (safely) with us. So, if we should be able to coexist in that possible world, this would appear to rule out worlds of a radically
dissimilar nature to the actual one. For a start, we and other life forms are comprised of
molecules made up by combinations of various atoms, which themselves are comprised
of sub-atomic particles such as protons, electrons, etc. Hence the proposed possible
world should be able to accommodate our atomic nature and, as a result, worlds of a
wholly alien, non-atomic nature where we could not exist will not suffice.
But, as I noted in the previous chapter, there are further issues in this regard
concerning such worlds ‘far’ from the actual world and hence fundamentally dissimilar
to it. If the proposed possible world is radically different from the actual world then
could properties like those of water be instantiated in such a different environment? In
fact, with a very different chemical or physical makeup (or with some completely
different kind of makeup, whatever that would be), will properties in any way similar be
possible at all?
Arguably the same properties could not be instantiated as these are based on the
actual nature of the world – they arise out of the working of the actual world’s physical
and chemical composition. The property of being a liquid, for instance, occurs due to
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the weak bonds between collections of certain similar molecules at appropriate
temperatures and pressures, etc. Terms like ‘molecule’, ‘bonds’, ‘temperature’, etc., all
pick out particular actual-world phenomena, rooted in the nature of the actual world. So
to maintain that the property of being a liquid exists in a very dissimilar possible world
with a completely unalike, non-molecular (say) nature, is to propose an inconsistency
because the underlying structures, and indeed the fundamental nature required for
liquidity, as we know it, do not exist in that world. Liquidity in the actual world,
relying as it does on bonds between molecules, is molecular in nature whereas the world
in question is by stipulation entirely non-molecular, so it is incoherent to stipulate that
the former (molecular) could be part of the latter (non-molecular).
One could of course allow that although the same actual-world properties may
not be instantiated in the proposed ‘far’ world, nevertheless there could be equivalent
properties there. But, bearing in mind that the properties in question must appear
similar to us as we actually are, as previously discussed, it will not suffice to claim that
the watery stuff could be ‘transparent’ for the inhabitants of the proposed dissimilar
possible world by a completely different means (for example, if they ‘see’ by means of
x-rays and ‘transparent’ objects allow x-rays to pass through) because this is just not
what we mean by ‘transparent’. If we allow our meanings to change totally from one
world to another then watery stuff could end up having any properties whatsoever:
properties that are just called ‘transparency’, ‘liquidity’, etc., but that are in fact entirely
different and implemented by different means and perhaps on the basis of a completely
different kind of chemistry and/or basic laws. In such a case, we no longer end up
discussing the possibility of a substance resembling water yet that is not H2O, because
that substance does not resemble actual water at all as far as we are concerned.
So while one could allow that there may be possible worlds of a fundamentally
dissimilar nature to the actual world with such equivalent properties, any alleged watery
stuff there with equivalent properties of ‘transparency’, ‘liquidity’, etc., is not in fact
transparent, liquid, etc., by our standards and, so, is not an example of a substance
similar to water that is not H2O. As a result, worlds ‘far’ from, and with an entirely
different nature to, the actual world do not give us the required watery stuff.
In fact, in discussing the properties that watery stuff in another possible world
should have in order to resemble water, such as liquidity, clarity, that it is drinkable,
etc., – something we have to do in order to establish whether the phenomenon in
question is like water or not – one is already importing a lot of ‘baggage’ from the
actual world, as I mentioned in the previous chapter. Such properties imply a particular
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kind of chemistry and physics. And, although humans do not have to exist in the
proposed world, the fact that water appears clear to us, tastes a certain way and sustains
human life is still relevant in determining whether the proposed hypothetical scenario
contains anything similar to water. All these properties find their basis in a specific
background of actual-world nature and laws, and it is in this sense that I mean that
‘baggage’ is ‘imported’ from the actual world into any world in which one wants to
establish the presence of a phenomenon with properties resembling these.
For instance, the very notion of the property of transparency involves the degree
of reflection or absorption of light by the substance’s molecules and, thus, implies the
existence of phenomena like light, reflection, surfaces, absorption etc. And each of
these in turn needs to be explained in terms of other actual phenomena. Light, for
example, is electromagnetic radiation of a particular wavelength in the actual world – so
what is it in this other possible world, something completely different? In stipulating
that there is light in a given possible world, one is automatically also stipulating that
there is electro-magnetism, frequency, energy, etc., in that world – if not, how can there
be light? Perhaps there could be something else called ‘light’, without there being
energy, frequency, etc., in that world but it would certainly not be what we mean by
light and would, in fact, be a completely different phenomenon if it was not of the same
nature as actual light.
So every actual property is itself rooted in other actual-world phenomena, each
of which, in its turn, is rooted in still other actual-world phenomena, and so on, so that
just one actual-world property is thus tied into in a web of actual-world laws and nature.
As a result, it looks as if proposing a world entirely dissimilar to the actual world and
yet containing a substance like water that is not H2O, is not going to work because in
stipulating that watery stuff have properties similar to the actual properties of water in
this possible world we automatically ‘import’ a network of other actual-world
properties, phenomena, relations, etc., underlying those properties. Indeed it seems as if
one would end up having to bring in much, if not all, of the actual-world’s physical and
chemical make-up to substantiate these properties, and the proposed possible world will
just end up being like the actual world.
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4.2.1 Conclusion:
In conclusion, concerning possible worlds ‘far’ from the actual world it would
appear that if the nature of the world is different from that of the actual world, we really
cannot compare properties there with actual properties because their respective bases
are different. The similarity of watery stuff to water must reflect actuality insofar as it
is linked to us, actual humans, and the actual world. Therefore in worlds of a dissimilar
nature to the actual world there will accordingly be a different basis to the properties of
substances there and, so, these are not substances with properties similar to the actual
properties of water.
Since the properties of watery stuff should be similar for us as we actually are,
this implies that we should be able to co-exist in the proposed possible world. In a
world of a very dissimilar nature to the actual world, even if there are human-like
creatures there, they certainly would not be as we actually are for the nature of that
world is stipulated to be different. So our co-existence would appear to rule out worlds
of a different nature/laws, or ‘far’ from, the actual world. Arguably the possible world
would have to have a similar atomic nature as the actual world, which puts quite a
restriction on how ‘far’ a world can be from the actual world when considering it as a
candidate for having the requisite watery stuff.
In addition, there is the difficulty that the requirement of properties similar to
those of water inevitably necessitates a basis that includes other actual properties and
phenomena which themselves include yet others, and so on, and in this manner a web of
actuality is ‘dragged’ into the proposed possible world, in a sense pushing it in a
direction more and more like the actual world. Indeed we seem to be forced by the
fundamental nature of the properties under discussion, and by our own nature and role
as observer, back to worlds ‘near’ the actual one – nomologically possible ones. Thus
regarding the possibility of there being watery stuff that is not H2O, worlds of an
entirely different and alien nature would appear to be ruled out entirely.

4.3 Ruling out worlds:
The possibility claim under discussion is that there could be a substance similar
to water (XYZ, say) but that was not H2O. On the face of it, the claim could be
expressed as follows:
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◊E(XYZ) ( (XYZ=watery)&(XYZ≠ H2O))
However, I have argued in chapter 3 that both Chalmers’ version of the claim –
stipulating similar appearance and behaviour – and Kripke’s – proposing ‘same sensory
evidence’ – mean that such a substance must appear watery and interact in something
like the normal ‘watery’ way with us as we actually are, i.e. it must be drinkable for us,
etc. Thus my arguments would indicate that the core claim can be represented by
something like the following:

◊E(XYZ) ( (XYZ=waterya)&(XYZ≠ H2O)&◊Watery(Ha, XYZ) )

That is, it is possible that there exist a substance, XYZ, such that XYZ is similar to
actual water (waterya) and is not H2O, and would be ‘watery’ as far as we are concerned
– that is, for actual humans (Ha). Of course there is an embedded modality (possibility)
for the part asserting that watery stuff should be ‘watery’ for us because, although we do
not have to exist in the proposed world, it should be a world such that we could co-exist
there48. This is because, as I have argued in chapter 3, the watery stuff needs to appear
and behave similar enough to water for us as we actually are since that is part of the
basis of comparison for reasoning about the possibility of there being another substance
like water – the properties of water find their basis in actuality and in their interactions
with actual biological life.
I have argued against this XYZ possibility claim above and maintained that,
given that water is actually H2O, then it is not in fact possible that there could be a
water-like XYZ that was not H2O and yet that would interact in a like manner with us as
we actually are. As I suggested at the beginning of the chapter, there is a continuum of
possible worlds with which one might seek to substantiate the possibility claim for
XYZ, ranging from those worlds very similar in nature to the actual world to those very
different from it. It is the two ends of this continuum that I initially set out to examine
in the sections above – that is, worlds near the actual world, with the same natural laws,
and those far from the actual world, with a very dissimilar nature and/or laws.
But it seems that this continuum could more simply just be divided in two: if
there is a possible world with such XYZ then that world either obeys the actual laws of
Strictly speaking this condition could be seen as already entailed by the ‘(XYZ=waterya)’ condition but
I have put it in separately because of its role in my arguments.
48
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nature or it does not. In the former case we know from the elements outlined in the
periodic table that there is no XYZ – there is no other actual atom or molecule that
provides us with watery stuff except H2O. Changing sub-atomic parts of atoms to try to
produce such watery stuff only moves us around the periodic table, none of whose
elements, or variations or combinations thereof, result in anything watery – except, of
course, H2O. Adding on new non-actual atoms to the end of the periodic table (the only
place where they can be added) only produces more heavy elements, none of which are
capable of resulting in watery stuff under actual laws. Proposing a non-actual
phenomenon that is itself not subject to the actual laws, in an otherwise nomologically
possible world, results in an inconsistency if it interacts with other phenomena in that
world (because in order to interact, they must break those laws they are stipulated to
obey) or else a substance completely isolated.
In the latter case where the possible world in question does not obey the actual
laws of nature, the creatures in that world will be different to us as we actually are
because different laws and/or nature means that we could no longer be as we actually
are in such a world. Hence any watery stuff there will not be drinkable, etc., for us as
we actually are.
Therefore it would appear that all possible worlds are ruled out: worlds with the
actual laws of nature and those with different laws – all worlds presumably fall into one
or the other category … or do they?

4.4 Hybrid worlds:
Perhaps one could propose a compromise world where these two apparently
mutually exclusive conditions come together: suppose there were some kind of hybrid
world, one with a part like the actual world with the same fundamental (atomic) nature
and laws – which would accommodate the possibility of our co-existence – but also
with a part of a completely different nature (non-atomic) which would facilitate the
existence of XYZ.
Imagine that substances, entities and all phenomena of both natures in this world
can interact with each other and that therefore there are extra laws there that deal with
this interaction. So humans could exist in this world as it has, partly, an actual-world
nature and laws. The extra laws govern the interaction of the atomic material and the
non-atomic material so that humans can perceive, feel, smell, imbibe, etc., substances of
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the alien kind. Therefore watery stuff could be a substance of the latter kind in this
world with a different non-atomic nature and could resemble water for us. It could be
perceived and sensed by us and interact with us in accordance with the extra laws. We
can stipulate that this watery stuff appears like water to us, tastes, smells like it and also
interacts in a like manner with us: we can drink it and it quenches our thirst and plays
more or less the role that water does in our, and other, biological systems. This, one
could claim, is therefore a possible world with watery stuff that is not H2O.
In this hybrid world, though, the phenomena of an atomic nature need to be able
to interact with the phenomena of an alien nature, and this interaction is governed by the
extra laws. But what kind of mechanisms are there for such interactions? How, for
example, does the non-atomic watery stuff interact at a biochemical level in a biological
organism such as a human body? The reactions that occur between the molecules of the
body and of water, or of any other substance, do so by means of the chemistry involved
and thus are dependent on the charge, valency, etc. of the molecules or atoms
concerned. So if alien non-atomic ‘stuff’ is to have similar effects on such biological
systems it too must be able to react with their cellular molecules in some manner to
produce like results. Either it reacts in a way similar to that of other molecules or
atoms, or it does not – which way it reacts depends upon its nature.
While the alien part of this world is non-atomic and therefore is not comprised
of atoms like those of the actual world, it could nonetheless be particulate and hence
comprised of another type of particle entirely different of course, since this is stipulated,
from our atomic structures. Suppose that this is the case and that the alien material in
this world is particulate but in a way different to actual-world atoms. So presumably in
order to interact with humans in a manner similar to water, the particles of watery stuff
must react somehow with our cellular atoms/molecules in such a way as to produce like
results: quench our thirst, form part of our blood and tissue, execute comparable lifepreserving tasks – i.e. play a role akin to the one water plays in sustaining biological
life. So the question is do they react by the same mechanisms as an atomic substance
would – dependent on the various factors that determine the inclination to bond, such as
the charge of a particle, its valency (the number of atoms with which it can combine) or
electron affinity (the energy change involved in electron attachment), etc. – or by an
entirely different means?
If these alien particles react with atoms and molecules in a way very similar to
that of other atoms or molecules then they too must have charge, a particular valence,
electron affinity, etc., or equivalents. But if they have the actual atomic properties then
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this would seem to imply that they also have the relevant atomic structure, since
electron affinity, for example, is “the amount of energy liberated when an electron is
added to a neutral atom to form a negatively charged ion”, or ionisation energy is “the
amount of energy required to remove an electron from an isolated atom or molecule”
(Encyclopaedia Britannica, n.d.). Other such atomic properties are similarly defined in
terms of atoms or their parts. So for an entity to have all these properties necessary for
actual atomic bonding, such as electron affinity, ionisation energy, valency, etc., implies
that it, like atoms, must have electrons, orbital shells in which the electrons are found,
and so on, because these are the structures and the physics underpinning such
properties. Presumably however, the alien particles do not have such atomic parts and
structures since their nature is by stipulation wholly dissimilar to actual atomic nature.
Perhaps then one could stipulate that the alien particles only have equivalents of
the properties of charge, valency, etc., required for atomic bonding. So then the
‘equivalent’ electron affinity of an alien particle that enables it to react with an
atom/molecule becomes something like ‘the energy change accompanying the
attachment of the equivalent of electrons to the equivalent of a neutral atom’. But what
is the equivalent of an electron? An electron is not such a richly complex entity, as, say,
a person, that is hard, or perhaps impossible, to pin down with even a large set of
descriptions. It is described and defined (to the best of our current knowledge) by its
role in our theories describing the fundamental nature of the actual world. So if our
‘equivalent’ electron, like the electron, has a negative charge, plays the role that
electrons do in atomic bonding, etc., then the former just is the latter if it fulfils all these
roles – there is nothing further to being an electron.
Therefore if one stipulates that the alien particles react with atoms and molecules
in a like manner to which the latter interact amongst themselves, with ‘equivalents’ of
the factors relevant to bonding, like charge, valency, etc., then effectively these particles
just are atoms because there are no differences: there is no other means by which to
distinguish equivalent electrons or equivalent charges, and so on, from the actual ones.
There are no qualitative characteristics, for example, of these entities that would allow
them to differ while carrying out the same role. On the contrary, entities at this subatomic level are fully described by their behaviour: so anything that behaves exactly
like an electron just is an electron, as far as we can tell. This is not just an
epistemological point – that we would not be able to discern the ‘equivalent’ electron,
say, from the actual electron – but rather, it is metaphysical: if there are no differences
then they are the same kind of phenomenon.
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Consequently, alien particles behaving just like our atoms and molecules in the
proposed hybrid world and reacting with them in a way just like actual atomic reactions
just will not work because the former end up just being the latter if they fulfil the latter’s
roles – there is no more to being the latter than their characteristic behaviour.
Could the alien material in this world still be particulate and yet react with
atomic structures in a completely different way to actual atomic reactions? The extra
laws governing the interaction between the atomic and the alien matter in our hybrid
world would presumably accommodate such reactions. At least the alien stuff would
not be so very different to the atomic material insofar as it would also be comprised of
smaller parts, its sub-particles, though presumably very different in structure and
behaviour. As just discussed, these particles cannot interact with atoms in a similar or
equivalent way to actual atomic reactions since equivalents filling the same (sub-)
atomic roles would just be (sub-)atomic. Thus the interaction must occur in quite a
dissimilar manner from actual atomic interactions.
But in that case it seems that the actual laws that govern actual atomic reactions
must change in this world to accommodate the novel reactions and behaviour required
for interaction with these strange particles of the alien part of that world. For, as things
stand, the part of the proposed hybrid world that is like the actual world, atomic in
nature and with the same laws, cannot interact with bizarre, new types of ‘stuff’. The
actual laws concerning the basic nature of the actual world do not deal with such
interactions nor are there any actual mechanisms for them. Our basic laws only dictate
actual entities’ behaviour (such as atoms, electrons, ions, etc.) and reactions with each
other – they do not specify how these entities are to behave with non-actual alien
material. So some of the laws, relations or perhaps structures of the atomic part of the
hybrid world, which was initially stipulated to be the same as the actual world in nature,
will have to be changed somehow to enable interaction with the alien part. Inevitably
this will have to be a change at a fundamental level since we are trying to change the
behaviour at the most basic level of nature – sub-atomic behaviour – to get it to interact
with alien particles.
But if we change some fundamental laws of the atomic part of the hybrid world,
what effect will this have on that part? Changing a basic law of nature to facilitate a
change in one area is unlikely to leave all the rest unaffected. As discussed above in the
example of worlds near to the actual world, any tweaking of fundamental laws of nature
will have ‘knock-on’ effects on phenomena at both a micro- and a macro-level. Such
modifications will change the nature of the part of the hybrid world that was stipulated,
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initially, to be the same as the actual world, thereby also changing the nature of macroentities there. Therefore we humans could no longer be as we are in the actual world, as
some fundamental laws(s) will have changed, and so, in this hybrid world, watery stuff
would no longer be similar to water as far as we, as we actually are, are concerned.
As discussed in the previous chapter, similar properties must be similar for us as
we actually are. To change some fundamental laws or structures of the actual-worldpart of the hybrid world in order to allow us to interact with the alien part, will have
repercussions on the nature of the former and, consequently, will result in some change
in our nature too. But watery stuff needs to be drinkable (for example) by us as we
actually are so if our nature in the proposed possible world changes somehow then the
watery stuff there would also no longer appear and behave like water for us as we
actually are.
One could always propose that the non-atomic part of the hybrid world not be
particulate but some kind of homogenous whole. However the same problem arises
regardless of what the alien nature in the hybrid world is stipulated to be. The actual
laws of the actual part of that world will have to be modified at a basic level to facilitate
interaction with the alien nature, as they do not currently allow for it. And changes at
such a basic level will result in a nature that is no longer the actual-world nature and,
hence, our nature will no longer be as it actually is in such a world.
So despite seeming to be a promising means of overcoming what I have argued
are the mutually exclusive restraints on the possibility of there being watery stuff –
there is no XYZ under actual-world conditions and yet actual-world conditions must
exist for it to be similar to water for us as we actually are – in the end the hybrid world
does not work for exactly those reasons. Consequently it would seem that all possible
worlds, those with the same or different natural laws or those with a mixture (hybrid),
have been excluded as candidates for watery stuff.

4.5 Conclusion:
In this chapter I have investigated the kind of possible world required to
accommodate the claim that it is possible that there be a phenomenon like water but that
is not H2O. Drawing on the results of the previous chapter, I have argued that any
watery stuff has to appear and behave watery for us. It is no good to suggest that a
substance in some possible world is the watery stuff for the inhabitants there if it
appears different from water for us or does not behave in water-like ways for us – then
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anything at all could be claimed to ‘resemble’ water. To evaluate the possibility of an
entity resembling another entity, yet with a different micro-structure, the type/nature of
observer and the conditions of observation must remain the same. Therefore watery
stuff has to appear and behave watery for us – be drinkable, life-sustaining, interact in a
like manner with our cells, etc. Hence we, as we actually are, should be able to co-exist
in any candidate possible world with watery stuff.
Examining the kind of world required for the claim that watery stuff is
metaphysically possible, I divided the space of metaphysical worlds into two:
nomologically possible (‘near’) and nomologically impossible (‘far’) worlds. The
restrictions on watery stuff – it must be watery for us – I argued exclude nomologically
impossible worlds from being possible worlds with watery stuff because, with different
laws, we could not exist as we actually are there and so watery stuff would not be
drinkable, etc., for us as we are.
In the case of worlds near to the actual world, with the same laws of nature, then
we know that there is no other candidate for watery stuff that is not H2O: other actual
atoms or their variations do not give us watery stuff under actual laws; and non-actual
atoms could only have an atomic number greater than any actual one and therefore
would be heavy elements, which under actual laws do not result in watery stuff.
In conclusion, ‘far’ worlds are ruled out as candidates for watery stuff for logical
reasons: it is an inconsistent stipulation that XYZ could be watery for us as we actually
are in a world where we cannot be as we actually are because the laws of nature are
stipulated to be different from those of the actual world. And ‘near’ worlds are ruled
out for empirical reasons. Hence, neither the nomologically possible nor the
nomologically impossible worlds give us watery stuff that is not H2O.
Lastly, though, I considered if a case could be made for a world that is a
combination of both conditions, actual laws and non-actual laws, in order to
accommodate the possibility of watery stuff. But, against this, I argued that in order for
us as we actually are to interact with the alien XYZ (watery stuff), either the latter must
interact at an atomic level in the same or equivalent ways to the way atoms interact with
each other, or in a completely different way. But this results in a world which is either
like the actual world because XYZ ends up just being atomic since, if it fulfils all the
roles involved, there are no other distinguishing features to differentiate it from actual
atomic matter; or in a world nomologically different to the actual world because some
actual laws must change to accommodate the non-actual XYZ interacting with us. So
the proposed hybrid-world solution is susceptible to the same objections as the ‘near’
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and ‘far’ worlds were. Therefore there are no metaphysically possible worlds with nonH2O watery stuff.
However, Chalmers’ two-dimensional framework makes use of the Actually
operator to allow evaluation of worlds such that they are ‘considered as actual’ and so,
apparently, without taking actual-world conditions into account. Consequently he
might dispute my arguments above as based on counterfactual evaluation when,
according to his claims, the evaluation process should be in worlds ‘considered as
actual’. Therefore, I discuss this objection and Chalmers’ worlds ‘considered as actual’
evaluation process in the next chapter.
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5 Chapter 5 – The Actually Operator
In this chapter I explore the affect of the functioning of the Actually operator in
Chalmers’ two dimensional framework on assessing the possibility claim for watery
stuff that is not H2O. His claim for the possibility of there being watery stuff that is not
H2O involves applying the Actually operator to the (non-actual) world of evaluation so
that it is also designated as ‘actual’ and, hence, the claim is evaluated in that world
‘considered as actual’ – that is, as if it were (for all we know) the actual world. But I
will argue that the requirement that watery stuff have properties akin to actual water, a
requirement that appears to be present in Chalmers’ notion of primary intension,
overrides this manoeuvre.

5.1 The effect of the Actually operator:
Chalmers’ two-dimensionalist framework is in fact based on applying the
Actually operator to various different possible worlds thereby allowing any world to be
designated as ‘actual’49. In the two-dimensionalist framework grid discussed in chapter
150, there is always some world designated as the ‘actual’ world and so evaluation of
any possible world always occurs with respect to whichever world has been specified as
this designated ‘actual’ world.
For example, in evaluating possible worlds across any given row in the grid, the
designated ‘actual’ world remains constant for that row and the other worlds are
evaluated with respect to it (i.e., counterfactually). Thus if we take the actual world,
say, as ‘actual’ (the first row in the two-dimensional grid) and evaluate the claim that
there could be watery stuff that was not H2O, each world along this row is evaluated
with respect to the same ‘actual’ world – in this case the actual world. My arguments in
the preceding chapters could be seen as applying here, along this row.
But arguably one could, for example, designate a different (non-actual) possible
world as the ‘actual’ world and then evaluate other worlds on that basis – i.e. choose
another row in the grid. However this would have nothing to do with the claim in
question which is that, given that water (actually) is H2O, nothing else could be watery
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Chalmers does not follow my convention, stipulated in chapter 1, regarding quotation marks (or not) on
the term ‘actual’, so quotes from his writings only have the term without quotation marks.
50
See diagram in chapter 1.
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and not be H2O. The claim is based on the way things are in the actual world,
regardless of which other world could have been designated as ‘actual’, or of whether
one grants the actual world any kind of special status, or claims, à la Lewis, that the
actual world is just one among many possible worlds. Changing which possible world
is designated as ‘actual’ does not change the fact that we are discussing possibilities
pertaining to a particular world, i.e., the actual one. In terms of the two-dimensionalist
grid, it is only the row with the actual world designated as ‘actual’ (the first row) that is
relevant in determining what is watery for us – that is, the actual world forms the base
of reference for such possibility evaluations.

5.2 Worlds ‘considered as actual’
Chalmers’ notion of worlds ‘considered as actual’, though, is precisely the set of
worlds about which he makes his claim that there could be watery stuff that was not
H2O. As explained above, these are possible worlds along the leading diagonal of the
two-dimensional grid such that each world is itself both the designated ‘actual’ world
and the world of evaluation. In other words, the world itself is the point of reference for
any evaluation of possibilities in that world. His two-dimensional framework is
supposed to accommodate the metaphysical possibility of phenomena similar to water
even in worlds of a different nature to the actual world, because evaluating worlds
‘considered as actual’ along this diagonal involves evaluation by primary intensions
only of the concepts involved and not their secondary intensions. Thus, for example, he
says that the statement “water is watery stuff” (where ‘watery stuff’ is the primary
intension of ‘water’) is “necessarily true in Evans’ “deep” sense” for “the associated
primary intensions of “water” and “watery stuff” are the same, so that we can know this
statement to be true a priori, as long as we possess the concepts” (Chalmers, 1996:64).
Hence the watery stuff in another possible world will be whatever satisfies this primary
intension, given by its characteristics of, roughly, “clear, drinkable, dominant, etc.
liquid” and, when worlds are evaluated along the diagonal, Chalmers claims watery
stuff will pick out different underlying natures in different worlds: H2O in the H2O
world, XYZ in the XYZ world, etc.
But he specifies that watery stuff must be watery in certain ways: it should
appear like water, clear, liquid, etc.; it should behave similarly, being drinkable for us;
and it should play a similar role in that world, being the dominant liquid. These are the
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characteristics of the primary intension of our term ‘water’, as Chalmers presents it, and
they are all based on the way water actually is. The primary intension of a concept is a
function from worlds to extensions “reflecting the way that actual-world reference is
fixed” (ibid.:57, my emphasis) and, as he describes it, is based on our actual concepts.
Thus, although evaluation of worlds ‘considered as actual’ is supposed to be able to
result in the primary intension picking out different extensions in different worlds,
nevertheless the means by which the extensions are determined – the characteristics of
the primary intension – remains constant across such worlds. These characteristics are
actual-world based, as Chalmers describes them, and so it seems that they should not be
affected by which world is designated as ‘actual’.
But his idea that the (actual-world-based) primary intension of the relevant term
can pick out a different underlying nature in different worlds in this manner is supposed
to allow one to ignore the actual-world secondary intension of a term, or the actual
underlying nature of the phenomenon in question. So, according to Chalmers, the fact
that the secondary intension of ‘water’ is H2O (it is determined by what the primary
intension picks out in the actual world), is simply not relevant when it comes to
evaluation in a world also designated as the ‘actual’ world (a world along the diagonal).
In this kind of evaluation, only the primary intension, watery stuff, is pertinent: it “picks
out the referent of a concept in a world when it is considered as actual – that is, when it
is considered as a candidate for the actual world of the thinker” (ibid.:60).
However in the evaluating the possibility of there being a substance like water
that is not H2O by considering worlds as ‘actual’, we are still referring to the way water
is for us in the actual world since the primary intension of ‘water’ is described by
similarity to the characteristics of actual water, as Chalmers presents it. If that is the
case then, even in a world considered as ‘actual’, the watery stuff there must have
properties similar to the actual properties of transparency, liquidity, being drinkable for
us, etc., as discussed in chapter 3, for this is what the primary intension functions to
pick out. Otherwise watery stuff could end up being anything at all if transparency, for
instance, were implemented by a different mechanism at that world (e.g., gamma-rays)
or liquidity were to take a different form – watery stuff could then be rubbery pellets
falling from the sky, or a poisonous treacle-like liquid, etc.
So considering the world of evaluation as ‘actual’ does not appear to affect the
kind of properties that watery stuff should have – i.e. actual-world properties. Likewise,
watery stuff in another world must be drinkable for us and so we, as we actually are,
should be able to co-exist in the world in question. But, as I have argued previously,
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given that water actually is H2O, then watery stuff in worlds with the same, actual, laws
of nature can only be H2O and, in worlds with different fundamental laws of nature, we
could not be as we actually are and so watery stuff could not be drinkable for us as we
actually are in those worlds.
Consequently it is not obvious that Chalmers’ proposed mechanism, worlds
‘considered as actual’, can deliver watery stuff that is not H2O. As he defines his
primary intension, its characteristics remain constant across such worlds: the properties
of watery stuff are related to how water is in the actual world and so there appears to be
a built-in indexing to the actual world in his notion of primary intension. In fact, it is
difficult to see how one could even make sense of the claim that there could be watery
stuff that was not H2O across such worlds ‘considered as actual’ without some reference
to the way water is in the actual world. Something must be kept constant to make an
assessment at all, otherwise we could not pick out a substance that is potentially watery
stuff in any world because we would not know the requirements for being counted as
watery stuff. But by referring to the way water is in the actual world we know that we
are looking for a clear drinkable, dominant, etc., liquid in each possible world.
But Chalmers does say that the characterisation of watery stuff as the “dominant
clear, drinkable liquid in the environment” is a simplification and the “true [primary]
intension can be determined only from detailed consideration of specific scenarios:
What would we say if the world turned out this way? What would we say if it turned out
that way?” (ibid.:57-8). He emphasises the importance of the primary intension for
explanation and contends that, regardless of whether we know water is H2O or not, any
explanation of ‘water’ will have to be an explanation of “the clear, drinkable liquid in
[our] environment” (ibid.:57). Thus for Chalmers, characterisation of the primary
intension of ‘water’, for example, is based on the part of our concept of water built up
from our experience of the water in our environment as a ‘clear, drinkable (etc.) liquid’,
and not on what we may, or may not, know of its underlying nature – i.e. H2O.
Nevertheless, such a concept is completely based on the way the actual world is
and our experiencing thereof and hence the characterisation of the primary intension of
‘water’ relates to how we experience water in the actual world. Thus when we consider
other worlds for evaluation, even if we consider them as ‘actual’ (apply the Actually
operator), we nonetheless make use of our actual-world concept, or characterisation of
the primary intension, in any evaluations in that world. In a footnote relating to a
different issue concerning the primary intension, Chalmers maintains that “we can
retain the concept from our own world, and consider how it applies to other worlds
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considered as actual” (ibid.:60, fn. 26, my emphasis). This indicates that it is our
actual-world concept (and, hence, actual-world properties and traits) that is relevant for
primary intension characterisation and evaluation, even in other worlds considered as
‘actual’. Indeed this makes sense since this is the only concept with which we have to
work – we do not have experience of other-world phenomena.
And so if the primary intension is characterised in terms of our actual concept
then it would seem that we should expect watery stuff, for example, to be clear for us,
drinkable for us, etc., since this is part of our concept of water, though perhaps only
implicitly. A substance that appeared very unlike water for us or was poisonous for us
would not be accepted as being like water (unless of course it actually was H2O, but this
is determination by the secondary intension which is not relevant in Chalmers’ ‘worlds
considered as actual’). So from all Chalmers’ descriptions of the primary intension and
the way it is characterised, it is obviously determined by our actual concepts and, hence,
by the way things are in the actual world. Therefore it would appear that in another
world, ‘considered as actual’, where a substance quite dissimilar to our water – perhaps
not clear or liquid-like, or even drinkable for us – nevertheless played the ‘water role’
for the inhabitants there, then according to the characterisation Chalmers gives, the
primary intension of our concept of water should not pick out that substance.
But perhaps it is enough for Chalmers that for a possible phenomenon to count
as watery stuff in another possible world ‘considered as actual’, it need only play the
water role there. However, his characterisation of watery stuff includes more than just
the role it should play, although this is part of it, and so his evaluation of worlds along
the diagonal warrants closer inspection.
To this end, in the following sections I further examine what exactly the primary
intension should pick out in various ‘worlds considered as actual’. First I consider
worlds of a different nature to the actual world and then worlds that are nomologically
the same.

5.2.1 Worlds of a different nature to the actual world:

To what does the claim that there could be watery stuff that is not H2O in
another possible world ‘considered as actual’ of a different nature and laws to that of the
actual world, amount? Consider a possible world nomologically different to the actual
world: the claim, according to Chalmers’ explications of his primary intension, is that
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there is some clear, drinkable liquid there that is the dominant liquid in that world – it
falls as rain, fills lakes, oceans, etc., is imbibed by the life forms there and so on – and
that is not H2O. But since this world has a different nature and laws to the actual world
then words like ‘clear’ and ‘liquid’ cannot mean the same, as their referents cannot be
the same as they normally are in the actual world because the nature of this possible
world is specified to be different. As discussed in the last chapter, the actual basis of
liquidity, transparency, etc., will thus not be present in that world. So the degree to
which any proposed watery stuff in such a world could be like water, when its
properties are rooted in a dissimilar nature and laws, is questionable.
Presumably, though, Chalmers would argue that it is the primary intensions, and
not the underlying natures (i.e. secondary intensions), of the referents of these concepts
in that world that we must take into account. Thus as long as a phenomenon in this
world of alien nature flows like a liquid does, for instance, falls like rain and so on, then
it does not matter what its underlying nature is. So the concepts involved in
characterising the primary intension of ‘water’ are themselves to be interpreted in terms
of their primary intensions without taking into consideration any underlying natures,
which are picked out by secondary intensions. In this manner we could get some kind
of equivalent ‘liquidity’ and ‘transparency’ and so on for all the primary intension
characteristics.
But the underlying nature of such phenomena does matter: with a different basic
nature and, hence, different means of implementation, then how like actual liquidity and
transparency can these ‘equivalents’ really be? If their nature is non-actual, as
discussed previously, we have no reason to believe that such phenomena would be
perceptible at all to us, let alone appear in any way similar to the actual phenomena for
us. Our means of sensory perception occurs by very specific processes involving our
actual (molecular) nature and actual phenomena like light, sound waves, etc. plus the
actual nature of the perceived entity. In a world of a dissimilar nature and laws, none of
the phenomena concerned will be as they actually are, and as we actually experience
them to be, and so our normal means of perception could not occur in this world, nor
could we even exist there as we actually are.
Of course one can stipulate that the inhabitants of that world experience their
watery stuff with just the same phenomenology as we have when experiencing water,
but, as I have argued in previous chapters, it is neither here nor there how other life
forms experience the phenomenon in question when discussing possibilities pertaining
to the phenomenon itself. Furthermore, it is certainly not what we normally mean when
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we claim that a possible phenomenon is like an actual phenomenon. This normally
means that the possible phenomenon in question resembles the actual one, that is, it
looks or acts like the latter to us. But the alleged watery stuff in a possible world of a
different nature to the actual one will therefore be a phenomenon of a different nature
that would thus not interact with us by the same means as the actual phenomenon, if
indeed we could even exist as we actually are in such a world anyway. The only
similarity left between water in the actual world and watery stuff in such a possible
world is in their role: the latter is stipulated to play a similar role for the inhabitants
there, being the dominant liquid and necessary for their sustenance, etc.
Even this role is not that similar to the actual role of water since the latter
involves phenomena (liquidity, biochemical interactions, etc.) of a completely different
(actual) nature that do not exist in this possible world of a dissimilar nature. Watery
stuff will not flow or fall as rain, etc., as it does in the actual world since these processes
as they actually are will not exist in that possible world but will involve other
mechanisms of a different nature and will thus be ‘equivalents’ of flowing, falling as
rain, etc. The similarity of the role of watery stuff with that of water thus becomes quite
thin: nothing actually involved in the water role will remain the same in such a world
for it will not involve anything at all from the actual world. Hence the only
resemblance of watery stuff in a possible world with a nature dissimilar to that of the
actual world with water is in a bare equivalent role or function.

5.2.1.1 World-relative but constant in meaning?

Such an interpretation, though, would appear to be at odds with Chalmers’ idea
of how evaluation of worlds ‘considered as actual’ in his two-dimensional framework
should operate since he specifies more than a mere (equivalent) role in his
characterisation of the primary intension and how it determines an extension in another
world. Neither does it tally with suggestions by the original authors of the twodimensional framework. Contrary to the Kripkean view of natural kind terms, Davies
and Humberstone suggest a view whereby the semantics of these terms may be seen as
“analogous to [that of] descriptive names, rather than proper names”51
(Davies&Humberstone, 1980:18). Thus they propose that ‘water’ be seen as a
descriptive name with “its reference fixed by the description ‘the chemical kind to
They think this view has certain advantages however they admit that they are “not confident that the
suggested view is correct” (Davies&Humberstone, 1980:20).
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which that liquid belongs which falls from clouds, flows in rivers, is drinkable,
colourless, odourless, …’” and hence in order to understand ‘water’ “it would not be
necessary to know which chemical kind actually has those properties” (ibid.). What
chemical kind ‘water’ refers to would be an a posteriori discovery and ‘water’ could be
“world-relative but constant in meaning” since, for example, ‘water is XYZ’ would be
true in the XYZ world considered as actual (i.e. “truew2,w2”, where w2 is the XYZ world
(ibid.)).
Their proposal reflects the way in which Chalmers’ two-dimensional framework
is supposed to function: his primary intension acting in a similar manner to the
descriptive name given above by Davies and Humberstone (although it is a function, not
a description, according to Chalmers) with the extension it picks out (potentially)
changing as one moves along worlds on the diagonal. Chalmers does not however
equate the primary intension only with meaning as he says that both “primary and
secondary intensions can be thought of as candidates for the “meaning” of a concept”
and that there is “no point in choosing one of these to qualify as the meaning”, adding
that ‘meaning’ is “largely honorific” (Chalmers, 1996:62). Chalmers links both his
intensions to the Fregean notion of sense, which he notes “was often thought of as the
meaning of the concept in question”, and sees Fregean sense as splitting into his
primary intension and secondary intension, reflecting how reference is fixed in worlds
‘considered as actual’ and in worlds considered counterfactually, respectively(ibid.:56).
However, given that the secondary intension picks out the underlying nature of
the phenomenon concerned in the actual world, and hence picks out the same thing in
every counterfactual world, it seems to function more directly as reference rather than a
type of Fregean sense (it seems to function as reference does in the Kripkean picture at
any rate). Chalmers’ primary intension, on the other hand, does appear to function very
like the traditional Fregean notion of ‘sense’ insofar as it characterises the phenomenon
for us before we even know its underlying nature, or actual referent. As noted in
chapter 3, Chalmers later directly equates his primary, or epistemic52, intension with the
Fregean notion of sense, saying it is “an aspect of meaning” quite similar to Fregean
sense (Chalmers, 2002c:1).
He stresses that the primary intension is “independent of empirical factors” since
it “does not itself depend on the way the external world turns out” even though what it
picks out does, of course, depend on what way the world in question turns out
As explained in chapter 3, ‘epistemic’ and ‘primary’ intension can be used interchangeably for my
purposes here.
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(Chalmers, 1996:57). In this fashion, his picture echoes that of Davies and
Humberstone discussed above where they propose that natural kind words like ‘water’
could be “world-relative” but constant in meaning. This is just how Chalmers’ primary
intension is supposed to work: a function that picks out different extensions (e.g. H2O,
XYZ, etc.) in different worlds considered as actual (world-relative) but, as Chalmers
describes it, via a constant characterisation – a kind of ‘sense’ of the term ‘water’
(constant in meaning).
The problem though is that, if we are considering worlds of a dissimilar nature
to the actual world, then the characterisation of the primary intension will just not be
applicable in such worlds. As I have argued above, all the phenomena involved in the
characterisation of the primary intension of a term are based on actual-world
mechanisms, nature and properties which, by stipulation, are not present in worlds of a
different nature to the actual world. One can allow that watery stuff in such a world
could have equivalent liquidity or transparency, for example, but these properties will
be of a different nature and implemented by different mechanisms and so watery stuff
will not appear liquid or transparent to us or be watery as far as we are concerned.
Hence the only thing that could remain applicable across worlds of a non-actual
nature in the characterisation of the primary intension, is a role or functioning of the
possible phenomenon equivalent to that of the actual phenomenon. Thus much of the
characterisation of the primary intension of water will not be applicable at all in worlds
of a different nature to the actual: there will be no clear, drinkable, etc., liquids in many
of these worlds as far as we are concerned, even though there can be a phenomenon that
plays a role for the inhabitants there equivalent to that of actual water for us in the
actual world.
Chalmers of course may not view this as a difficulty at all since he is a
functionalist about everything but phenomenal consciousness: he sees cognitive
activities like learning, for example, as “phenomena that can be realized in many
different physical substrates” (ibid.:43). So the fact that the water role could be realised
in different ways, even involving completely dissimilar natures and mechanisms to the
actual world, presumably would not be considered problematic by him. And it may
well be possible that a water-like role could be implemented by different means and
with a different underlying nature in other possible worlds. But in such cases we are not
going to be able to identify the phenomenon by his proposed characterisation of the
primary intension of ‘water’, which is based on its actual nature, for this will be more or
less redundant in a world of dissimilar nature. The alien phenomenon executing the
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water role in that world will have a different underlying nature and thus will not be clear
or liquid-like for us and it certainly will not be drinkable for us. The only similarity for
us will be in its equivalent role in that world, e.g. being the dominant ‘liquid’ there,
sustaining the life forms there, etc.

5.2.1.2 “Centered” worlds

In Chalmers’ writings about his primary (or epistemic) intensions and their
evaluation in worlds ‘considered as actual’, though, it does not seem that he is
suggesting that only a similarity in role to the actual phenomenon is all that is required.
As noted above, he specifies more than mere similarity of role in his characterisation of,
for example, the primary intension of ‘water’. In addition, he characterises the primary
intension by means of our actual concept, thus based on the way the phenomenon is in
the actual world. So it is not immediately obvious that he intends that the primary
intension of ‘water’, say, when evaluated in a world along the diagonal should pick out
merely an equivalent role-filler that, for the rest, does not resemble water at all as far as
we are concerned.
Nonetheless, in explicating his notion of worlds ‘considered as actual’,
Chalmers talks of “centered” worlds when evaluating primary intensions: i.e. worlds
with a centre consisting in “(at least) a “marked” individual and time” (ibid.:60). Such
centres are needed more obviously, he suggests, for indexical terms like ‘I’, “whose
reference clearly depends on who is using the term and not just on the overall state of
the world: the primary intension of “I” picks out the individual at the center of a
centered world” (ibid.). However he claims that there is a “less overt indexical
element” in terms such as ‘water’ since the latter, for example, can be analysed roughly
as a certain kind of liquid “in our environment” (ibid.:61). Therefore he maintains that
it is “this indexical element that requires primary intensions to depend on centered
worlds” (ibid.).
So this could suggest that as long as the being (even if of a different nature to us)
stipulated to be at the “center” of a world of dissimilar nature to the actual world,
experiences the phenomenon that fulfils the water role there with a similar
phenomenology as ours when we experience water, then this is enough to conclude that
watery stuff is the “clear, drinkable liquid” in that world. In other words, the primary
intension of ‘water’ could remain applicable in this way (with constant phenomenology
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as a kind of constant ‘meaning’ for the individual concerned) because as far as the alien
creature at the centre of this world is concerned, whatever plays the water-role there is a
“clear, drinkable liquid” even though it would not appear thus for us.
In fact, in another paper, discussing the intensions of thoughts, Chalmers
stipulates that “a thought’s epistemic intension is narrow content” and such content is
“determined by the internal state of a cognitive system” – so where primary (epistemic)
intensions are concerned it is the internal state of the agent that counts (Chalmers,
2002b:609). Therefore it seems plausible that he would accept the proposed
interpretation above where only the phenomenology of the individual experiencing the
substance playing the water role (no matter how different to actual water it is for us) at
the centre of a world ‘considered as actual’ is specified by the primary intension
characterisation. So, the alleged watery stuff there could play an equivalent role to the
one actual water plays here (sustaining life forms, falling as some kind of ‘rainequivalent’, and so on) and it could be stipulated that the inhabitants there experience it
with the same phenomenology as we undergo when actually experiencing water.
Stipulating their phenomenology could, arguably, satisfy the characterisation of the
primary intension of ‘water’ (watery stuff) as a clear, drinkable, etc., liquid, even though
the watery stuff would be no such thing for us in a world of a different nature to the
actual world.
If this is all that is the basis of the characterisation of the primary intension – in
the case of water, an equivalent role to actual water and a phenomenology similar to our
water one for the inhabitants – then it does appear to be a rather tenuous connection to
the actual phenomenon. It seems a strange notion of resemblance when the similar
appearances are only down to the phenomenology of other beings since it is therefore
not based on any similarity or connection between the possible and actual substances in
question and their properties, but on the coincidental phenomenological makeup of
some possible beings53. As Yablo points out, discussing a similar example where we
are ‘rewired’ so that we experience something differently to the way we actually do,
“You would have to be pretty confused to see in the possibility of rewiring on your side
the explanation of why a switcheroo seems possible on the side of the phenomenon you
are sensing” (Yablo, 2006:339). Proposing the possibility of there being a phenomenon
like a particular actual phenomenon means that we expect the properties of that possible
phenomenon to resemble those of the actual one. But the phenomenology of any
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Again, I am assuming here that it is a coherent stipulation that beings of a very different nature to us
could have a similar phenomenology to ours, but I discuss this below.
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possible-world inhabitants is just not relevant because the possibility in question does
not concern phenomenologies but, rather, a particular substance and its properties.
As Chalmers presents his primary intension, though, it appears to encapsulate
how an actual phenomenon appears to us, actual humans, and therefore would seem to
imply resemblance to the actual properties of the phenomenon. But, as just discussed,
this can also be interpreted as mere resemblance in phenomenologies. So, for example,
letting ‘watery’ stand for Chalmers’ characterisation of the primary intension of ‘water’
(i.e., something like ‘the clear, drinkable, dominant liquid in the environment that fills
the lakes and seas, etc.’) then watery stuff in ‘worlds considered as actual’ could either
specify:

1)

the substance that presents as @watery to @humans

or
2)

the substance that presents as @watery to the A(inhabitants)

Here ‘@’ indicates the actual world and so ‘@watery’ and ‘@humans’ mean,
respectively, our actual water phenomenology and us, actual humans, as we are in the
actual world. ‘A’, on the other hand, stands for the Actually operator and so
‘A(inhabitants)’ means the inhabitants of the world designated as ‘actual’ (whatever
their nature).
Option (1) is the way I have been interpreting evaluation of Chalmers’ primary
intension for ‘water’ in worlds along the diagonal: watery stuff in a given world
‘considered as actual’ must resemble actual water for us as we actually are and in this
manner is indexed to the actual world. Interpretation (2) would be where the local
inhabitants (or individual at the “center” of that possible world) experience the
substance playing the water role (whatever it is in that world) with a similar
phenomenology to our actual phenomenology when we are experiencing actual water
(@watery). In this case then, as discussed above, the primary intension of ‘water’ only
stipulates similar phenomenologies across worlds ‘considered as actual’.
Perhaps one could argue that there is another, third, interpretation namely that
the primary intension of ‘water’ specifies:

3)

the substance that presents as A(watery) to the A(inhabitants)
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In this case (3), not even the watery-stuff phenomenology of the possible-world
inhabitants need bear any resemblance to our water phenomenology, since what is
watery would be determined only by the designated ‘actual’ world, as indicated by the
application of the Actually operator to ‘watery’ (‘A(watery)’). So our actual water
phenomenology would be irrelevant in this case since the designated ‘actual’ world
would be the basis for determination of both the nature of watery stuff and its
appearances for the inhabitants. Hence, given that watery stuff can allegedly turn out to
be anything (XYZ, etc.) in evaluation of worlds ‘considered as actual’, then
interpretation (3) would also remove any constraint of it appearing like water (or of the
individual at the ‘center’ undergoing a similar phenomenology as ours when we
experience actual water). But this does not seem to be Chalmers’ intention since then
much of the characterisation of the primary intension, watery stuff, would play no role
in the evaluation of worlds ‘considered as actual’ – i.e., evaluation by primary
intensions. It is pointless to include information about the appearance of actual water in
the characterisation of watery stuff if neither actual appearance nor even actual
phenomenology would be relevant.
So it seems more likely that the intended interpretation is (1) or (2). I have
interpreted Chalmers’ framework according to (1), however, he may simply mean (2):
watery stuff must play an equivalent water-role and, for the rest, produce a similar
phenomenology as our actual water phenomenology in the inhabitants of that possible
world. If the characterisation of the primary intension is mainly interpreted in terms of
similar actual- and possible-world phenomenologies though, the only real similarity
between watery stuff and actual water is in its (equivalent) role.
In fact, one could take it a step further and argue that if it is the “internal state of
a cognitive system” that determines the epistemic intension according to Chalmers, then
it is plausible that only the phenomenology of the individual (or community) at the
centre of a possible world matters – even for concluding that watery stuff plays a role
like that of actual water. As long as the inhabitants’ phenomenology when experiencing
watery stuff is right (that is, it is stipulated to be like our actual water phenomenology)
then it does not matter what behaviour or role watery stuff really has in that world: the
inhabitants could be seriously misled in their phenomenology about the way their world
is – they could be ‘brains in vats’ for instance. Specifying the phenomenology of the
inhabitants of a given possible world with regard to a particular substance there does
nothing to specify the nature of that substance in that world.
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Of course it may be the case that inhabitants’ phenomenology cannot just be
independently stipulated, for it may well be determined by the nature of the world in
question: of the inhabitants themselves and of the substance being perceived. If that is
the case then stipulating a given phenomenology would imply that that possible world
has a certain nature. However this is not the way Chalmers views phenomenology,
since he argues in his book that it is broadly logically (metaphysically) possible that the
same physical facts can give rise to different phenomenological ones (e.g., zombies)54.
Consequently, if Chalmers’ intended interpretation is (1) above, then in worlds
of a different nature to the actual world, I have argued, there will be nothing that is like
actual water for us, as we actually are, and so there will be no watery stuff that is XYZ
instead of H2O there. However, if he intends interpretation according to (2), then
stipulating the phenomenology of possible world inhabitants does not say anything
about possible substance (watery stuff) itself. And, as Yablo argues, it is not at all what
we mean when we discuss possibilities pertaining to a given phenomenon. In addition,
the phenomenology the possible-world inhabitants experience vis-à-vis the alleged
watery stuff there does not tell us anything about the properties, behaviour or role of the
watery stuff there (they could be permanently hallucinating). It is the substance itself
that must be stipulated to have properties and behaviour like (actual) water and play a
similar role. And, as discussed above, in worlds of a different nature to that of the
actual world, properties would be different to actual ones and the only similarity would
be in an equivalent role.

5.2.1.3 Characterisation of primary intension

However, it is not clear if Chalmers views the characterisation of the primary
intension as merely describing the phenomenology of the being at the ‘center’ of a given
world ‘considered as actual’ when confronted with a phenomenon carrying out a similar
role as the actual phenomenon under discussion. He never specifically addresses the
issue of evaluation of a possible world with a different nature to the actual one, where
we would not exist as we actually are. In fact, in his book he is more concerned with
worlds that are physically the same as the actual world for his arguments against
materialism. But even in other writing he does not appear to address this issue. In his
(2002b) paper he does mention an objection to some views somewhat similar to his
though he thinks this is “probably empirically impossible” but, as explained in chapter 2, it is the
metaphysical possibility of watery stuff with which we are concerned here (Chalmers, 1996:96).
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own, which claims that such systems could result in “an intension that delivers wildly
varying results across worlds” (Chalmers, 2002b:626). However, he contends that this
is not a problem for his framework since his epistemic intensions reflect “the rational
relations between thoughts” (ibid.:618) and, therefore, a change in epistemic intension
would require “a change in a subject’s rational pattern of judgements about scenarios
considered as actual” (ibid.:625-6). In evaluation by epistemic intensions, one simply
appeals to “the original thought, and to its epistemic relations with the hypothesis that a
given world is actual” (ibid.:626).
But when considering a world as ‘actual’, especially a world of a different nature
to the actual one, one must consider the consequences of its nature for our concepts (or
the concepts the inhabitants there could be expected to have), and this would seem to be
part of any rational evaluation of what our concepts would refer to in such a world. If a
world has a dissimilar nature and laws to the actual world then there will not be
anything that appears watery as far as we are concerned, even if there is a substance that
plays the water role for the inhabitants there. Chalmers always writes as if the two
(appearances for us and role) will automatically go together but, as I have argued above
we cannot expect them to. He explains his notion of epistemic intension as determined
by the “internal state of a cognitive system” reflecting its rational relations between
thoughts and so gives the impression that the nature of a given world should not affect
our thoughts and their rational relations.
However, our actual thoughts or concepts are of course formed by the way the
actual world is – phenomena appear to us in a certain way due to their nature and to
ours. So, if a world is stipulated to be different in nature to the actual world then one
can only expect that these thoughts or concepts, and sometimes even their rational
relations, would be different to our actual ones. At the very least, one cannot assume
that these can all remain the same in a world of a different nature to the actual world.

5.2.1.4 Conclusion:

Taking such arguments into consideration then, it would seem that the only firm
claim a phenomenon can have to being considered as a candidate for watery stuff across
possible worlds of a non-actual nature, when ‘considered as actual’, is in its similar role
to that of actual water. Its nature, and the nature of all its properties, and hence its
appearance for us cannot remain the same across worlds of a dissimilar nature to the
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actual world. One can of course also stipulate that the inhabitants of the world in
question enjoy our water phenomenology when experiencing watery stuff there
(assuming we can stipulate beings’ phenomenology and that it is not determined by the
nature of their world), but it is not at all clear to me that this is what Chalmers in fact
intends. His emphasis on such worlds ‘considered as actual’ being “centered” worlds,
where the individual at the centre applies their concept along with the hypothesis that
the world is ‘actual’, could indicate such an interpretation. But, on the other hand, his
characterisation of primary intensions involves appearances in addition to behaviour and
role.
Such characterisation of primary intensions is based on actual-world concepts
and so designating the world of evaluation as the ‘actual’ world does not seem to play
any role in the evaluation process since the primary intension characteristics (e.g.,
transparency, being drinkable, etc.) are not based on the nature of that world (the
‘actual’ world) but rather are based on the nature of the actual world – otherwise these
characteristics would change across worlds of different natures.
Chalmers’ idea is that the designated ‘actual’ world will dictate which extension
watery stuff picks out in that world, but the problem is that the characteristics of the
primary intension, being as they are underpinned by the nature and laws of the actual
world, are determined by the way the actual world is. The way the designated ‘actual’
world is, plays no role here and the properties required of a substance in order to
resemble (actual) water are just not there in worlds nomologically different to the actual
world with accordingly different laws and nature.
Consequently, the application of the Actually operator to the world of evaluation
effectively seems to play no part in the evaluation because it is overruled by the
demands resulting from the characteristics of the primary intension, which, as Chalmers
describes it, appear to be indexed to the actual world. But if designation of the world of
evaluation as ‘actual’ is effectively redundant in this manner then evaluating worlds
along the diagonal, Chalmers’ worlds ‘considered as actual’, ends up being the same as
if we evaluated them along the horizontal row of the two-dimensional grid with the
actual world designated as ‘actual’ – that is, the same as evaluation of Chalmers’
secondary intensions which accords with the Kripkean view of how reference is
determined. So in conclusion I would once more maintain that this is the only row in
the two-dimensional grid that is applicable to such evaluations of the possibility of there
being watery stuff that is not H2O.
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5.2.2 Worlds of the same nature as the actual world:

But what of worlds nomologically the same as the actual world? Chalmers
originally appealed to a two dimensional framework in order to deal with worlds
physically the same as the actual world for his arguments against materialism.
However, concerning worlds of the same nature as the actual world, I have argued in
chapter 4 that nothing other than H2O is watery stuff. Given the nature and laws of the
actual world, one cannot just substitute some other actual or non-actual chemical
formula for H2O and expect it to still interact with us in a like manner as regards
appearance, behaviour and, in particular, its role in being drinkable for us. Other actual
atoms, or combinations thereof, do not give us a substance similar to water under these
conditions and any modification of actual atoms to attempt do so, only results in other
actual atoms in the periodic table. Any proposed new, non-actual atoms can only be
heavier than any actual atom, for such an atom must have a greater number of protons in
its nucleus than any actual atom, and the heavy elements do not give us watery stuff
under the actual laws of nature.
Therefore despite Chalmers’ two-dimensional framework allowing worlds of
evaluation to also be designated as ‘actual’ (along the diagonal), in worlds with the
same nature as the actual world watery stuff cannot be XYZ. A different molecule/atom
to H2O could not give us a substance with properties very similar to those of water,
especially in its reactions with biological life, with everything else – nature and laws –
remaining the same. This is not to say that different molecules cannot sometimes have
similar reactions in the actual world but, as I argued in chapter 4, no other actual atom
or molecule does display properties similar enough to those of H2O55. So, given actualworld nature, any substance with properties similar enough to water must just be H2O.
By allowing the designated ‘actual’ world to vary along the diagonal such that
the world of evaluation is also ‘considered as actual’, Chalmers’ two-dimensional
framework is supposed to enable watery stuff to ‘turn out’ to be something other than
H2O in different worlds. However, in the case of worlds of the same nature as the
actual world, considering such worlds as ‘actual’ still does not allow watery stuff to be
anything other than H2O because its possibilities are limited by the nature and laws of
the actual world.

55

I discuss possible reasons for this in the next chapter.
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5.3 Conclusion:
Having examined Chalmers’ worlds-considered-as-actual mechanism –
evaluation along the leading diagonal in his two-dimensional framework – I would
conclude that, in the case of ‘water’ at any rate, it does not deliver the desired results.
Chalmers claims that via this means of evaluation of possible worlds, watery stuff can
(metaphysically-speaking) turn out to be something other than H2O. However, for
possible worlds of the same nature as the actual world, I have argued in chapter 4 that
watery stuff has to be H2O given the actual nature and laws of the actual world – that is,
if everything else remains the same. Evaluating possible worlds of a different nature to
the actual world, I have argued, means that the only similarity between any watery stuff
in such worlds and actual water will be in an equivalent role in that world, but not in
being drinkable for us, for example, nor even in appearances for us. Of course,
Chalmers claims such worlds along the diagonal are “centered” worlds and therefore,
presumably, the phenomenology of the conscious life forms there experiencing watery
stuff is what counts and this can be stipulated to resemble our phenomenology when
experiencing actual water. But this really does not make for a connection, let alone one
of resemblance, between the possible and actual phenomena in question since one could
stipulate that the inhabitants undergo our water-phenomenology when experiencing
cushions, rocks, or, indeed, any phenomenon at all.
In fact, I would propose that, contrary to Chalmers’ claims, the primary
intension of ‘water’ (‘watery stuff’) will always pick out H2O in worlds along the
diagonal, or at least for the nomologically possible worlds. In worlds of a dissimilar
nature, ‘watery stuff’ could at most pick out a phenomenon that carries out an
equivalent water role for the inhabitants there. As far as we are concerned, though, such
a substance of a different nature would not be watery (clear, drinkable, etc.) for us and
so, as far as we are concerned, such worlds would not have watery stuff, although there
might be something quite different there that fulfils a similar kind of function. If this is
the case then arguably evaluation by primary intensions along the diagonal in Chalmers’
framework does always yield H2O for ‘watery stuff’, at least in worlds where there is
watery stuff (for us). In this sense then ‘water is H2O’ could be said to be also deeply
necessary (necessity along the diagonal) as well as being what two-dimensionalism calls
‘superficially’ necessary (necessity along the horizontal).
In fact, Martin Davies, in later work commenting on his earlier seminal paper
with Humberstone (1980), argues that certain necessary, but a posteriori, identity
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statements are both superficially and deeply necessary in terms of the twodimensionalist framework. He attributes this property to (a posteriori) identity
statements between proper names, observing that an “ordinary proper name cannot refer
to an object other than its (actual) bearer without a change in meaning” and so “it refers
to the same object both with respect to every possible world [counterfactual evaluation]
and in every possible world [worlds ‘considered as actual’]” (Davies, 2004:110-111).
Thus he notes that these a posteriori identity statements threaten the claim that “deep
necessity entails a priority” (ibid.). This is exactly the claim that Chalmers wants to
defend: what he terms a “golden triangle of constitutive connections between meaning,
reason, and modality”, or between meaning, a priority and necessity (Chalmers,
2006:55). Kripke’s a posteriori necessities famously “severed the … link between a
priority and necessity”, but Chalmers claims that his two-dimensional semantics
“promises to restore the golden triangle” by explicating “further aspects of meaning and
modality that are more closely tied to the rational domain” (ibid.:55-6).
Obviously in Chalmers’ framework this ‘restoration’ is meant to occur via
evaluation of terms by their primary intensions which, he maintains, are supposed to be
a priori and so independent of empirical factors. Such evaluation via the primary
intension of a term across worlds along the diagonal, ‘considered as actual’, is thus an a
priori exercise according to Chalmers. Hence if a statement is necessary along the
diagonal (deeply necessary) it will be knowable a priori. Typical Kripkean a posteriori
necessities (superficial necessities) do not hold along the diagonal, according to
Chalmers, and so there are no deeply necessary but a posteriori statements.
Davies, as mentioned above, rejects this for a posteriori identity statements
involving proper names which he claims are deeply necessary, though he does not
extend this to natural kind terms. Both Davies and Humberstone note that proper names
“are not even implicitly ‘A’[Actually]-involving” (Davies & Humberstone, 1980:10)
and therefore designating a different world as ‘actual’ will not change the referent of a
proper name, which remains its actual bearer. Thus designation of a world as ‘actual’
apparently only affects what the authors term “descriptive names” where, as Davies
explains, there is a “semantic connection” between “the name and a descriptive
condition” (Davies, 2004:110). As I suggested above, this is somewhat similar to the
way Chalmers’ primary intensions are supposed to work for natural kind terms like
‘water’ since they act as connecting functions between the term and an extension that is
supposed to vary depending on which world is ‘considered as actual’.
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Because characterisation of the primary intension is determined by the way the
actual world is, though, the ‘worlds considered as actual’ mechanism does not get
Chalmers the result he wants, at least in the case of ‘water’. In worlds where the laws
and nature remain the same as the actual world then, as I argued in chapter 4, nothing
else but H2O can be watery stuff given this nature. The problem with worlds of a
different nature to the actual world, as I have noted above, is that there is not going to be
watery stuff as far as we are concerned in such worlds – i.e. nothing will ‘fit’ the
primary intension characterisation. The only resemblance with water that watery stuff
can have in a world of non-actual nature is in its role for the inhabitants there.
Chalmers’ characterisation of watery stuff as ‘clear, drinkable, etc., liquid’ implies that
the function works via a constant, actuality-indexed, characterisation across worlds
‘considered as actual’. But this characterisation cannot apply in worlds of a non-actual
nature, as far as we are concerned (though perhaps the local inhabitants could have a
similar phenomenology).
Different underlying natures do affect things – both appearances for, and
interactions with, us. Arguably our ‘sense’ of what constitutes ‘watery’, or its meaning
for us, is more tied to its actual nature (and ours and that of the world) than Chalmers
two-dimensional framework suggests.
In the following chapter I investigate if my arguments against the possibility of a
water-like phenomenon that is not H2O can be extended to the underlying possibilities
associated with other Kripkean necessary a posteriori identities, such as other natural
kinds, names, etc.
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6 Chapter 6 – Generalising the Result
In the preceding chapters I have argued that nothing other than H2O can result in
a phenomenon like water. This, I have claimed, is because in order to be deemed
watery, a substance must be watery for us: it must appear and behave in ways that we
consider to be similar to water. A phenomenon that appears or behaves like water to
very different life forms from us is not necessarily going to be watery as far as we are
concerned. In this sense we, as observers, and the actual properties of actual water are
the yardstick for determining what is watery.
Both Kripke and Chalmers effectively suggest this too. They both stress not just
a mere visual likeness, say, between the original substance and its counterpart but a
much more encompassing similarity on many counts. Chalmers describes watery stuff
as similar in appearance (“clear liquid”), behaviour (“drinkable”) and in its role in a
world (“dominant liquid”) to actual water. Kripke likewise says that we could have the
“same sensory evidence” with respect to the possible substance as we do when normally
experiencing the actual one concerned in the necessary identity. So the proposed watery
stuff must be watery not just in one aspect but in all aspects that we can sense.
Therefore our human biological system, as it actually is, is important in determining that
the substance in question is watery – i.e. that it gives us the same sensory information.
So if the properties in question must resemble the actual properties of water as
far as we, as we actually are, are concerned, then I argued that this appears to place a
strong restriction on the kinds of worlds that can contain watery stuff. Worlds that do
not obey the actual laws of nature are not ones where we, as we actually are, could exist
(we would be different under different laws) and so the substance in question will not be
drinkable for us as we actually are in such a world. In worlds that do fall under the
actual laws of nature, I have argued that nothing except H2O can give us watery stuff in
those circumstances – no other actual atoms, molecules or their variations do.
But if these arguments are correct, then it is not possible that there could be a
substance resembling water (for us) but that turns out to be something other than H2O.
Thus, vis-à-vis water, Kripke’s underlying possibility – which is supposed to be the
genuine possibility that explains the illusion of possibility we have in thinking that a
necessary a posteriori identity might not have held – is not in fact a possibility at all
and, furthermore, is itself an illusion of possibility. If this is the case for Kripke’s water
example, does this result extend to his other examples concerning natural kinds – are all
the supposed underlying possibilities themselves also illusions of possibility?
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Before considering other examples however, I wish to clarify that I do not
contend that it is a problem for Kripke’s theory if these underlying possibilities are
indeed not genuine but, rather, themselves illusions of possibility. Firstly, his
arguments for the necessity of a posteriori identities of natural kinds do not depend on
there being such an underlying genuine possibility to explain the illusion of the
possibility of the identity not holding. Of course it is always better if a theory can
explain what is the cause of our intuitions differing from its counter-intuitive results, but
it is not necessary.
Secondly, however, I do think that the illusion of possibility can be explained in
a manner similar to what Kripke suggests, but with a weaker version of the underlying
possibility – arguably his general requirements for it are too strong. We do not need to
experience the proposed water-like substance with the “same sensory evidence” or be in
a “qualitatively identical evidential situation” as when experiencing water to explain
why it is we think it possible that water might not have been H2O. The same
information from just one sense, for example, would arguably be enough to generate for
us the illusion of that possibility. People usually do not tend to think in detail about all
the sensory information they might have obtained from a given substance, or of all the
properties that might pertain to it, when intuiting that the substance could have been
otherwise. The fact that we can sometimes be mistaken about what something is, then
discover it is different to what we thought, is often enough to generate the idea that
other things too could have turned out to be different from what they actually are.
One can easily mistake a glass of vodka for a glass of water, until one tastes or
smells it, which is enough to generate a sense of (false) possibility that water could have
turned out to be something else. Or the fact that there are substances that are mistaken
for each other – such as fool’s gold could be, and has been, mistaken for gold – seems
to be enough to give people the idea that gold, or water, etc., could have turned out to be
something else. Fool’s gold, for example, certainly does not have “all the properties
originally known to hold of gold” and yet it has been mistaken for gold often enough in
the past to earn the name ‘fool’s gold’.
I think that these kinds of examples of being mistaken in such ways are enough
to still allow Kripke to explain away our erroneous intuitions that it is possible that an a
posteriori identity might not hold. It seems unnecessary to further stipulate “same
sensory evidence”, or being “qualitatively in the same epistemic situation”, or that the
possible entity have “all the properties originally known to hold” of the original, and the
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like. Much less than this will generate the requisite illusions of possibility and, hence,
mistaken intuitions.

6.1 A paradigm for Kripke’s underlying possibility?
Kripke maintains that he does not offer a general paradigm for the underlying
possibility or the “appropriate corresponding qualitative contingent statement” of a
necessary identity statement, however, he does suggest that there is a paradigm which is
“often usable” (Kripke, 1980:143). As explained in chapter 1, if there are two rigid
designators R1 and R2 flanking an identity sign so that R1 = R2, each name may have its
reference fixed by (nonrigid) designators D1 and D2, respectively. So it is the
contingency of the identity ‘D1 = D2’ that leads people to mistakenly think that the
necessary identity ‘R1 = R2’ might have turned out otherwise. This model is in
particular applicable to Kripke’s Hesperus-Phosphorus example: here the descriptions
that fix the reference of the two terms are something like the “heavenly body in suchand-such position in the sky” in the evening (D1) or morning (D2) and these designators
are obviously not rigid since two different planets/stars could have occupied that
position at different times of the day. Therefore, when people think that Hesperus
might not have been Phosphorous, they are really imagining this latter situation where
two different planets are designated by these non-rigid designators and so D1 ≠ D2.
In the following sections I will investigate whether Kripke’s other underlying
possibilities concerning his other necessary a posteriori identities are genuine ones,
while also examining if his paradigm above is applicable in each case. Of course,
Kripke does not claim that this is a general paradigm, nor that there is a general
paradigm available, but I think examining its possible application in each case may shed
some light on the modal mechanisms involved in the various underlying possibilities
proposed or reconstructed along similar lines.
First I address the case of chemical kinds, since this is most directly related to
the water case, to see what general conclusions, if any, can be drawn from the water
case.
Then I will look at the underlying possibilities supposed to explain the apparent
contingency of the necessary identity of co-referring names, of the necessity of origin
and of other natural kind necessary identities such as biological kinds and natural
phenomena. Kripke does not always actually propose an underlying possibility in every
case and so where it is lacking I will reconstruct such a possibility from his other
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musings (usually present) about what could have been the case concerning the identity
in question.

6.2 Chemical Kinds
Consider Kripke’s example concerning gold where he says it is possible there
could have been a compound with “all the properties originally known to hold of gold”
(Kripke, 1980:143). As I noted in previous chapters, this suggests a very strong
likeness with gold, though does give some leeway to allow one or two different
properties that are now, but not originally, known to hold of gold but that need not hold
of the proposed compound. There is an actual compound with properties somewhat
similar to gold – fool’s gold, or iron pyrite. It has a similar colour and is metallic but
there are plenty of differences too so it is questionable if even it could be described as
having “all the properties originally known to hold of gold”.
The similarity demand by both Kripke and Chalmers between the substance
involved in the alleged underlying possibility (e.g. watery stuff) and the actual
substance (e.g. water) is quite strong, as I have argued in chapter 3, requiring
resemblance in appearance and behaviour, comparable sensory information and, for
Chalmers, even playing a similar role in that world. Thus even substances like gold and
fool’s gold, which are sometimes mistaken for each other because of their similar
appearances, arguably do not meet these similarity demands, since, for example, gold is
much denser and therefore a piece of gold will feel much heavier than a piece of iron
pyrite of the same size and gold is also much softer so its surface is easy to scratch
unlike that of fool’s gold.
The stipulation that there could be two substances very alike in their properties
and yet differing significantly in their microstructures is quite demanding and, at least
regarding the chemical kinds, it is questionable if it can always be met – indeed with
respect to water I have argued that it cannot be met. The basic components of chemical
kinds – molecules, atoms, sub-atomic particles – are determined by the fundamental
laws governing their behaviour. The law-like behaviour of the type of atom comprising
a given substance determines its micro-properties56 and hence its macro-properties: laws
of reaction determine how those atoms will react with other kinds of atoms and,
therefore, how the substance will react with other substances. The microstructure will
By ‘micro-properties’ I mean what are also called ‘atomic properties’, such as ionisation energy, atomic
mass, etc.
56
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determine hardness, for example, conductivity, density and other macro-properties of
the substance. So the properties of chemical kinds are a consequence of the law-like
behaviour of their microstructures.
But it is not clear that the behaviour of the micro-components being determined
thus by laws rules out different microstructures nevertheless resulting in very similar
macro-properties. So in what follows I will explore the consequences of such law-like
behaviour of the basic components of chemical kinds – atoms and molecules. First I
will look at types of atoms, or elements.

6.2.1 Elements:

Each type of atom (element) is differentiated from other types by the number of
protons in its nucleus. The protons in the atomic nucleus are accompanied by a similar
(though variable) number of neutrons and orbiting electrons. These sub-atomic
particles that comprise an atom are individuated by their law-like behaviours: to be an
electron, for example, means having a negative charge, a particular spin, a certain mass,
etc. But the only way one knows what charge or spin, etc., a sub-atomic particle has is
to measure it somehow and such measurements are based on the particle’s behaviour
under particular conditions. A negative charge can be deduced by a particle’s
behaviour, repulsion or attraction, with other known charges; how light or heavy a
charged particle is can be seen, for example, by the degree of deflection of its trajectory
in a magnetic field; and so on.
So it is the behaviour of the particle in various circumstances that tells us what
its properties are – what kind of particle it is – and in this manner sub-atomic particles
are individuated by their behaviour57. Any sub-atomic particle behaving in such a way
as to indicate the properties of being an electron – that is, that behaves in exactly the
same way as an electron – just is an electron, for there are no other distinguishing
features.
If, for example, scientists were to find a particle that behaved in almost the same
way as an electron, with the exception of one or two typical behaviours (as, for
example, the oppositely-charged positron), then that particle would be probably be seen
57

Of course protons and neutrons are not fundamental in the sense of having no further parts since they
are themselves made up of quarks; electrons however may be fundamental. Nevertheless I assume that the
sub-atomic level is basic enough so that law-governed individuating effect holds but, even if this is not
the case, I think the same point can still be made at some more basic level.
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as a different, perhaps new, kind of particle; or perhaps one would question known
electron properties and postulate that there were two kinds of electrons, again, only
distinguishable by their differing but law-like behaviours. There is no other means of
discerning one kind of sub-atomic particle from another except by its behaviour, which
is governed by fundamental laws of physics.
Each type of atom is made up of certain numbers of various kinds of sub-atomic
parts – protons, neutrons and electrons – that come together in a particular structure
according to the laws governing their behaviour. The unique way in which particular
quantities of different sub-atomic types combine to form a specific type of atom is
individuated by their law-like behaviour in interacting and combining with each other.
Different quantities of the three main types of sub-atomic particle will group in different
ways – they generate the atomic structure strictly according to the basic laws directing
their behaviour. For instance, electrons normally fill up orbitals of the innermost
available shell of an atom first, depending on energy levels, and the number and
arrangement of electrons in the outer, or valence, shell plays a significant role in
determining the atom’s reactivity. In this manner, each type of atom is individuated by
its unique structure, which in turn is determined by laws governing the arrangement of
its unique quantities of protons, neutrons and electrons.
It is the number of protons in the nucleus that determines the type of atom as
classified by element in the periodic table – the number of electrons and neutrons,
though similar, can vary to give ions or isotopes, respectively, of that atom. Atoms with
the same number of protons in their nucleus just are atoms of the same type or element.
Since the behaviour of any given type of atom will depend on the unique number and
type of sub-atomic particles constituting it and their resulting law-like interaction within
that particular format, each element is individuated by its behaviour as determined by
those laws governing the behaviour of its sub-atomic parts in that unique formation. So
it would seem that one cannot just stipulate that it is possible that an element have the
same, or almost the same properties, and a completely different microstructure because
a change in the latter will affect the former.
On the other hand, even though each element has a unique combination of
protons and other sub-atomic parts, this need not in itself rule out two different elements
nevertheless having very similar behaviour and macro-properties. However, any change
in atomic structure does usually have a significant effect on behaviour. Adding one
proton to the nucleus of an atom changes its properties since, besides turning it into a
different element, this turns it into a charged atom (positive ion) unless an electron is
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also added to balance the charge of the extra proton. An ion will act differently to a
neutral atom since it has a charge. Adding the extra electron significantly changes the
composition of the outer shell of electrons and can, by filling up an orbital for example,
turn the atom into a less reactive one. In fact, the number of electrons in the outer shell
plays a pivotal role in determining how reactive that type of atom is and what kind of
bonds it tends to form and so elements are grouped vertically in the periodic table
according to similar configuration of the outer shell of electrons.
Hence there are similarities between elements in some aspects, which is reflected
in the layout of elements in the periodic table. The vertical grouping of elements in the
periodic table, just mentioned, reflects similar behaviour: the noble gases of group 0, for
example, all have complete outer shells and so are not inclined to be reactive. However,
elements so grouped are also quite dissimilar in other aspects because the next element
in the group to attain the same outer shell configuration (i.e. going down the group
column) will have it in the next shell up and thus have an extra full, inner shell of
electrons plus a correspondingly higher number of protons and neutrons in its nucleus
and hence, for example, a significantly greater atomic mass.
This is not to suggest that different kinds of atoms cannot give rise to the same
macro-property – different kinds of atoms can result in different substances (elements)
that have the same property of being metallic, say. However, because each different
kind of atom is individuated by its unique structure and the law-like behaviour of its
parts in that arrangement, then changing this structure (i.e. turning it into a different
kind of atom) will consequently affect its behaviour. Of course, logically, there seems
to be nothing to prevent two different kinds of atomic structures coincidentally resulting
in very similar behaviour however, it is actually the case that no two atoms of a
different type result in almost the same properties across the board. There are
similarities in certain aspects between elements, as witnessed by the various groupings
in the periodic table, but none of the elements in the periodic table actually are so
similar as to resemble each other very closely in most of their properties.
Even elements that are known to be rather similar, as those in the same vertical
column groups of the periodic table that share similar outer shell electron
configurations, also have many differences in their respective properties. For example
sodium and potassium are both members of the alkali metals of Group 1 in the periodic
table, and as such are very similar in many of their properties even though the
potassium atom is quite a bit bigger than the sodium one as it has many more subatomic particles in its nucleus. These two elements are rather alike in appearance, both
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oxidise rapidly in air, are highly reactive with water, and have quite close values of
density, melting point, hardness. However, although both play a crucial role in
biological organisms, they nevertheless have very different functions in the human (and
animal) body, due in part in their size difference, with potassium ions playing a more
dominant role in cell fluids and sodium ions being more prominent in extracellular fluid
like blood plasma. Even in taste they can differ significantly as, depending on its
concentration, potassium has a range of tastes from sweet, through bitter to salty,
whereas sodium is has the familiar salty taste.
Given the nature of the actual world and its elements then it does seem to be the
case that because each different element has a unique sub-atomic composition, logically
it also has a unique set of micro-properties. Considering that some of those microproperties will concern that unique structure – e.g. ‘has such-and-such number of
protons in the nucleus’ – then by definition of how elements are differentiated, no two
elements can have exactly the same micro-properties. However, it does not appear to be
the case that because each element has a unique sub-atomic structure, logically it must
also have a unique set of macro-properties. Macro-properties do not include direct
reference to the elemental subatomic structure and so are not, by definition, unique.
Nevertheless it is actually the case that the different elements give rise to
different macro-properties. So when it comes to actual elements and the way the actual
world is, it would appear that changing the type of atom comprising a given element
changes its resulting macro-properties significantly enough to ensure differences in at
least a number of these properties from the original ones. Even elements that are
grouped on the basis of similar behaviour due to similar configurations of their
outermost electron shells, an important determinant of chemical behaviour, actually also
have many different properties due to their quite different overall atomic makeup.
However, even if it is actually the case that no two different elements have very
similar properties, perhaps it could be the case that a combination of elements, a
compound, could result in a substance very similar a particular element. In the
following I look at whether different compounds could nevertheless be very alike in
many of their properties.
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6.2.2 Molecules:

If elements are individuated by their unique structure, formed by the law-like
behaviour of their particular quantities of sub-atomic parts, then what of molecules –
can something similar be said about them? Molecules are combinations of two or more
atoms and so their basic ‘building blocks’ (atoms) are entities that are themselves
individuated by their distinctive structure. So molecules are also individuated by their
unique structures – that is, by the particular kind and quantity of atoms that combine to
produce the molecule in question. However this need not mean that a molecule will in
addition be individuated by the resulting behaviour of its unique combination.
A molecule can be a combination of a number of different elements (types of
atom) and of different quantities of any given element. The minimum number of atoms
needed to make a molecule is two but the number of atoms in a molecule can run into
very large numbers, as for example with large macromolecules such as DNA. (In fact,
polymers, which are made up of smaller units of monomers that link up to give a
repeated structure, can extend indefinitely.) A molecule can be comprised of atoms of
one element (e.g. N2, O2, etc.) or many different elements. There are over one hundred
elements in the periodic table thus the possible permutations and combinations of
numbers and types of atom to make up a molecule is enormous. Of course not every
kind of atom can combine with every other kind in the periodic table, so the permitted
combinations and permutations are fewer but, nevertheless, this number is still very
large.
This considerable degree of variety of combinations of various atoms does seem
to allow leeway for the possibility of different molecules nonetheless giving rise to
substances with quite similar macro-properties. The number of allowed combinations
for molecules (varying both the type and quantity of atom involved) is so great that it
seems at least plausible that two molecularly different substances with a number of
similar properties could arise. In particular with very large molecules, changing one of
a large number of atoms in a given structure sometimes may not much affect the
structure itself and so, in some cases, may not change the general behaviour of the
modified molecule much, thus barely affecting the resulting macro-properties at all.
So, as in the case of elements, each different kind of molecule, logically, will
have a unique set of micro-properties since some of those properties concern the
molecule’s unique structure. However, one cannot conclude, even empirically, that the
set of macro-properties for each type of molecule will be unique. But if it is the case
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that one cannot be sure that no two substances with differing molecular composition
could still have very similar macro-properties, yet one can be reasonably sure that no
two elements are actually so similar, then why is there this difference between
molecules and elements?
One reason for this disparity may have to do with the difference in their basic
‘building blocks’. An atom is generated by the interactions of three types of sub-atomic
particle – protons, neutrons and electrons – which can be seen as its basic ‘units’. (Of
course protons and neutrons are made up of smaller quarks but these do not usually
come into play individually.)
There are, on the other hand, a host of basic ‘units’ that can react to generate a
molecule: namely, any type of atom. With over a hundred elements in the periodic table
and their various ions, even though there are limitations on which types will combine,
this still leaves a molecule with a vastly greater number of basic ‘units’ than an element.
Arguably this hugely increased degree of complexity makes it harder to rule out, even
empirically, the possibility of two different kinds of molecule actually giving rise to
very similar macro-properties.
In addition, as mentioned above, it seems that small changes (e.g. changing one
atom) in a big enough molecule comprised of many atoms could occur without resulting
in too much behavioural change in the new molecule, though this may not always be the
case58. However, small changes in an element atom, such as adding a proton or an
electron, do result in significant differences. Adding an electron to an atom of neutral
charge, for example, will turn it into an ion with a negative charge, resulting in quite
different behaviour. This is because adding or subtracting just one electron to or from
the outer shell of an atom has a significant effect on the way the atom reacts with other
atoms/molecules and its tendency to from bonds, since this is largely determined by
outer shell configuration. Adding one proton to the nucleus changes the element atom
into an atom of another element with different characteristics. So elements beside each
other in the periodic table, and therefore only differing by a small amount in basic ‘unit’
(i.e. by one proton, one electron and usually one neutron), often have less in common
than elements of the same vertical group in the periodic table, with similar outer shell
configurations but greater inner shell and nuclear differences.
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Indeed, the opposite can be the case: sometimes very small changes in molecular structure can have
significant impact on the resulting properties. Isomers of some organic molecules, for example, have the
same chemical formula but their atoms are linked in different arrangements and this results in quite
different chemical and physical properties.
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Yet another factor in this difference between elements and compounds may be
that the number and type of atoms that could combine to comprise a molecule
(compound) may be open-ended: many new molecules have been synthesised to give all
kinds of new materials like the vast array of plastics there are, new manmade fibres for
clothes, new materials for use in space and so on. Although it might not be infinite, the
limiting number of kinds of molecules that could be created appears to be vast.
With elements, however, it seems that there is a stronger limiting factor: nuclear
stability. Although one might think that the number of protons in the nucleus (the
atomic number) could keep increasing indefinitely to create new elements, current
theory “suggests that the maximum atomic number could be found to lie somewhere
between 170 and 210, if nuclear instability would not preclude the existence of such
elements” (Encyclopaedia Britannica, n.d.). So it seems that sub-atomic parts cannot be
added indefinitely onto the atomic construction to create new kinds of atoms.

6.2.3 H2O molecule:

If the above reasoning is correct then there is some argument for the claim that
different elements (of differing microstructure) do not actually result in different
substances nevertheless having most of their macro-properties very alike, whereas the
same conclusions cannot be drawn for different molecules. However this would appear
to be at odds with my argument in previous chapters against the possibility of a
substance resembling water yet that was not H2O. The latter is a molecule and I have
just allowed that differing molecules might be able to result in quite similar macroproperties. But, if my arguments in the previous chapters are correct, then this is not the
case with the H2O molecule. It seems curious that water would be an exception and,
indeed, one could wonder if there are any other exceptions. So it would be useful to
explore the reasons for this exception and I do this in what follows and use the results to
determine if there might be any other such exceptions among compounds.

6.2.3.1 Simplicity:

One reason why the arguments can work in the water case (assuming they do)
may be due to the simplicity of the H2O molecule. H2 is the simplest and smallest
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molecule there is and H2O just adds the relatively small oxygen atom onto that minimal
combination. So the molecule is quite simple both in terms of the number of different
kinds of atoms involved (only two) and their respective quantities and sizes – hydrogen
is the smallest atom and oxygen is also quite small.
Size and simplicity of a compound’s molecule could play an important role
when it comes to determining if there could be a possible substitute at a micro-level to
result in similar macro-properties. While it may be plausible that one or two atoms of a
very large molecule could be changed without thereby significantly affecting its macroproperties – and by this means yielding a new, different molecule with almost the same
macro-properties – changing an atom of a much smaller molecule would plausibly have
a more sizeable chemical affect since it would be a proportionately much bigger change
in the (much smaller) molecule. Of course, one does not have tinker with the original
molecule to get a possible substitute substance with similar macro-properties and
dissimilar microstructure – the possible substance could simply have a completely
different molecule. There seems to be nothing in principle preventing a substance
comprised of a simple molecule having very similar macro-properties to one comprised
of a completely dissimilar and, say, much bigger and more complex molecule.
Therefore, although simplicity of the H2O molecule may be partly responsible for the
exceptional case of water, it does not fully explain it and there must be other factors at
play.

6.2.3.2 Diversity and biological importance:

Another reason why the arguments against the possibility of a water-like
phenomenon that is not H2O apparently can work in the water case, but do not seem to
be applicable in general for other molecules, may be due to the unique diverse and
ubiquitous role that water plays in our world, particularly with regard to organic life.
Because water forms such a considerable part of many living organisms and is essential
for their sustenance, its multiple and major roles in our lives means that it affects us in
many different ways and that we are therefore very familiar with many of its properties.
Accordingly, when it comes to proposing that there could be a substance like water that
was not H2O, not just a few, but many, of water’s properties are significant in
determining that resemblance. As a consequence any proposed non-H2O watery stuff
would have to have a great deal of its properties quite similar to those of water.
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Besides its role in organic life, water is also very prevalent on earth, forming
lakes, rivers, oceans and falling as rain, sleet, snow, etc. Consequently, we are exposed
to, and so very familiar with, its numerous aspects and behaviour, not just biologically
but in general. Hence, although watery stuff should not be too different from water in
appearances, smell, feel and to some extent taste, most of its other properties are also
crucial and so, for example, it needs to have a reasonably similar density, freezing and
boiling point and viscosity to water. If, say, the freezing point of watery stuff were too
dissimilar to that of water there could be snow or ice in very warm climates where we
do not expect it or vice versa and this would be behaviour quite deviant from water.
But it is principally in its role in biological life and in its biological properties
that resemblance to water exacts the most demands on watery stuff. Biological systems
are quite sensitive to the chemical composition of whatever is ingested, especially since
often the particular molecule, ion or atom of the substance in question plays a very
specific role in certain biochemical reactions at a cellular level. Thus even a small
change in chemical composition can affect those reactions. Just substituting hydrogen
in H2O by its isotope deuterium – normally not a seen as a significant chemical change
(though isotopes of hydrogen, as previously discussed, are something of an exception) –
results in a substance that over time has an effect on human organisms that is exactly
the opposite of that of H2O: it is toxic instead of essential for life.
Though it does seem that changes in much larger molecules may be better
tolerated in biological systems and a different molecule can sometimes carry out a very
similar role in the system. The molecules that act as receptors for enkephalins in the
human brain, for example, can also readily accept and react in the normal way with the
molecules of other opioids such as opium and morphine59 (Susan Greenfield, 2000:82).
On the other hand, if one were to consider a chemically fairly simple but
biologically unimportant compound, like marble (a crystalline form of calcium
carbonate, CaCO3), say, that is less ubiquitous and without the many varied roles of
water in the world, then it might be more plausible that another compound of dissimilar
microstructure could result in similar properties. The latter would simply have to
resemble marble mainly in appearances, how it feels (texture, heaviness) and not have a
significantly different smell (if any), for instance. In addition it would need to behave
somewhat similarly and be rather unreactive, as marble is. But since marble is not
something we ingest or require biologically and so does not play much of a role in
59

However, the fact that different larger molecules can fulfil similar roles in the body does not
necessarily mean that the two different substances are thus very similar in many properties, it may only be
in one or a few properties relevant to the biological functioning.
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organic life forms, then any biological effects will not be relevant in ascertaining if
marble could have a microscopically dissimilar counterpart and, so, biological
properties in this case would not applicable at all. But in addition, marble is not as
common as water is on earth – the latter covers a significant amount of the earth’s
surface, forms its precipitation and is widely present in all three of its phases: solid,
liquid and gaseous. Accordingly there is a much smaller range of relevant properties
than in the case of water when considering the possibility of there being a different
chemical substance with properties similar enough to marble, such that they yield
similar sensory evidence and behaviour.
So it seems that it is the simplicity of the water molecule and the extreme
biological importance of water, plus its widespread and diverse role in our world, that
excludes there being a substance with similar enough properties, yet that is not H2O.
But it is undoubtedly the importance of water for organic life and its diverse
roles therein that are major factors. The biological role of water is a much more diverse
one than, for example, that of any one specific protein, or even of a given hormone
which can have many roles in an organism. For water not only plays a role in many
different bodily activities but it also comprises a significant amount of human and much
animal and plant tissue, forming a high percentage of bodily mass in many cases. So its
effects are therefore arguably more far-reaching: substitution of H2O by another
molecule or atom would not only affect all the many different chemical reactions in
which it partakes in the body but would also significantly change the chemical
composition of much of animal and plant life.
Additionally because water is very widespread, forming much of the earth’s
surface and precipitation, as a result we are even more familiar with its numerous
aspects, and hence with a much wider range of its properties, than perhaps any other
substance in the world.
I think the above factors account for the applicability of my arguments in the
case of water against the possibility of a similar substance with a different underlying
nature. A natural question then is are there any other substances for which these
arguments would work?
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6.2.4 Other exceptions?

If being comprised of a simple molecule, being widespread in the environment
and playing an important role in biological life are all important factors in the
arguments against the possibility of a substance resembling water but not comprised of
H2O, then perhaps there are other substances satisfying these factors for which the
arguments could also prove effective. Carbon dioxide, for instance, is a simple molecule
and though not as common as water, it does fulfil crucial biological roles.
Carbon dioxide is a vital compound for most plant life due to its role in
photosynthesis and so it is indirectly essential for all animal life that is ultimately
dependent on plants for nourishment. Though it is a by-product of processes in the
body, carbon dioxide nonetheless has a crucial role in mammalian life by regulating the
acidity in the blood and cerebrospinal fluid in the brain (J. Widdecombe, n.d.). It is
only present in relatively small quantities in the earth’s atmosphere but it does play an
important role in temperature control as is evidenced by the ‘greenhouse effect’
attributed in part to an increase in the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
However, carbon dioxide is not something we see or feel, or even smell or taste,
and so if one were to propose the possibility of a substance resembling carbon dioxide
but differing in its chemical composition, it would need to be one that was a gas at
normal temperatures, odourless, invisible and tasteless. But this should not be too
difficult for there are a number of gases like that. However this means that in a
“qualitatively identical epistemic situation” with its chemically different counterpart,
there would not be much sensory evidence in play. Any such evidence would be
through other bodily effects rather than direct sensory evidence. We are quite familiar
with the effects of mildly too much carbon dioxide in the body – an overwhelming
desire to breath – and too little – the effects of hyperventilation. Therefore, as in the
water case, it is in its biological properties that carbon dioxide would place the most
constraints on any possible counterpart.
And here the same arguments can apply as for the water case: any possible CO2like gas must play a similar role in the human body and affect us in a like manner. It
should be able to trigger regulation of the respiratory system and blood acidity in a way
that is similar enough not to be detrimental for us. Also, as in the water case, any
possible counterpart to carbon dioxide should have similar effects on us as we actually
are. Changing the way we are in order to facilitate a chemically dissimilar carbondioxide-counterpart having very similar biological affects simply ‘moves the goalpost’,
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so to speak, thereby losing any basis for comparison and claims of resemblance. Thus
in the constraints that the biological importance of its properties demands and in the
actuality-indexed demands for which I have argued in previous chapters, the carbon
dioxide case is apparently quite similar to the water case.
However, as mentioned above, carbon dioxide is not as generally prevalent as
water in the world. Also, having little sensory information by which to go – it is
effectively invisible in its normal gaseous form, odourless and we cannot feel it – we
certainly cannot be said to be familiar with many of its properties, at least in terms of
the senses: how it looks, feels, tastes, etc. However this lack of sensory properties is
also a requirement insofar as the counterpart must also be invisible, odourless and
gaseous and not have any harmful effect on us otherwise it will certainly not provide a
qualitatively identical epistemic situation as one with actual carbon dioxide.
But it does seem that the biological role and effects of carbon dioxide might be
enough to place similarly strong constraints on possibilities concerning a chemically
different counterpart, like in the water case. So, by the same argument, worlds with
different natures and laws (nomologically impossible) should be ruled out of
consideration since we, and other biological life, will not be the same as we actually are
in such worlds. And worlds with the same laws, etc., the nomologically possible ones,
do not provide chemically dissimilar substitutes for carbon dioxide – there is no known
substance that does act in a like manner and fill similar roles in biological life forms.
So it seems that the arguments in the water case can also be applied in the case
of carbon dioxide and that it is not possible that a chemically different substance have
very similar biological properties and thus similar effect on organic life to that carbon
dioxide so as to produce a “qualitatively identical evidential situation” for us as one
with actual carbon dioxide. In addition to its important biological effects as a constraint
on possibilities of counterparts, perhaps the simplicity of the carbon dioxide molecule
also plays a role since certain large biologically important molecules, like some proteins
or hormones, sometimes can have biologically similar substitutes.

6.3 Underlying possibilities for other types of a posteriori necessities
From the discussion above it would appear that, in addition to the case of water,
there may be other chemical kinds for which the alleged underlying possibility behind
the illusion of possibility that a necessary a posteriori identity might not have held, is
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not in fact possible. Although the case concerning elements might seem promising – I
have argued that different elements do not in fact result in substances with very similar
properties – nevertheless this does not rule out a compound (molecule) comprising a
substance with very similar properties to a particular element. For chemical kinds, it
seems that the characteristics of the water case – a simple molecule that is biologically
important – may produce more examples like the water one where it is not possible for
another chemical kind to play a similar enough role because of the effect on the
biological properties, as I have suggested might be the case with carbon dioxide.
If Kripke’s proposed underlying possibility is in fact not a genuine possibility in
certain instances concerning chemical kinds then it may also be the case that there is not
a genuine underlying possibility for some of his other types of necessary a posteriori
identities. I will explore this question in the following sections, examining the
underlying possibility in the cases of the necessity of identity of co-referring names, the
necessity of origin and the necessity of identity of other natural kinds, or theoretical
identities.

6.3.1 Co-referring names:
In the case of names it seems obvious that Kripke’s proposed underlying
possibility that is supposed to explain the illusion of possibility that the necessary
identity between two names might not hold, is a genuine one. Kripke explains that
someone who claims that Hesperus might have turned out not to be Phosphorus, when
this is in fact a necessary identity, is really thinking of a situation where “two distinct
bodies might have occupied, in the morning and the evening, respectively, the very
positions actually occupied by Hesperus-Phosphorus-Venus” (Kripke, 1980:143). This
does indeed appear to be what people usually mean by such comments concerning
different names of the same entity. By claiming that Hesperus could have turned out
not to be Phosphorous, one is not trying to claim that Hesperus could have turned out
not to be itself. Rather what is being claimed is that the planet whose reference was
fixed in one way – i.e. appearing in a certain celestial position in the morning – could
have turned out to be a different planet to the one whose reference was fixed in another
way (and, hence, given a different name) – i.e. appearing in the same celestial position
in the evening. Undoubtedly there is a possible world where such a situation occurs:
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that is, viewed from a given planet in that world, some planet is in a certain position in
the sky in the morning there and a different planet is in that position at evening time.
Or consider, for example, a famous writer known under a pseudonym – like
Mark Twain/Samuel Clemens. It does seem possible that Samuel Clemens might never
have become a successful writer and so would not also have been known as Mark
Twain, and that some other famous writer could have had that name. Being a writer
does not appear to be an essential property of a person and, so, we readily believe it
possible that a person might have done otherwise. Likewise for many other properties
people, animals, objects, etc., can have. It is often sets of such unessential properties
that are responsible for a particular guise or aspect under which a given entity is known,
or for the way its reference is fixed, and therefore it is often possible that the entity in
question might not have had these properties.
So in the case of co-referring names, the underlying possibility which is
supposed to explain why it is we think that a necessary identity involving the two names
might not have held, is based on the possibility of an entity not having certain properties
that it in fact does have. For example, the possibility of Venus occupying a different
position in the sky in the evening than in the morning, or the possibility of Samuel
Clemens never having become a famous writer, nor therefore being known under the
pseudonym ‘Mark Twain’. These kinds of scenarios are indeed possible and hence the
underlying explanatory possibility in the case of necessary identities involving coreferring names is a genuine possibility.
Such cases are quite different to the chemical kind cases, discussed above, where
the alleged counterpart is stipulated to resemble the original substance quite strongly in
many of its properties. Although the demands that Kripke places in these latter cases
are largely epistemic – e.g., that the counterpart should give the “same sensory
evidence” as the original – he nevertheless also directly stipulates similarity of
properties, saying, for instance, that there could be a compound with “all the properties
originally known to hold” of gold. And, as I have discussed in previous chapters, with
regard to water at least, even mere ‘epistemic’ demands of “same sensory evidence”
have consequences for the kind of properties the phenomenon concerned can have and
so do put constraints on what kind of properties the counterpart can have. But for cases
of co-referring names, the possible scenario usually just involves stipulating that the
counterpart lacks one, or a few, of the original’s properties: being in a certain position in
the evening or being a famous writer, etc.
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However Kripke does allow that it is possible for many, if not most, of an
individual’s properties to have been otherwise. He says that most of the things
“commonly attributed to Aristotle are things that Aristotle might not have done at all”
(ibid.:61). So it seems that the underlying possibility in the case of co-referring names
could involve a scenario where the referent in the actual world nevertheless lacks many
of their actual properties (perhaps associated with just one of the co-referring names
involved in the necessary identity) in the proposed possible world. Samuel Clemens,
for instance, might have lacked the properties of having written certain books, of having
a certain writing style, of being famous or of fulfilling certain roles or honours as a
result of being a writer, and so on.
Yet in the case of natural kinds, properties of an alleged possible counterpart are
specified to remain very similar to the actual ones. The difference is presumably due to
the fact that names concern individuals and natural kinds, of course, concern kinds.
Thus, many of an individual’s particular properties will not be essential to it whereas
many properties of a specific natural kind – or chemical kind at any rate – are a
consequence of its microstructure and in this way essential to that kind. If one were to
discuss the possibilities concerning an individual piece of a particular kind, e.g. a
particular piece of gold, then it would also have many properties that it could possibly
lack, such as having a particular shape, having a specific weight, being found in a
particular place, etc.
But many of the properties commonly associated with the kind gold, such as
hardness, density, etc., result from it being essentially an element of atomic number 79.
To identify if a given specimen is indeed of the kind gold we can check that it is made
up of the right kind of atoms. However in the case of the alleged underlying possibility,
the gold counterpart is of course specified not to be comprised of gold atoms since the
claim is that something else (a compound) could nevertheless have very similar
properties. In this case then the means by which we determine that the counterpart is
indeed like gold is via resemblance to gold’s characteristics (in fact the same way it was
determined if something was gold before its atomic structure was known). So the
properties of the counterpart in the underlying possibility must remain quite close to
those of the actual original since many such properties are typical of the kind and
directly due to its actual nature.
The Kripkean necessary identity of co-referring terms, on the other hand,
involves names of individuals, and many properties of an individual are not essential to
it. Thus the underlying possibility which explains why we think that such an identity
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might not have held, when it is in fact necessary, is indeed a genuine possibility because
individuals can have many actual properties which do not hold in every possible world,
hence there are worlds where the individual lacks them.
Therefore, Kripke’s suggested paradigm for the underlying possibility in the
case of co-referring names, is applicable and yields a genuine underlying possibility.
When one thinks it possible that the necessary identity between two rigid designators R1
and R2 (e.g. Samuel Clemens and Mark Twain) might not have held, what one is really
thinking of as possible is that the identity between the non-rigid designators used to fix
those references, D1 and D2 respectively, might not have held. These reference-fixing
descriptions are based on contingent properties associated with different aspects of the
one individual and so, while R1 = R2 is a necessary identity, it is nonetheless possible
that D1 ≠ D2.

6.3.2 Necessity of origin:

For his claims concerning the necessity of origin of an entity, Kripke gives
examples of a person necessarily originating from a particular sperm and egg, or of a
table necessarily originating from the particular block of wood from which it was made.
The illusion of possibility that the latter could have turned out to be made of ice or
something else other than the particular block of wood that was its actual origin, Kripke
says, is explained by the underlying possibility that there could have been another table
“looking and feeling just like this one and placed in this very position in the room,
which was in fact made of ice” (ibid.:142). In other words, one could have been
“qualitatively in the same epistemic situation that in fact obtains” and had “the same
sensory evidence” that one in fact does have about a table made of ice (ibid.).
In this case, again, it does seem that the underlying possibility is in fact a
genuine one. There could undoubtedly be a different table in the same position in the
room as the original wooden one had been. Also, that table could have been made to
look like the original one by covering its surface somehow so as to give the illusion of
wood. Of course it would need to feel wooden as well – Kripke specifies more than just
looks – but, presumably, it would be possible to cover it with a thin layer of wood to
give the same ‘feel’. At any rate, all of this seems quite possible – artefacts can be
made to look and even feel a certain way, and so to resemble other objects.
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Cases like this one involving the wooden table are, again, concerned with
individuals, however this time the underlying possibility does not concern the same
individual lacking certain properties it actually has but, rather, a different individual
with properties similar to the actual entity. This is also what is proposed in Kripke’s
water example but the resemblance with water demanded of watery stuff is more
exacting. The ice table only has to look and feel like the actual wooden one – other
similar evidence like its smell or taste or affect on organic life are all irrelevant for
tables which, of course, do not have the same degree of interaction with us as water. So
even though the underlying possibility in both the table and the water case involves an
entity resembling the actual entity concerned in the identity, nevertheless the likeness
required in the water case covers a far greater range of properties of the entity
concerned – many of which have numerous and far-reaching, and hence noticeable,
effects on the environment and organic life – and so is a great deal more exacting.
Though Kripke does not explicitly propose any one underlying possibility to
explain the illusion of the possibility that Queen Elizabeth could have had different
parents (i.e. originated from a different sperm and egg), he makes a number of
suggestions as to what really could have been the case. He proposes that it is possible
that she “might have turned out not to be the daughter of George VI, or even to
originate in the particular sperm and egg we had thought” (ibid.:141). Such possibilities
concern the possibility that current knowledge is incorrect: that is, the possibility of
being mistaken about her origins. And, indeed, this is certainly a genuine possibility but
it does not fully explain the illusion of possibility that she really could have had
different parents – i.e. that her origin is contingent.
Another explanatory possibility that Kripke suggests, which captures the
intuition better, is that there could have been a person with different parents but
nonetheless “with many of the properties of Elizabeth” (ibid.:113). This also appears to
be a genuine possibility: there could undoubtedly have been someone else who looked
like her and shared many of her characteristics and tastes, for example. As in the case
of the wooden table, above, this possibility involves the possibility of another individual
resembling the actual one in many ways. Certainly one artefact can be made to
resemble another – or even to appear identical to another – but resemblance between
humans is more demanding as it would presumably require similarity in personalities
and that would involve a very broad range of properties, varying from temperament,
through tastes to humour, etc.
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Kripke never spells out how similar the ‘counter’-Elizabeth would have to be –
he simply says similar in “many” of her properties. But if one considers the underlying
possibility along the lines that he in general suggests – namely, a “qualitatively identical
evidential situation” – then the similarity demands on the counterpart are arguably
higher. In the case of the wooden table, Kripke says that one could have the “same
sensory evidence” as in the actual case. For an artifact like a table such evidence
principally involves visual appearance and feel, but a human being is a much more
complex, not to mention dynamic, entity and so the sensory evidence would involve a
lot more. A “qualitatively identical evidential situation” involving a person could
suggest a rather strong likeness in personality since a person’s behaviour is an important
part of our recognition and identification of them. In fact, the best actual examples of
two people very alike in looks and personality is the likeness between identical twins –
people often do have trouble telling them apart. But these do come from the same
sperm and egg and so cannot provide the underlying possibility in the case of necessity
of origin concerning persons.
The case of the necessity of origin for humans (and many other life forms) is
further complicated. It involves two aspects: the particular material from which the
individual originated – the actual zygote (fertilised egg) cell, containing the DNA – and
the particular type – the cell’s DNA, which can be replicated, and in this sense is a bit
like the cases concerning kinds. Kripke did not address the issue of clones of a person
and whether he would consider these to be from the same origin or not, but, drawing
parallels with the table case, I would suggest that he would require the origin in these
cases to be the same actual material origin – that is, the same actual zygote cell which,
of course, includes its DNA. In fact, he specifically mentions the original sperm and
egg cells, rather than DNA, so it seems reasonable to interpret him this way. (Though
to what extent this is due to lack of specific scientific knowledge about DNA at that
time is uncertain.)
The role of mitochondrial DNA in a cell could further support this interpretation
insofar as this kind of DNA is not part of the nuclear DNA (which comes from both
parents) of the zygote but, nevertheless, is present in the zygote cell simply because it
was part of the cellular material that made up the egg before fertilisation (Encyclopaedia
Britannica, n.d.). There are a number of inherited mitochondrial diseases, so
presumably cloning an individual using a different ‘carrier’ cell (than that of the original
maternal egg cell) to house the individual’s nuclear DNA could lead to differences due
to the different mitochondrial DNA in the carrier egg cell. This possibility would allow
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a counterpart Elizabeth to have a different material, yet genetically identical, origin
from the original Elizabeth and, therefore, a very strong resemblance to the original:
simply stipulate a possible world where Elizabeth is cloned, using a carrier egg from
another person. The resulting person would presumably share a large number of
properties with the original Elizabeth since many traits of appearance and personality
are strongly influenced by (nuclear) genetic makeup, which would be exactly the same.
Naturally this raises another issue – namely to what extent a person’s
characteristics are determined by their genes. Certainly many of our traits, particularly
physical ones like build, looks, certain physical abilities, etc., are at least partially if not
strongly influenced by genetic makeup. Furthermore, scientists are discovering more
and more how much personality traits, like temperament, for instance, and
predispositions to various mental conditions, like depression, are influenced by our
genes. So this is still very much ongoing research. However, it is clear that
environmental factors play some role since, for example, an accident or plastic surgery
can change a person’s appearances and one kind of upbringing (or environment) might
do more to discourage certain traits from developing to their full potential than another.
Thus it is still an open question how similar one person could be to another
without having the same DNA. However, as I have argued above, it seems reasonable
to interpret Kripke’s necessity of origin of a human as involving the actual material of
origin (the actual fertilised egg cell), in which case the possibility of a clone (generated
with a different carrier egg cell but with the same nuclear DNA) of that person would
provide the required underlying possibility that explains why one could have the
illusion that it is possible that the person could have originated from a different sperm
and egg.
Even if one interprets the necessity of origin of a person as involving their DNA
only, regardless of material ‘carrier’, then, because it is still not fully understood how
many of and to what extent a person’s traits are genetically determined, it certainly
seems to be a genuine possibility that there could be a counterpart quite similar in
appearances and personality. But even if such properties were completely genetically
determined, one could presumably just modify a few well-chosen genes so that the
genetic makeup would no longer be the same, but the resulting person would
presumably still have very many traits the same. And so the underlying possibility in
the case of the necessity of origin of a human – i.e. that there could be someone else
very similar who was nevertheless not of the same origin – is a genuine possibility.
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Kripke’s paradigm for generating the underlying possibility associated with a
necessary a posteriori identity would not appear to be applicable to cases of necessity of
origin since the paradigm concerns identity rather than origin.

6.3.3 Other natural kinds:

Besides chemical kinds like water, Kripke also includes other theoretical
identities, such as light being “electromagnetic radiation between certain limits of
wavelengths, or … a stream of photons” or heat as the “motion of molecules”, and
identities involving biological kinds, in his arguments for the necessity of a posteriori
identities (ibid.: 98). In what follows, I will first examine the former theoretical
identities (light, heat, etc.), involving natural phenomenon terms, and then look at
biological kinds.

6.3.3.1 Natural phenomena:

In this section I will investigate the underlying possibilities associated with the
necessary identities concerning theoretical identifications of natural phenomena.

6.3.3.1.1 Heat:
Consider first the case of heat: Kripke claims that “characteristic theoretical
identifications like ‘Heat is the motion of molecules’, are not contingent truths but
necessary truths … necessary in the highest degree” (ibid.:99). There is arguably
another kind of heat besides molecular motion: heat by radiation, or thermal radiation,
which “does not require an intervening medium to carry it” (Encyclopaedia Britannica,
n.d.). However, overall heat is just “energy in transition” and although there are
different mechanisms of transition, the underlying means is motion of electrons, atoms
and molecules (Encyclopaedia Britannica, n.d.). In the case of thermal radiation it is the
oscillatory motion of electrons at particular frequencies that causes the emission of
radiation at the relevant frequency (Encyclopaedia Britannica, n.d.). Kripke does not
mention this kind of heat but I will take it that his “molecular motion” can be
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interpreted to include this sub-atomic oscillatory motion since it is after all still a kind of
motion of (sub-atomic) ‘particles’.
Kripke notes that though heat is strongly associated with our sensation of heat
the latter is nevertheless a contingent property for “people might not have been sensitive
to heat, and yet the heat [might] still have existed in the external world” (ibid.:131). So
one possibility he proposes as the underlying possibility that explains why we are
inclined to think that heat could have turned out to be something else, is that heat – that
is, molecular motion – could have existed and yet “due to differences in our neural
structures and so on, [could] have failed to be felt as heat” (ibid.:133). This underlying
possibility, however, is not pertinent to the illusion of possibility in question (thinking it
possible that heat might have turned out not to be molecular motion) for reasons Yablo
(2006) gives, discussed in chapter 3.
Yablo argues that the underlying possibility required to explain our illusion of
possibility that a necessary a posteriori identity might not hold, must involve us as we
are with our existing faculties. As he explains, regarding Kripke’s example of the
underlying possibility for the table necessarily originating from a particular block of
wood, “what seemed possible is not only that ice could have paraded itself in front of
someone or other who saw it as I see wood, but there could have been ice that I with my
existing sensory faculties would have seen as wood” (Yablo, 2006:339). So normally
when one thinks of the possibility of another (ice-)table made to look just like the
wooden table, one is not imagining oneself to be differently constituted such that ice
now gives the same phenomenology as wood actually does.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for the Kripke’s underlying possibility
concerning heat: it is not relevant to the possibilities concerning what heat could have
been that other creatures might have felt our sensation of heat from something other
than our heat (molecular motion). As Yablo points out:
There would seem to be three factors in how an external phenomenon is
disposed to feel: its condition, our condition, and the conditions of observation.
If all these factors are held fixed, as the notion of fool’s heat [the underlying
possibility] would seem to require, then it is hard to see how the sensory
outcome can change. (ibid.)
In other words, what is required of the underlying possibility is that the environment
more or less remain the same (i.e., the conditions of observation do not change so much
that we get different sensations – it is not the possibilities concerning these conditions
that are under discussion); that we remain more or less the same (again, it is not the
possibilities concerning our constitution that are under discussion); and that the
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phenomenon-counterpart in question still give us the same, or very similar, sensations
despite the fact that it is stipulated to be of different constitution itself, for this is what is
supposed to be possible. As Yablo notes above, this is a very tall order.
Indeed, I have argued in chapter 3 that such possibilities must involve us as we
actually are, for to propose some other phenomenon that feels hot to some other type of
creature is not to propose possibilities concerning heat because such a phenomenon
need not feel hot to us and what we want to know is if something else besides molecular
motion could feel hot for us – i.e. be heat, as far as we are concerned. In musing about
what a given phenomenon could have turned out to be, the observers and conditions of
observation must remain constant because if these too are stipulated to change, as well
as the phenomenon, then any basis of comparison is gone if everything changes. I have
further argued that any actual phenomenon finds its basis in the actual nature of the
world, as do we as observers, and, in discussing its possibilities, automatically a web of
the physical and chemical nature of the actual world, in which it is embedded, is
imported into the discussion.
Thus Kripke’s proposed underlying possibility in the case of heat – that we
could have been different and so sensed some other phenomenon as hot – does not
work. It is perhaps a genuine possibility that other creatures could have had a sensation
like ours of heat from some completely different phenomenon but this does not explain
why we think it possible that heat could have turned out to be something else because
the possibility does not concern us as we actually are. However, Kripke is also aware
that having a neural structure sensitive to heat may “turn out to be necessary” for us and
so suggests as an alternative the possibility that the planet might not have been
“inhabited by creatures sensitive to heat in this way” (Kripke, 1980:133-4).
This latter possibility seems more promising as the underlying possibility to
explain why it is we think that heat could have turned out not to be molecular motion.
There might not have been any creatures in the world sensitive to heat – indeed in the
past, before life evolved, the world lacked such creatures – and some other phenomenon
could have made liquids boil, melted metals, etc. But following my line of argument
for the water case, even though we do not have to exist in the proposed possible world
where heat is another phenomenon, our existence needs to be compatible with that
world insofar as, were we to exist there, we should be able to feel a sensation of heat
from this counterpart heat. Similarly, the counterpart heat should produce roughly the
normal effects of heat and cause liquids to turn to gaseous phase and solids to liquid
phase, etc., for it must have some similar effects or else we have no way of identifying it
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as resembling heat. Even proposing that liquids should boil or solids melt, etc., brings
in a ‘web of actuality’ (as discussed in chapter 3) to the possible world under discussion
since terms like ‘liquid’, ‘melt’, and so on, are themselves based on the nature of the
actual world.
And so it seems, as in the water case, that ‘far’ worlds should be excluded and
only worlds like the actual world considered. Certainly there could be some kind of
phenomenon that played an ‘equivalent’ heat-like role for creatures in a world of a
different nature to the actual one but such a possible phenomenon would not appear
heat-like to us since we, being of a different nature, could not even exist there as we
actually are. If we change observers, environment (conditions of observation) and the
phenomenon itself then nothing at all remains constant with which to make
comparisons. The proposed underlying possibility is supposed to explain why we
(mistakenly) think it possible that a given necessary a posteriori identity might not have
held, so it has to conform to demands made by the actual nature of the phenomena
involved – observers and environment included. Thus, as with the water example, the
candidate possible worlds for the underlying possibility concerning heat should be
restricted to the nomologically possible ones.
In the case of heat, the underlying possibility requires a different phenomenon
(not molecular motion) that nevertheless produces a sensation of heat, or very similar, in
us as we actually are, and that likewise affects actual liquids and solids in roughly the
normal heat-like way (we could allow some differences: liquids could boil at
temperatures a bit different to actual boiling points, etc.). But this is in fact so near the
very illusion of possibility itself – i.e. that heat could have been something other than
what it is – as to be untenable. Heat is actually molecular motion and there are no
known ‘substitutes’. So, holding conditions of observation and observer the same, in
nomologically possible worlds, it does not seem possible to get a phenomenon very like
heat in its effects yet with a different underlying nature – one would certainly need to
give some indication of what this different nature could be and how it would work but
such explanations do not seem forthcoming.
Hence there is no distinct underlying possibility to explain the illusion of
possibility that heat might not have been molecular motion – the two possibilities,
underlying and illusory, are the same. The other alleged underlying possibility that
Kripke proposed initially, where our nature is changed such that we feel the sensation of
heat from a different phenomenon, I have argued à la Yablo, is not adequate to explain
our illusion of possibility. Therefore it would appear that in the case of heat, the
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underlying possibility is either not a genuine one, like the illusion of possibility it is
supposed to explain, or it is inadequate and does not suffice to explain our intuitions
that the necessary identity might not hold.

6.3.3.1.2 Light:
Light is another natural phenomenon whose identification with “a stream of
photons; [or] alternatively … a form of electromagnetic radiation”, Kripke argues, is a
necessary, though empirically discovered, identity (ibid.:129). In this case he does not
specifically offer an underlying possibility that would explain our intuition that light
could have turned out to be something else, even though it is necessarily what it actually
is. However, in arguing his case for light, he examines a number of counterfactual
scenarios, one of which would be an obvious candidate, along the same lines as his
other proposed underlying possibilities, for the underlying possibility concerning light.
The underlying possibility generally should involve a scenario where a different
phenomenon to the actual one involved in the necessary identity nonetheless gives us
very similar sensations and appearances and “qualitatively identical” evidence as the
actual phenomenon.
Kripke does give an example of such a possibility (though he does not propose it
as the underlying possibility) where “by some miracle, sound waves somehow enabled
some creature to see … [and] gave him visual impressions just as we have” (ibid.:130).
This same creature could be “completely insensitive to light (photons)” (ibid.). But this
possibility, though perhaps a genuine one, will not do as the underlying possibility for
explaining our illusion that it is possible that light could have turned out to be
something other than what it is, for the same reasons as Yablo proposed against the
underlying possibility for heat, discussed above. One cannot change the observer when
proposing such possibilities concerning an actual phenomenon and what it could have
been because the whole idea is that we as we actually are could still get the “same
sensory evidence” from the alleged counterpart phenomenon. Therefore, although the
possibility that other creatures could experience sound waves as we experience light
may be a genuine one, it is nonetheless not adequate for explaining our intuition that
light could have been something else because this intuition is based on the idea that
light could have turned out to be something else for us as we actually are. As Yablo
explains in the wooden table example, we are not thinking of the possibility that we are
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differently wired and so experience an ice table as a wooden one, but, rather, that we as
we actually are experience the ice table as wooden because it has been cleverly
disguised to look and feel that way.
Here again, as in the case of heat, the underlying possibility required for light is
one where a different phenomenon gives us, as we actually are, the “same sensory
evidence” as light does. But, again, this just is the illusion of possibility itself – i.e. that
light could have turned out to be something other than photons or electromagnetic
radiation. However, as Kripke argues, given that light has turned out to be a stream of
photons or electromagnetic radiation then it is that necessarily. So there is no genuine
underlying possibility either in the case of light.

6.3.3.1.3 Application of the paradigm to natural phenomenon cases:
What of Kripke’s proposed “often usable” paradigm for the underlying
possibility in these cases concerning natural phenomenon terms? In the case of heat, for
instance, the two rigid designator terms, R1 and R2, would be ‘heat’ and ‘molecular
motion’, respectively. The non-rigid designator used to fix the reference of ‘heat’, D1,
would presumably be something like ‘our sensation of heat’ or perhaps a longer
description also including the effects of heat, such as causing liquids to boil, solids to
melt, etc. But the problem is that there is no reference-fixing description, D2, for
‘molecular motion’ because this is a micro-level phenomenon with which we are not
directly familiar and hence, unlike everyday macro-phenomena with which we are
familiar, we do not associate any reference-fixing descriptions with such microphenomena that we do not sense. Of course we are familiar with this microphenomenon as the macro-phenomenon of heat – its sensations and effects – but those
descriptions all amount to D1 and thus pertain to fixing the reference of R1 (‘heat’).
So, in this case, when we think it possible that R1 ≠ R2 even though R1 = R2 is a
necessary identity, what we are really imagining to be possible cannot be D1 ≠ D2
because there is no D2. Rather, it seems that we are imagining it possible that D1 ≠ R2.
But in such cases of kinds it is questionable to what extent the properties of the kind that
generate the reference-fixing description D1 really are contingent and, more importantly,
if essential, these properties are in fact determined by R2, the microscopic nature of the
phenomenon in question. If this is so, then it may be no more possible that D1 ≠ R2 than
it is that R1 ≠ R2.
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The properties of kinds, in particular chemical kinds as discussed above, insofar
as they are a consequence of the underlying (micro-)nature of the kind, are thus
essential to the kind. Natural phenomenon kinds would seem to be similar since many
of their properties are a result of their underlying nature. Against this one might argue
that our sensation of heat is not a necessary property of heat. It is doubtless a
contingent fact that there happened to be creatures like us that sense heat in a particular
way, but the means by which heat interacts with us to produce our sensation is
presumably determined by the underlying nature of heat and by our own underlying
nature. Thus insofar as the manner in which heat interacts with humans is determined
by the underlying nature of heat then it is an essential property of heat that it interact
with creatures of our nature in that way. Of course, heat need not produce sensations of
heat like ours in all creatures and, in this sense, it is contingent that certain creatures are
affected in a certain way. But any properties of heat that are determined by its
underlying nature, with which it is identified necessarily according to Kripke, must
therefore be essential properties. The effects of those properties, or their manifestation,
will of course vary depending on the nature of the surrounding environment and
entities.
As argued above, though, any underlying possibilities pertaining to heat must
involve us as we actually are. Thus, given our nature, then heat will interact with us in a
certain manner. Given the nature and laws of the actual world then the phenomenon of
heat will cause liquids to turn into their gaseous phase, solids to melt, etc.. So it would
appear that these effects of heat, though contingent in the sense that heat could have had
different effects on entities different to the actual entities of the world, arise from its
underlying nature (and ours/the world), and so if R1 = R2 is necessary then it seems that
D1 = R2 may also be necessary. Of course the latter would be a kind of qualified
necessity because the effects of heat encapsulated by the reference-fixing description,
D1, are only necessary given our nature and that of the actual world and, more
importantly, insofar as they are determined by heat’s actual underlying nature.
Furthermore, nothing I have said would appear to logically rule out the
reference-fixing properties encapsulated by D1, even if they are essential properties of
heat, also resulting from a different underlying nature than R1. But, like in the water
case, this seems to be ruled out empirically in worlds nomologically like our own. As
in the water case, heat is also important for our survival – the human body must
maintain a certain temperature and can only survive in environments within a certain
temperature range. So heat has a larger, though perhaps more indirect, role in its
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interaction with us. In fact heat, and indeed light, play crucial roles for biological life in
general since much life on earth is dependent on warmth and light from the sun.
Presumably, therefore, life evolved in response to the nature of actual heat and light –
that is, biological life has adapted to the actual nature of these phenomena. Our eyes,
and those of many animals, evolved to be sensitive to the part of the electromagnetic
radiation spectrum most abundant from the sun; we, and many forms of life, developed
a means of sensing molecular motion.
Indeed heat affects all kinds of entities, animate or inanimate, and so were the
underlying nature of heat to be something else it seems that a very basic part of the
world would also be different then. However, the case of natural phenomenon terms is
perhaps not quite as clearcut as the water case, since the latter is more obviously
mapped out by the elements in the periodic table: new, non-actual atoms could only be
very heavy ones and so will not do to give us watery stuff, whereas no actual
atoms/molecules result in a substance with enough properties, particularly biological
ones, similar to water.

6.3.3.2 Biological Kinds:

Kripke also extends his arguments for the necessity of empirical identities to
biological kinds such as species. The essence of biological species, he indicates, is
related to their internal structure, just as that of gold or of water is related to its atomic
structure. He does not mention ‘genes’ or ‘DNA’ but leaves “internal structure”
unspecified since he argues that we do not need to know what this is but can suppose,
for example, that tigers do “form a certain species or natural kind” and so we can “say
in advance [of knowing the internal structure of a tiger] that we use the term ‘tiger’ to
designate a species, and that anything not of this species, even though it looks like a
tiger, is not in fact a tiger” (ibid.:121). Thus, assuming we are right and tigers do form a
single kind, then, necessarily, members of the species of tiger have the corresponding
internal structure60.
Traditionally species have been classified by being “related organisms that share
common characteristics and are capable of interbreeding” (Encyclopaedia Britannica,
n.d.). The external characteristics are not definitive and the more important indication
Though, against this, John Dupré argues that not only “does essentialism fail in biology, but it can be
argued that there is not even a unique set of kinds into which biological organisms should ideally be
sorted” (Dupré, 1993:6).
60
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of belonging to a given species is the ability to successfully interbreed – i.e. produce
viable and fertile offspring – with other members of that species. As a result of this
latter trait, “individuals of one species share a common gene pool that members of other
species do not” (Encyclopaedia Britannica, n.d.). And so it is at bottom the “internal
structure”, or genetic makeup, that determines species membership, as Kripke proposed:
“molecular information … can provide clearer support than morphological data ever
could for species identification, particularly when species clusters are similar in
appearance” (Encyclopaedia Britannica, n.d.).
However, biological kinds like species are further complicated by another
criterion in their specification: an historical dimension – members of the same species
share a common ancestry and lineage. So if biological life, exactly like that which we
know, developed on another planet in our universe and coincidentally a species just like
our earth-tigers evolved, thus with the same characteristics and even DNA sequencing,
then, strictly speaking, they might not be deemed members of the (earth-) tiger species
since they obviously would not share a common lineage and ancestry. Presumably
though, going on “internal structure”, the DNA profile could be the same as actual
earth-tigers. Quite possibly too they might be accepted as members of the species
despite their distinct lineage if they could successfully interbreed with our tigers (if the
DNA were the same then maybe this would be possible). Certainly, if they could not
successfully interbreed then they would not be considered the same species, despite the
same “internal structure” (though this may be unlikely if the DNA were the same).
Kripke does not specifically give an underlying possibility in the case of
biological species but he excludes possible empirical mistakes (such as the discovery
that whales were not fish but, rather, mammals) as an explanation of why we
erroneously think that a species could have had a different “internal structure”. He
points out that “scientific discoveries of species essence do not constitute a ‘change of
meaning’; the possibility of such discoveries was part of the original enterprise” for
these are empirical identities (Kripke, 1980:138).
However, he does say that we can “imagine” a creature having “all the external
appearance of tigers”, but differing from them “internally enough that we should say
that it is not the same kind of thing” (ibid.:121). By “imagine” here, it is not clear
whether he is claiming that the scenario is metaphysically possible, nor is it obvious
whether he means to include behaviour in “all external appearances”. In general
though, regarding the underlying possibilities, he says we could have a “qualitatively
identical evidential situation” and this, as in the water case, would involve more than
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information from just one sense (e.g., sight) but also involve similar behaviour of the
possible phenomenon in question (this is part of the “evidential situation”). So, there is
a case to be made that the underlying possibility in the biological-species case should
demand similarity of behaviour as well as of other sensory information. In that case, the
underlying possibility for the tiger example would become the claim that it is
metaphysically possible there be another species that looked, felt, smelled very like the
tiger species and also behaved very similarly.
Examining this underlying possibility in the light of Kripke’s suggested
paradigm, arguably it results in a similar conclusion as for natural phenomenon terms
discussed above. If R1 is ‘tiger’ and ‘a certain internal structure/DNA’ is R2, then,
while the non-rigid designator that fixes the reference of the former, D1, would be some
list of characteristics synopsised by ‘looks and acts like a tiger’, there again seems to be
no reference-fixing description D2 associated with the latter (R2). We do not have any
familiarity directly with micro-structures such as DNA, except of course in their macrostructure embodiments such as tiger traits, or ‘looks and acts like a tiger’ – i.e., D1. So,
in this case too, the underlying possibility takes the form of D1 ≠ R2 (rather than D1 ≠
D2). Whether this genuinely is a possibility though, depends at least partly on the extent
to which a species’ properties are determined by its underlying nature.
For the kind tiger, the associated reference-fixing description, D1, most likely
describes a number of essential properties resulting from the underlying nature of tigers,
R2. Presumably at least some of he main traits associated with the species ‘tiger’ are a
result of the tiger DNA and so in this sense are essential. However, DNA can be
damaged and mutations occur in the reproductive process and so individuals of the kind
can end up lacking certain of the characteristic traits of the kind – for example, albinos
can lack the normal colour pigment of their kind. Also individuals can undergo various
events and one could, as Kripke notes, have a three-legged tiger. So despite having the
tiger DNA, individual tigers can of course lack specific tiger traits. But presumably the
species as a whole would have whatever the essential traits are that result from that
particular kind of DNA.
Yet, even if the species traits are essential to its DNA, it is not clear that this
excludes another species/DNA-type resulting in the same traits: many species, for
instance, have four legs, or are coloured tawny, or are striped and so on. Perhaps it
could be argued that while a number of traits could be shared with various other species,
no other species could have exactly the same set of traits like Kripke seems to specifies
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(“all the external appearance of tigers”), since this would imply exactly the same DNA
and then they would just be tigers.
However, genetic determination of specific traits can be quite complex: though a
particular gene may be involved in producing a given macro-trait in the entity/kind
concerned, often the connection is not at all straightforward and may involve a number
of other genes and, indeed, other epigenetic factors. Much is not yet known of the
degree to which various traits are determined genetically and so it does seem plausible
that different DNA could nevertheless give rise to very similar characteristics in the
resulting macro-entity.
But even if most, or even all, traits were genetically determined, there could be a
species with DNA quite similar to tiger DNA (for example) but with a few
modifications so that it is not exactly the same. This would still constitute a different
“internal structure”, as the DNA would be somewhat different, and yet many of the
original tiger traits and characteristic behaviour would still be the same since the DNA
would be almost the same as tiger DNA. This does seem possible, and probably occurs
in the course of evolution. In fact, in the early stages after speciation (evolution of a
species into others), two different species recently evolved from a common ancestral
species can appear very alike and yet be genetically distinguishable as different species:
“Genetic studies now show that morphological change does not always accompany
speciation, as many apparently identical groups are, in fact, reproductively isolated”
(Encyclopaedia Britannica, n.d.).
In addition, not all similar characteristics and behaviours between different
species are a result of inheritance from a common ancestor but can also evolve due to
similar environmental conditions. So it does seem to be a genuine possibility that there
could be another species just like the tiger species, say, yet with a different “internal
structure”, or DNA. Thus the explanatory underlying possibility in the case of the
necessity of a posteriori identities concerning biological kinds, does appear to be a
genuine metaphysical possibility.

6.4 Similarities between different cases of underlying possibilities:
In this section I will investigate if the underlying possibilities for all of Kripke’s
different types of necessary a posteriori identities show any patterns or similarities.
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The first few cases, necessity of identity of co-referring names and necessity of
origin, I have suggested involve individuals, whereas the natural kinds cases (chemical
kinds, natural phenomena and biological kinds) involve kinds. This does appear to lead
to some differences in the corresponding underlying possibilities: the ones concerning
individuals are genuine possibilities while the ones concerning kinds are sometimes not.
The underlying possibilities in the case of necessity of identity of co-referring
names involve an individual entity that might have been in a different position at a
different time (Hesperus-Phosphorous case), or that might have done different things
with its life (Twain-Clemens case), and so on. These possibilities usually involve only
a few properties of the entity, and contingent ones at that, and so the underlying
possibility in such cases is a genuine one.
In the case of necessity of origin, the underlying possibility involves an
individual entity that is quite similar to the actual entity: an ice-table disguised to look
and feel like a wooden one, or a person with many of the properties of the actual (e.g.
similar appearance, some similar traits, etc.), and so on. Certainly, in the case of
artefacts, it is without doubt often possible that a similar looking one could be made
from different material. People, however, are more complicated. Nevertheless, the
underlying possibility in the origin of a person case is arguably also a genuine one. If,
as I have suggested, we take Kripke’s stipulation of the origin of a human to include
both the DNA and all the cellular material of the original zygote, then a clone of the
zygote using a different carrier egg cell (and hence, of different material origin) will
produce an entity extremely similar to the original. If, on the other hand, we regard
only the original DNA as the origin, then simply modifying some of that DNA could
result in another very similar individual yet having a (slightly) different origin. Thus
the underlying possibility for the case of the necessity of origin does appear to be a
genuine one.
With respect to the necessity of identity involving natural kinds, though, there is
reason to believe that the underlying possibility is not always a metaphysical possibility
but is sometimes itself an illusion of possibility. In the cases of water (and perhaps of
other biologically important, but simple, molecules like carbon dioxide) and of light and
heat, this may be partly due to their essential underlying natures determining their
properties. But, additionally, there is a uniqueness demand at play here: if underlying
structure determines a substance’s properties, and they are thus essential properties, this
does not seem to exclude a different underlying nature nevertheless resulting in almost
the same set of properties. What seems to exclude this is the degree of interaction with
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us that the actual phenomenon has. In the case of water, I have argued that for worlds
with the same nature and laws as the actual world, there is no ‘substitute’ for the H2O
molecule, nor does one seem (nomologically) possible given that nature and laws.
Furthermore, I have argued that the properties required for a substance to be like water,
are all based on the nature of the actual world (and it must be watery for us as we
actually are) and so, logically, this discounts ‘far’ worlds of an alien nature.
Obviously the similarity demand arising from the “qualitatively identical
evidential situation” that Kripke advocates as the basis of the underlying possibility,
plays an important role. Hence, for necessary identities concerning chemical kinds that
have little effect (in particular biological effect) on us, it is more than likely that the
associated underlying possibility is indeed genuine. It appears more readily possible
that there could be a chemically distinct compound resembling marble, say, quite
closely than that there could be one closely resembling water, since the latter has such
an important role in our bodies and, hence, effect on us. A qualitatively identical
evidential situation involving watery stuff requires a lot of similarity with water
whereas in the case of marble, while the counterpart still needs to appear and feel
similar, there is no demand for similar biological interaction with us, for example.
Considering chemical compounds in general I concluded that even though their
chemical composition may necessitate their resulting properties, there appears to be
nothing in general to rule out two different compounds nevertheless having quite similar
properties. Concerning elements too, though their unique atomic structure presumably
does necessitate their resulting properties, logically, there seems to be nothing to
prevent two different atomic structures nonetheless resulting in very similar (macro)properties. But there do not in fact appear to be elements in the periodic table that are
so similar. Even sodium and potassium, which have many similar properties, play very
different roles in the human body and so are biologically quite different for example.
So although the properties of a chemical kind may be essential to that kind
insofar as they necessarily result from its atomic structure, this in itself does not rule out
strong similarity between different chemical kinds. What does seem to play a role in
ruling this out in some cases is the degree of interaction, especially biological
interaction, with us. The similarity demand for the underlying possibility, I have
argued, requires that the proposed counterpart must not only have properties similar to
actual ones but also interact similarly with us as we actually are and, this restriction on
possible worlds to worlds with the same laws of nature, drastically reduces the
possibilities and, in certain cases, rules out any explanatory underlying possibility.
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Natural phenomena like heat and light also play important biological roles and are very
strongly associated with the sensations they produce in us (what counts as light, for
example, is determined by our ability to sense it). So any underlying possibilities
supposed to explain the apparent contingency of these necessary theoretical identities,
involve quite a degree of interaction with us as we actually are. In the same manner as
for the water case, this rules out nomologically impossible worlds, I have argued, and in
the nomologically possible worlds it seems unlikely that a different underlying nature
could give us a phenomenon similar enough in all its interactions with us.
The case of biological kinds is, I think, rather more complicated. Kripke
connects species essence to internal structure but, even if one accepts that the kind traits
are fully genetically determined, nevertheless, as suggested above, it would be possible
to just modify a few genes, and, hence traits, to result in a species very like the original
(since most of the DNA remains the same) but nevertheless with a different internal
structure (since some of the DNA is changed). Therefore, concerning biological kinds
the underlying possibility seems to be a genuine metaphysical possibility. Again, in this
case, there is not as much interaction with us humans in the same way as, say, with
water, and consequently the possibilities are less restricted – there is no call for the
counterpart to have similar biochemical effects on us.
On the whole it appears that there are potentially more restrictions on
possibilities concerning natural kinds than there are on those concerning individuals.
Arguably many of the traits or properties of a kind, unlike an individual, are necessary
to it insofar as these properties stem from the essential underlying nature of that kind.
But this does not always mean that such properties could not be implemented by
different underlying nature. In conclusion therefore, the restrictions on natural kinds
which really appear to preclude underlying possibilities in certain cases seem to be tied
to the degree of, mainly biochemical, interaction with us (as we actually are) because
this places stronger resemblance demands on any counterpart.
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7 Chapter 7 – Conclusions
In this concluding chapter I briefly summarise my main arguments and findings in
the thesis and further discuss some general considerations.

7.1 Summary

7.1.1 Metaphysical Possibility:

Both Chalmers and Kripke maintain that metaphysical possibility is the type of
possibility at issue concerning the claim that there could be a water-like phenomenon
that was not H2O. As discussed in chapter 2, Kripke’s a posteriori necessities are
generally seen as metaphysical necessities and it is clear, I have argued, that the
underlying possibilities he posits to explain why we think a given necessary a posteriori
identity might not have held, are metaphysical. That is, it is metaphysically possible to
be in a “qualitatively identical evidential situation” involving an entity that is not the
one concerned in the necessary identity in question and, therefore, according to Kripke,
it is metaphysically possible that there be a water-like substance which was not H2O.
Chalmers builds his two-dimensional framework around such possibilities
relating to “qualitatively identical evidential situations”. Evaluation of the terms
involved in a given necessary a posteriori identity by their primary intensions
nevertheless allows for the “1-possibility” of such a qualitatively identical evidential
situation where it appears that the necessary identity does not hold. Although he
associates his notion of 1-possibility (or primary possibility) initially with broadly
logical possibility and, in later writings, with epistemic possibility, as discussed in
chapter 2, he claims that the space of logically (epistemically) possible worlds is the
same as that of metaphysically possible worlds. Thus primary possibilities are also
metaphysical possibilities for Chalmers and concerning Kripkean a posteriori
necessities in general he maintains:
There is a (centered) possible world satisfying the primary intension of
‘Hesperus is not Phosphorous’ …, of ‘heat is not the motion of molecules’ …,
and so on. These worlds are all first-class metaphysical possibilities. (Chalmers,
2002a: 165).
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Therefore both Chalmers and Kripke, and indeed most other philosophers, view
the possibility of there being a substance very like water that is not H2O as a
metaphysical possibility. As we have seen in chapter 2, metaphysical possibility
traditionally entails more than simply a lack of formal logical contradiction in the
proposal, i.e. more than just logical consistency, or strictly logical possibility. It is
sometimes also known as de re possibility, or the possibility concerning the nature of
things or states of affairs, rather than propositions or statements. And so its grounds are
ontological, according to Lowe, and are therefore based on “acceptable” metaphysical
principles and not just purely logical or empirical ones (Lowe, 1998:12). But
determining if the existence of a given hypothetical state of affairs is allowed by our
metaphysical principles and categories, I argued, involves thinking through the various
theories and concepts we already accept and their inter-relations – i.e., examining the
proposal in light of our current conceptual frameworks.
Any proposed hypothetical state of affairs must cohere with these in order to be
deemed metaphysically possible. Of course, our background network of inter-related
theories is naturally based on actuality – that is, it is grounded in the way the actual
world is – but obviously metaphysical possibility need not concern the nature of the
actual world since we believe that there are many metaphysically possible worlds that
are not nomologically possible. Accordingly, when discussing such possible worlds,
background factors (pertaining to the nature of the actual world) may play a smaller role
in determining metaphysical possibility. However, since many of our metaphysical
modal musings concern ourselves and our world, or very similar, it would seem that our
current, actuality-based conceptual frameworks are frequently more relevant than
initially appears.
Additionally, in terms of possible worlds, the claim for the metaphysical
possibility of a hypothetical state of affairs implies that there must be a metaphysically
possible world in which this state of affairs holds – that is, a coherent world must be
specified. The only means we have of judging the coherency and consistency of a
proposed possible world is by examining how the proposal meshes with our existing
theoretical and conceptual frameworks. Hence the latter, although based on the way
actual world is, nonetheless play a significant role in determining the coherency of any
non-actual possible world – that is, in judging the metaphysical possibility of any
hypothetical state of affairs.
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7.1.2 Similarity between water and watery stuff

By way of explaining our often strong intuition that empirically-discovered, but
necessary, identities might not have held, Kripke proposes “qualitatively identical
epistemic situations” with the “same sensory evidence”. So, concerning the water case,
as discussed in chapter 3, this means that there could (in the metaphysical sense) be a
phenomenon like water that is not H2O which produces a situation that is qualitatively
identical as far as we can make out epistemically or cognitively, to one involving water
(i.e., H2O). Even if it may not always be nomologically possible, the metaphysical
possibility of this kind of situation is enough to explain our intuition that necessary a
posteriori identities might not have held. Though Kripke does not explicitly state that
watery stuff should behave similarly or play the same role as actual water, nonetheless it
seems that this would have to be the case in order to produce a qualitatively identical
epistemic situation to one involving water. This is because an identical epistemic
situation would require the same behaviour, or at least appearances thereof.
Thus, I concluded in chapter 3, for Kripke the properties of a phenomenon like
water that is not H2O should be similar enough to those of water such that it provide us
with similar sensory evidence – it should taste, smell, feel, etc. alike – and also like
behaviour – interacting with us in very similar ways with, for example, a comparable
buoyancy, similar effects on our biological systems, like being drinkable and lifesustaining, etc. Indeed other philosophers appear to interpret Kripke’s underlying
possibilities, which explain the illusion that necessary a posteriori identities might not
have held, in this manner. Bealer, for example, says that the situation in the underlying
possibility is “phenomenologically and behaviourally indistinguishable” from that
which we imagine when we mistakenly think it possible that the necessary identity not
hold (Bealer, 2004:26). Sidelle, as mentioned in chapter 3, claims the underlying
possibility associated with a given necessary a posteriori truth is “just what the negation
of that [necessary] truth would be like” (but must be described differently, of course)
which suggests exact similarity between this possibility and the illusion of possibility
that a necessary a posteriori identity not hold (Sidelle, 2002:319).
However, such a strong resemblance criterion between the possible phenomenon
involved in the underlying possibility and the original phenomenon of the necessary a
posteriori identity, seems excessive. As I have pointed out in chapter 6, similarity in
just one aspect (e.g., visually) is often enough for us to mistake one thing for another
and hence create the illusion of possibility that a particular necessary identity might not
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have held. So, if my arguments in this thesis against the possibility of watery stuff are
correct, this is no threat to Kripke’s theory of a posteriori necessary identities since our
(incorrect) intuitions in these cases, I would contend, can still be explained by related
underlying possibilities with a less stringent resemblance demand than he has proposed.
Chalmers, with respect to his equivalent of Kripke’s underlying possibility,
likewise proposes a very strong resemblance and, indeed, is more explicit than Kripke
about what a substance similar to water but that is not H2O should be like. As discussed
in chapter 3, he specifies that such watery stuff should appear like water, behave like
water, play the ‘water role’ – fall as rain, fill the lakes, etc., and in particular it should be
drinkable for us. This is the characterisation he gives of the primary (epistemic)
intension of the term ‘water’ (i.e., watery stuff), a function which, he claims, can pick
out different referents across different possible worlds. According to Chalmers, the
watery stuff in a given possible world is “the dominant clear, drinkable liquid in the
oceans and lakes” there. This, however, is just a brief characterisation and full
evaluation of the primary intension requires more detailed consideration (Chalmers,
1996:57).
As he further explains, the epistemic intension of a sentence S at scenario
(‘centered’ world) W “corresponds to a speaker’s judgement about … whether S is true
if W is actual” (Chalmers, 2002c:17). A “subject grasps an [epistemic] intension when
the subject is in a position to evaluate that intension: that is, when sufficient reasoning
will allow the subject to determine the value of the intension at any world” (ibid.:19).
Such evaluation involves not only appearance and behaviour of the counterpart entity
but also distribution as, for example, Chalmers specifies that watery stuff is the
“dominant” liquid and fills the lakes and oceans in W. So, he specifically states that
watery stuff should be drinkable and be the dominant liquid and hence, apparently, fulfil
the kind of role it does in the actual world – thus it should be life-sustaining for the
inhabitants of the possible world in question and furthermore, since it constitutes a
significant proportion of our actual organic life forms, presumably it should play a
similar role there too.
Naturally any such characterisation of the primary intension of ‘water’ (or
indeed of any term) is relative to the way the actual world is since it is rooted in actualworld concepts and how actual water is for actual humans. Thus, I have argued, our
notion of watery stuff is based on the way water appears to us and on its behaviour as
far as we are concerned. Therefore watery stuff in any given possible world should
appear and behave like water for us – that is, it should be drinkable and life-sustaining
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for us, or creatures biologically similar enough to us or to any of the other actual
biological organisms dependent on and partly constituted by water.
If there were a possible substance that played a water-like role for the
inhabitants in a particular possible world, yet that looked, felt, tasted, etc., completely
different from water for us, then neither according to Chalmers’ primary intension
characterisation described above nor Kripke’s “qualitatively identical evidential
situation” stipulation should we view that substance as watery stuff for it would not
appear at all like water. Or, for example, if the substance in question did look, smell,
feel, etc., like water but was poisonous for us (even if drinkable for the local
inhabitants) then this would not fit either with Chalmers’ primary intension
characterisation (“drinkable liquid”) nor could it produce a “qualitatively identical
evidential situation” as one with actual water if it were poisonous for us.

7.1.3 The role of the actual world:
I have argued in chapter 3 that both Kripke’s underlying possibility of a
phenomenon similar to water but that is not H2O and Chalmers’ claim for the possibility
of watery stuff, require similarity of watery stuff with water for us as we actually are. It
is not enough to claim, for example, that as long as the inhabitants of the possible world
in question experience the alleged watery stuff there with the same phenomenology as
ours when we experience water, that we can conclude that the substance is the requisite
watery stuff. This is because it is not the possibilities concerning our phenomenology
that are relevant when discussing the possibility of there being watery stuff that is not
H2O, but rather the possibilities concerning that substance. What is being proposed as
possible is that there could be a substance very similar to water yet with a different
chemical makeup. Such a possibility has nothing to do with the phenomenology any
creatures in a given possible world might have.
If the proposed similarity between watery stuff and water were to be based on
the inhabitants of the relevant possible world qualitatively experiencing watery stuff in
the same way we experience water, regardless of how we would experience that watery
stuff, then it seems that watery stuff could end up having any properties whatsoever. In
such a case then, even if the proposed watery stuff appeared completely dissimilar to
water for us, one could simply stipulate that it give the possible-world inhabitants a
phenomenology just like our actual water-phenomenology and claim that this is enough
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to demonstrate the possibility of a water-like substance that is not H2O. (Of course it is
an assumption that one can just stipulate phenomenology regardless of the physical
constitution of both the experiencing and the experienced entities.) However this would
be a strange conclusion to draw regarding a substance that we did not experience as
water-like at all.
Concerning the genuine underlying possibilities that are supposed to explain our
illusions of possibility that necessary a posteriori identities might have turned out
otherwise, Yablo claims that “strong epistemic counterparts, or facsimiles, are needed to
explain [these] illusions of possibility” (Yablo, 2006:340). Accordingly he rejects the
possibility that we could have had a nature different to our actual one such that we
experienced heat sensations when confronted with instances of low (instead of high)
mean molecular energy, as an explanation for our illusion of possibility that heat might
not have been high mean molecular motion. Such a possibility is simply irrelevant to
possibilities, apparent or otherwise, concerning the phenomenon of heat. As he puts it,
“it is one thing to explain apparent de re possibilities for ourselves, another to explain
apparent de re possibilities for heat” because “the seeming possibility of heat being
LME [low mean molecular energy] does not depend in the least on there being …
[counterpart] beings around to whom LME feels hot” (ibid.: 341).
On the other hand, Kripke does not say for whom the epistemic situation should
be “qualitatively identical”. So it could be argued that it need not be qualitatively
identical for us but, rather, that any type of (conscious) being would do. Taking my
‘dark rubbery pellets’ example from chapter 3, we can propose a possible world where
the watery stuff is comprised of such pellets, completely unlike water as far as we are
concerned, and it plays a similar role for the inhabitants and they also experience it with
our water phenomenology. But it is hard to see how this watery stuff could be a
candidate for the Kripke’s underlying possibility which is supposed to explain why we
think it possible that water might not have been H2O. When we mistakenly think the
latter possible, we are imagining scenarios involving something that looks, feels, acts,
etc., like water and certainly not something totally different to water. It is because we
can imagine ourselves in such a qualitatively identical epistemic situation as one
involving actual water that we do make the mistake of thinking it possible that water
might not have been H2O. Kripke’s underlying possibilities must be ones that are
epistemically qualitatively identical for us and produce “same sensory evidence” for us
in order for them to function as explanations at all for our mistaken intuitions that it is
possible that necessary a posteriori identities might not have held. A possible world
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with a substance that appears and/or behaves completely dissimilarly to water for us, in
spite of how it appears for other creatures, is not going to explain why we would think
that water could have turned out to be something else.
Likewise for Chalmers’ primary intension of ‘water’: the alleged watery stuff
(rubbery pellets) is not a clear, drinkable liquid as far as we are concerned and so is not
watery stuff. However, in chapter 5 I noted that Chalmers’ claim for the epistemic
possibility of watery stuff involves a “centered” world and so is relative to whatever
agent is at this ‘center’. Since we have stipulated that the inhabitants of the pelletsworld enjoy our water phenomenology when experiencing the watery stuff there, one
could claim that for these agents at the ‘center’ of the proposed possible world this
watery stuff is a clear drinkable liquid. But, again, similar phenomenologies of
experiencing individuals are beside the point because a claim for a possible resemblance
between two entities (water and watery stuff) is based on similarity between properties
of the entities themselves. That is, the claim is about the possibilities pertaining to a
particular substance.
In fact, if Chalmers’ specification that watery stuff appear like water is deemed
to be satisfied merely by similar water phenomenology, then a similar approach could
also be adopted with respect to the behaviour and role of watery stuff too. One could
just stipulate that the inhabitants of the possible world in question experience the
behaviour of the proposed watery stuff there with the same phenomenology as we
undergo when we experience water flowing in a river, falling from the sky, etc. But
their experiences could be completely illusory – they could be permanently
hallucinating. And so, if similar phenomenologies were all that mattered for
determining watery stuff in a given world, then any phenomenon, regardless of
appearances or behaviour, could be stipulated to be the requisite watery stuff by simply
stipulating that the inhabitants underwent our actual water phenomenology when
experiencing it. But possible phenomenologies, stipulated to be a certain way
(assuming they can just be stipulated), tell us nothing about the possibility of entities.
On the other hand, especially given Chalmers’ strong functionalist leanings, one
could interpret his primary intension as simply functioning to pick out whatever fulfils a
role in another world equivalent to that of the actual entity concerned. But if watery
stuff need only play an equivalent role in a given world to the actual water role,
regardless of how it would appear to us, then why does Chalmers bother stipulating
appearances (“clear liquid”, etc.) in its characterisation? That aspect of the
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characterisation of the primary intension would seem to be redundant if appearances
play no part in picking out the referent in a world.
If, however, appearances are meant to be interpreted as producing the same
phenomenology in the possible world inhabitants as ours when we experience water
then one could wonder why stipulate phenomenology at all. Why not just say that
watery stuff should pick out whatever fulfils a role in that world like the one water plays
in the actual world, without taking into consideration at all how it should appear either
to us or other kinds of beings? It is hard to see what a requirement of similar
phenomenology to our actual water phenomenology would be supposed to add.
Either way, if watery stuff is only meant to have a similar role in a given
possible world to that of water in the actual world, regardless of appearances, then the
link between the two can become quite tenuous. This is because in worlds of a
dissimilar nature to the actual world at least, watery stuff will not appear or behave the
same for us nor therefore fulfil a water role as far as we are concerned, nor will any of
the actual phenomena involved in the water-role be there, and so it will have a bare
‘equivalent’ role to water there. But it does not seem to be Chalmers’ intention that the
primary intension function this way since he only ever describes it in terms of the way
the actual entity referent is in the actual world. As he characterises the primary
intension, appearances are an important element because they form a significant part of
our understanding of the (actual) concept in question and, hence, of its primary
intension, according to his description of how we use the latter (Chalmers, 1996:57-8).
As I pointed out in chapter 5, his notion of primary intension does appear to be indexed
to the actual world insofar as its characterisation is based on our actual concepts, which
in turn are determined by the relevant actual phenomena.
So, despite stipulating that the primary intension be evaluated in a world by
considering that world as ‘actual’ and so determining what the referent of the concept
“would be if that world turned out to be actual” (ibid.), this still does not give Chalmers
the result he wants in the case of watery stuff anyway. The characterisation of the
primary intension of ‘water’ cannot be determined by the nature of the possible world in
question (e.g. if the substance that plays a water role there is not at all clear or liquid)
since one needs a characterisation in order to pick out the referent there in the first
place. This characterisation comes from the actual-world nature of water and how it
appears and behaves for us since this forms our understanding of the term ‘water’.
Chalmers specifies more than just the role of water in his characterisation of watery
stuff and, indeed, our understanding of water includes much about it sensory appearance
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as well as its role. It is by means of such an understanding – completely based on the
way the actual entity is – that we are able to determine what referent, if any, the primary
intension should pick out in a particular world. So it is arguably not his intention that
the primary intension function by picking out only whatever merely fulfils an equivalent
role in a given world similar to the actual entity’s role in the actual world, without any
consideration of its appearances or behaviour as far as we are concerned.

7.1.4 Possible worlds with watery stuff?

7.1.4.1 ‘Far’ worlds:

In chapter 4 I argued against the possibility of watery stuff in worlds of a
different nature to the actual world, i.e., nomologically impossible worlds, or ‘far’
worlds, as I called them. The possibility under discussion requires that the proposed
watery stuff resemble water and such resemblance concerns the actual properties of
water and its appearances and behaviour for us, as we actually are. I argued in chapter 3
that watery stuff must be watery for us and, so, the nature of the actual world clearly
plays a crucial role in determining the possibility of watery stuff. As I pointed out in
chapters 3 & 4, the means by which a substance is liquid or transparent, etc., is rooted in
the physical and chemical constitution and laws of the actual world. If other-world
inhabitants see through objects that let x-rays through because their perceptual
apparatus works by means of x-rays instead of light, such possible-world objects are not
transparent for us unless they also let light through. Similarly a possible-world
substance of a different chemical formula than H2O, that is imbibed by and lifesustaining for the inhabitants there is not necessarily drinkable for us.
In specifying resemblance to water, I argued in chapter 4, one automatically
specifies actual world properties, such as liquidity, transparency, etc., which themselves
are grounded in actual-world phenomena like light, molecules, etc., that are all rooted in
the physics, chemistry, biology, etc., of the actual world. Transparency just is letting
electromagnetic radiation of a certain range of wavelength (light) through. Likewise,
being drinkable entails interacting with biological organisms such as humans and
certain animals in specific biochemical ways that sustain the organism. And so in
stipulating that watery stuff be like water in being clear, liquid, drinkable, etc., one is
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stipulating the existence not only of the phenomena of liquidity, transparency, etc., in
that possible world but also of their foundations: electromagnetic radiation, molecules,
and so on. In other words, keeping macro-properties of watery stuff fixed as similar to
those of actual water, automatically entails keeping the nature of phenomena that
underlie those properties fixed as similar to the actual ones as well.
Consequently any possible-world candidate for watery stuff must be such that
beings of our biological nature could exist there. Such beings do not have to exist there
but the possible world’s nature should not preclude the existence of our kind of beings,
for if it did then it could not be a world with a substance that would appear like water
for us, be drinkable for us and so on.
But worlds of a different nature to the actual world (‘far’ worlds) are not worlds
where the required watery properties (liquidity, transparency, etc.) could even exist:
their mechanisms of instantiation, rooted as they are in the actual physical and chemical
constitution of the actual world, are by definition not there in worlds of a non-actual
nature. Therefore the same kinds of properties will not be instantiated in such worlds
for they only find their existence in the actual nature of the actual world. Furthermore,
it seems to be an inconsistency to claim that ‘liquidity’, which just is a particular kind of
inter-molecular bonding of a substance, exists in a world that, for example, is nonmolecular in nature.
I allowed there could be some sort of equivalent liquidity in ‘far’ world,
implemented by very different means obviously. But in what sense would that be
similar to actual liquidity if it is of a very different nature? It undoubtedly would not
appear similar to us (if we could even perceive objects/phenomena there), nor be
drinkable for us, nor would it be what we mean by ‘liquid’ if it is of a completely
different nature and instantiated by different means. If we accept such equivalent
properties, based on a completely dissimilar nature to that of the actual properties, as
enough to show the possibility of watery stuff, then it seems that it could end up having
any properties at all – we just call them ‘liquidity’, ‘transparency’, etc. But if we allow
the nature of the requisite properties, and hence their meanings, to change from world to
world we wind up no longer discussing the possibility of a substance resembling water.
Our nature and the actual nature of water are relevant for determining if a possibleworld substance is similar to water, for resemblance pertains to the same kind of
observer and conditions.
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As a result, I argued, such ‘far’ worlds of a non-actual nature are not relevant to
the possibility of watery stuff for they can only have substances whose nature is too
dissimilar to that of actual water to be comparable.

7.1.4.2 ‘Near’ worlds:

So it seems that a possible world with the requisite watery stuff would have to
be a world wherein beings like us could exist and so therefore should at least be atomic
in nature. In chapter 4 I considered such ‘near’ worlds (nomologically possible worlds)
and tried to answer the question of what XYZ (watery stuff) could be. Assuming it is a
molecule (or atom) then it must composed of (or be one of the) actual atoms or nonactual atoms. But either route, I argued, seems problematic because no known actual
atom, or combination thereof, does give a substance similar to water, except H2O, and
any new, non-actual atom(s) would be one of the heavy elements which do not give
watery properties.
While there are actual clear liquids, like some alcohols for example, these do not
resemble water in smell, taste, feel and effects on biological systems and so are not
candidates for watery stuff as things stand. The nearest actual candidate would be D2O,
but, as discussed in chapter 4, it has quite different biological properties and impedes
biological life rather than supporting it. Additionally, D2O strictly speaking just is the
same chemical formula as H2O because deuterium is just an isotope of hydrogen.
Introducing non-actual atoms to give XYZ means that they are going to have
more protons in their nucleus than the heaviest existing elements in the periodic table,
since all the elements with lower number of protons already actually exist. The nature
and laws of the actual world are such that these heavy elements are often unstable or
decay radioactively and are also very much heavier than the H2O molecule with very
different macro-properties. So there is no reason to believe that an element, or a
combination of elements (assuming they could combine), even heavier than any existing
ones could give a substance with properties very similar to those of water in a
nomologically possible world.
Accordingly, I looked at modifying some actual atoms to give XYZ with watery
properties but argued that changing the number of each type of sub-atomic particle in an
element only changes it into another (actual) element, or into one of its ions or isotopes,
none of which actually do combine to give a substance like water that is not H2O.
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Thus I proposed somehow minimally changing certain laws to result in an
atomic structure for XYZ to give the requisite watery stuff, such that the world in
question remains as ‘near’ as possible to the actual world – its nature should not
preclude the existence of biological life forms like us. Such a change I argued would
necessitate changing laws at an atomic level, since we require a different microstructure
to H2O to give very similar macro-properties, but really we do not even have a rough
idea of what actual laws should be changed, and how, so that some other combination of
atoms forms a substance with properties like those of water. Furthermore, as discussed
in chapter 4, any change in a basic law at a atomic level will have repercussions for all
macro-entities, since they are dependent on the atomic level, and could result in a world
of a completely different macro-nature where we might not even be able to exist, or
where properties like those of actual water might not exist. It does not seem possible to
effect a small change at a very basic (micro-)level such that non-H2O watery stuff
results, while at the same time leaving everything else – ‘watery’ properties like
transparency, liquidity; biological life-forms like humans; etc. – more or less the same.
As a consequence, since neither worlds with the same laws and nature as the
actual world nor those without give us watery stuff, I concluded in chapter 4 that there
are no metaphysically possible worlds with a water-like substance that is not H2O.

7.1.4.3 Other cases like the water case?

However the same conclusion cannot be drawn for all of Kripke’s other
underlying possibilities supposed to explain the illusion of possibility that various a
posteriori necessary identities might have failed to hold. As I discussed in chapter 6,
many such underlying possibilities are indeed genuine ones, unlike in the water case.
The underlying possibility in cases concerning individuals, I noted, is genuine, but in
cases concerning kinds it is not always so. The degree of resemblance required of the
counterpart (strong, I have argued) is important but, also, the extent to which we interact
with the actual phenomenon in question.
Part of the problem in the water case may be that water is so ubiquitous and
therefore we have a lot of contact, and hence more familiarity, with it in all its forms
(gaseous, liquid and solid) than with many other substances. Therefore the degree of
resemblance required of any possible watery stuff is far more stringent than other
substances which are less familiar to us in all their aspects.
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But in addition water is a highly significant ingredient for most biological lifeforms, both in sustaining them and comprising them, and so even small changes in its
micro-structure can have large effects (e.g. D2O). So the possibility that a different
atomic structure nevertheless could carry out the myriad of functions that water does in
biological life in a similar way becomes more difficult to support than a similar
possibility concerning a chemical kind that is biologically unimportant. Lastly, the
small size and simplicity of the H2O molecule may also play a role to some extent.
The above factors might provide other examples like the water case I suggested
in chapter 6. Because of the biological importance of carbon dioxide, for example, and
the simplicity of its molecule it would appear that the same arguments could be applied
against the possibility of a substance very like carbon dioxide but with a different
chemical composition. Far worlds would be ruled out because being of a different
nature these are not worlds compatible with our existence, but the counterpart must be
able to interact with us in a manner similar to carbon dioxide. Near worlds are ruled out
since there is no other candidate for CO2 under actual laws and any new atoms added to
such a world to try and facilitate the claim would, as in the water case, be heavy
elements which under actual laws do not result in carbon-dioxide-like substances.
Also, I argued that some of Kripke’s other underlying possibilities involving
natural kinds are susceptible to these arguments – namely those of natural phenomena
like heat and light. The effects required to create a qualitatively identical evidential
situation, I argued, are similarly tied to our nature and that of the nature of the actual
world thus ruling out far worlds, and in near worlds there are no substitute counterparts
under actual-world laws.
Thus, for necessary but empirical identities, it is not always the case that the
alleged underlying possibility supposed to explain why we mistakenly think it possible
that the identity might not have held – as proposed by Kripke and incorporated by
Chalmers into his two-dimensional framework as primary possibility (1-possibility) – is
really metaphysically possible.
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7.2 General considerations

7.2.1 Possibility Judgements:

In the beginning of this thesis I raised the question of what is involved in
judging a hypothetical state of affairs to be metaphysically possible. The in-depth
examination of whether watery stuff is metaphysically possible or not, goes some way
towards providing an answer to this question by analysing what would be required of a
world – in terms of its nature, properties and laws – in order for it to be a coherent, and
hence metaphysically possible, one with a phenomenon very like water that was not
H2O.
Judging what is nomologically possible is largely straightforward – at least there
are clear limits to what is possible in this sense: namely, the laws of nature. The way
the actual world is guides such possibility judgements. Frequently though, in
philosophy it is metaphysical, or broadly logical, possibility that is at issue. As
discussed in chapter 2, this involves more than just that the proposal is logically
consistent, or formally logically possible. Metaphysical possibility is usually seen as
truth in some logically possible world and so need not be tied to nomologically possible
worlds. Indeed, it is common for philosophers to support the proposal for the
metaphysical possibility of a hypothetical state of affairs by pointing out that the laws of
nature, for example, could have been different to what they actually are.
One problem with such metaphysical possibility judgements, however, is that
the further away from actuality the proposal in question is, the harder it is to judge if it
is really metaphysically possible – i.e. if the possible world in question is really a
coherent one. Another problem is that it is rarely, if ever, specified in what way that
possible world should differ from the actual (laws, nature, etc.) in order to at least
indicate how the proposal could be the case in that world. In fact, one gets the
impression that merely stipulating that the laws in the possible world do not have to be
the same as those of the actual world, is supposed to be enough to ensure possibility of
the proposal in question.
In order to determine truth in some possible world (metaphysical possibility), I
have argued in chapter 2, the proposal in question must be coherent in a broad sense,
that is, it must cohere with background factors. Hence, determining that coherency can
become much more difficult when proposing situations outside the realms of what could
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actually be the case, that is, when proposing nomologically impossible worlds. The
issue with such proposals is that we do not know what the effect of different laws of
nature in a world would be – we have no experience whatsoever of this. It is also an
extremely complicated thing to try to even roughly estimate this because worlds, or at
least the kind in which we are often interested, are highly complex systems with a
multitude of entities, properties, events and inter-relations among them. Though often
allowing that the laws or nature of a proposed possible world could differ from the
actual world, nevertheless philosophers are typically interested in worlds like the actual
world in terms of complexity – containing living creatures like us, for example.
These issues touch on the second question I flagged at the start of this thesis
concerning the reliability of our metaphysical possibility judgements. If my arguments
regarding the water case are correct then this throws the reliability of such judgements
into question, especially since it is widely assumed by many philosophers that it is
metaphysically possible that there could be watery stuff that was not H2O. However,
when one goes into more detail about what is involved in the claim, one sees, I have
argued, that there are no metaphysically possible worlds with such watery stuff.
Even if one takes metaphysical possibility, as Chalmers does, to be largely a
conceptual matter, the proposal must still be conceptually coherent to be deemed
metaphysically possible and Chalmers, like many philosophers, takes
metaphysical/broadly logical possibility to be truth in a possible world, so a coherent
world must be stipulated. Such coherency is hard to judge when the proposal in
question involves non-actual laws and natures. Our concepts and conceptual
frameworks are all based on the actual world and its nature and laws, therefore they are
not necessarily going to be applicable to non-actual situations, entities, etc. – or, at any
rate, it cannot just be assumed that they will be so applicable.
Yet this is what we usually do when weighing up such metaphysical possibility
claims, as with the water case at issue here. As I have argued, merely stipulating that
watery stuff resemble water (in appearances, behaviour, etc.) in a world of a different
nature to the actual world, for example, is not enough to show that this is really
metaphysically possible – that is, that a coherent world has been described. One reason
I mentioned, is that we do not know what the result of different laws of nature will be –
they may result, for example, in a world that could not have any substances because its
laws were such that macro-entities could not form there. In such a case, the stipulation
that there could be a substance like water in a world where there cannot be substances
would be contradictory.
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Undoubtedly we can to some extent estimate what the effect of different laws or
conditions in the universe would be: for example, there are mathematical models for the
different kind of universes that would emerge dependent on various initial conditions.
One could also estimate that if, say, the force of gravity were weaker than it actually is
then it might be too weak to allow the development of stars and planets in a world. So
we are not completely at sea when musing about possible worlds with different laws to
the actual since our models of the actual world can sometimes be extrapolated to
encompass different laws of nature, conditions, etc. However it is more often than not
far from certain what sort of world would result from an alteration in one, or more,
(actual) basic laws of nature. Would it result in a world where there would still be
properties like transparency or liquidity, or where there could still be carbon-based life
there? Extrapolation from actual experience is limited for possibilities involving
natures or laws very different from those of the actual world and so it is difficult to say
what could or could not be the case in such worlds.
As discussion of the possibility of watery stuff shows, it is not a simple matter of
just stipulating similar appearance to an actual substance (e.g. water) concerning
possible worlds that are of a different nature to the actual world. Since the basis of the
phenomena involved in the appearances of water (transparency, light, perception,
observers, etc.) will be at least somewhat different in such a world if it is of a different
nature, we cannot automatically conclude they will be similar enough to result in similar
appearances to water for creatures like us. That conclusion requires further reasoning
about the effects of the proposed differences between that possible world and the actual
one. If the nature of the properties of watery stuff in such a world is too different from
that of the properties of actual water, which they are supposed to resemble, then there is
no longer any similarity to speak of. Likewise if the observers in that world for whom
watery stuff appears watery are too different from us (e.g. different means of
perception) then there is no basis for claiming that the watery stuff there appears similar
to actual water.
Thus ‘appearances’ are always relative in a sense: they are always appearances
for some kind of creature. Since appearances for any creature occur via very specific
mechanisms then, contrary to what Chalmers’ system of evaluation of primary
intensions in worlds considered as ‘actual’ seems to indicate, one cannot assume to
stipulate appearances independently of the underlying natures involved – i.e. of entity
observed, observer and environment. Neither the actual mechanisms involved, nor
anything of their nature, may be possible in certain worlds.
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7.2.2 Possibilities in Chalmers’ two-dimensional framework:
Chalmers’ two-dimensional framework wherein the primary intension of a
concept is evaluated in worlds considered as ‘actual’ operates, as he explains it, via a
constant characterisation of the primary intension specifying appearances, behaviour,
etc., all based on the actual referent of the concept. Considering the world of evaluation
as if it were the actual world, the primary intension functions to pick out a referent that
corresponds to this characterisation (based on how the actual referent is), apparently
without regard to whether the appearances and behaviour it specifies of a particular
(actual) underlying nature are there in the world concerned. But appearances and
behaviour (such as ‘being drinkable’) – the properties of an entity – are determined by
the kind of entity and the kind of world involved and so it cannot be assumed that they
can simply be specified regardless of the underlying natures involved. As the detailed
consideration of the water case in this thesis, I would suggest, shows,
metaphysical/broadly logical possibility (and Chalmers’ 1-possibility) cannot always be
estimated in the purely a priori manner that Chalmers’ ‘worlds considered as actual’
mechanism proposes, especially concerning phenomena stipulated to be like actualworld phenomena.
However, he does not appear to overtly consider worlds different in nature to the
actual world for his worlds ‘considered as actual’ evaluation, so perhaps he is thinking
principally of nomologically possible worlds in such evaluations. But this too is
problematic when it comes to natural kinds because what is then being claimed as
possible is that, under the very same conditions, there could be a natural kind with very
similar appearances and behaviour to an actual one but with a different underlying
nature. Here again the same argument applies: one cannot assume that appearances and
behaviour are separable from the underlying natures concerned. Especially if it is
stipulated that everything else, the nature and laws of the possible world, remain the
same then it may not be possible that the nature of the kind in question could change
while its appearances and behaviour remain more or less the same (for the same kind of
observer). At least, it cannot just be taken for granted that this is possible. In the case
of watery stuff I have argued that this is not possible.
Of course, this is not to say that it is categorically impossible in all cases. There
are substances of different chemical makeup that are similar, such as gold and fool’s
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gold, but they are only somewhat similar. As discussed in chapter 3, both Chalmers’
and Kripke’s criteria of similarity between the actual phenomenon and its counterpart
are quite strong. If my arguments here are correct and it is not a metaphysical
possibility that there could be watery stuff, as Chalmers proposes it, then some of his
epistemic possibilities (watery stuff that is XYZ) are not metaphysical possibilities and
the space of epistemic possibilities is larger than that of metaphysical possibilities.
This latter conclusion is no surprise for certain philosophers, as Chalmers’ views
concerning epistemic and metaphysical possibility are not accepted in every quarter.
Scott Soames maintains that “the natural, default position is that, of course, there are
metaphysically impossible but epistemically possible world-states61 – ways the world
could not genuinely be which we cannot know a priori that it isn’t” (Soames, 2005:199).
He criticises Chalmers’ two-dimensionalist approach of reformulating a given
possibility in terms of primary intensions (e.g. substituting ‘watery stuff is XYZ’ for
‘water is XYZ’) as a means of explaining the illusion of possibility that a given
necessary a posteriori identity not hold. Taking the example of the necessity of origin
of his wooden paperweight he explains that two-dimensionalism claims that one “can’t
coherently imagine the universe having the property of containing this very object being
made out of plastic” and that instead one is imagining “another very similar
paperweight that is made out of plastic” (ibid.). This he claims is “highly
counterintuitive” and comes about from “refusing to admit epistemically possible
world-states over and above metaphysically possible world-states” (ibid.).
Indeed Soames’ claim appears to have some force: before we know that the
paperweight is made of wood it does seem to us that this very paperweight could be
made of plastic or metal, etc. Such imaginings (even if they are not genuine
possibilities) are straightforwardly about the very object in question. It does seem odd
to be told that, no, we are not thinking of the object in question but rather another one
just like it, when what we are thinking about is of what this object could be made. If we
happen to think, from examining the object itself, that this object is made of plastic
when it turns out to be made of wood, then we were simply mistaken in thinking that
this object was plastic in much the same way that we can sometimes mistake one entity
for another (e.g. a glass of vodka for a glass of water).
In fact, Soames proposes that for each ‘world-state’ one can conceive
concerning this paperweight – where it is made of wood, where it is made of plastic, etc.
Soames uses the term “possible world-states” instead of what he claims is the “disastrously misleading
terminology possible worlds”. The former, he says, is the “more intuitive possible states of the world –
understood as ways the world could be” (Soames, 2005:200).
61
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– one can conceive of “a set of related states [with] … the following property: they will
be genuine metaphysical possibilities if the initial, designated state is instantiated”
(ibid.:207). He explains:
So accompanying the designated state in which the paperweight is made of
wood and is of just this colour …, I can conceive of related world-states in
which it is made of wood and is of another colour. But given the supposition
that the original state is instantiated, I can conceive of no state that is possible
relative to it in which the paperweight is made of material other than wood.
(ibid.)
So Soames’ view of epistemic and metaphysical possibility is one with “a set of
epistemically possible world-states, each of which can be conceived as being
instantiated” and for each such state there is another set of epistemically possible worldstates which would be metaphysically possible if this initial, designated ‘actual’ state is
instantiated – i.e. really is actual. This picture appears to echo Davies’ &
Humberstone’s two-dimensionalist array, discussed in chapter 1, where each row has a
different designated ‘actual’ world which determines how worlds are evaluated as one
moves along the row – of course Soames would not put it in two-dimensionalist terms!
Chalmers’ system, however, allows the epistemic possibility of a necessary a posteriori
identity not holding become a metaphysical possibility by evaluating the terms involved
by their more appropriate, he claims, primary intensions (e.g. watery stuff).
The difference therefore between Chalmers’ and Soames’ two views appears to
boil down to the weight that each philosopher gives in the system to the actual world.
Soames sees metaphysical possibility as depending (at least partly) on actuality. So
when we imagine the, in fact, wooden paperweight being made of plastic, for example,
this is indeed akin to considering the world where the paperweight is made of plastic as
‘actual’. However, in order to claim this world is a metaphysically possible world,
Chalmers must claim that we are not imagining this very paperweight as being made of
plastic (since that is not metaphysically possible because it is made of wood) but
another one very like it. Soames, on the other hand, simply allows that that particular
epistemic possibility (that this paperweight be made of plastic) is not a metaphysical
one, and we discover this by discovering what the paperweight is actually made of.
Basically Soames dismisses Chalmers’ method for claiming metaphysical
possibility – by ‘redescribing’ the relevant epistemic possibility (evaluation by primary
intensions) – as counterintuitive and simply accepts the conclusion Chalmers goes to
such lengths to avoid: not every epistemic possibility is a metaphysical one. Chalmers
in a sense tries to deny the role that actuality can play in determining metaphysical
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possibilities. Soames accuses him of failing to “come to grips with a highly plausible
Kripkean account of how knowledge of the actual is sometimes required to determine
the scope of the possible” (ibid.:206). As Soames sees it, there are many epistemically
possible worlds that “seem to us to be genuinely possible, and so remain candidates for
being metaphysically possible” (ibid.:208). But the more we know about what is
actually the case, the more we “whittle down this field of candidates” (ibid.).
This idea that information determines the scope of possibility in this way, is very
like an idea presented and defended in a more general form by Jon Barwise. He
explores an informational account of possibility based on a proposed inverse
relationship between information and possibility such that whenever “there is an
increase in available information there is a corresponding decrease in possibilities, and
vice versa” (Barwise, 1997:491). Maintaining that “a good theory of possibility and
information should be consistent with this principle”, he defines impossibilities as
“those states of the system under investigation that are ruled out by (i.e., incompatible
with) the currently available information about the system” (ibid.). Indeed this is
exactly how Soames views the role of certain empirical discoveries (identities), namely
as ruling out ways the world could be or whittling down the “field of candidates” as he
puts it.
What counts as “available information”, depends on the type of possibility at
issue. For metaphysical possibility, Barwise suggests that “the information that matters
consists of the general metaphysical laws” which he takes to be “the regularities that fall
out of the way humans individuate objects, properties, and relations” (ibid.:496).
Whatever one takes the metaphysical laws or principles to be, they are arguably
formulated, to some extent at least, on the basis of the way the actual world is – the
nature of actual objects, properties, relations, etc. – for this is the world in which we
find ourselves.
Of course metaphysicians like Lowe might disagree with this. He contends that
metaphysics tells us “what there could be” and, furthermore, “experience alone cannot
determine what is actual, in the absence of a metaphysical delimitation of the possible”
(Lowe, 1998:9). However, I would argue that the actual is more fundamental, at least in
the sense that the way the actual world is, and indeed our own nature, has to affect our
interaction with, and interpretation of, it – thus also our thought processes, ways of
thinking, concepts, etc. Therefore it would appear that any metaphysical conclusions
we come to are, in this way at least, partly shaped by actuality.
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Science is an important means by which we come to know actuality but Lowe
maintains that empirical science tells us at most “what is the case, not what must or may
be … the case” (ibid.:5). But this is not always so: science is, of course, concerned
with what is actually the case but in discovering this, and in developing theories to
describe it, usually a means of estimating related possibilities also results. Given the
nature of a particular material, we can calculate what magnitude of force it can
withstand if used in constructing a bridge, say; or, given certain information about the
way the universe is, we can calculate in what ways it would have been different had its
initial conditions been otherwise. And so it would seem that knowing what is actually
the case is required to determine what is possibly the case.
However, in the sense that to grasp the actual, the ‘raw data’, in the first place,
we doubtless already need some metaphysical apparatus by which means to interpret or
even cognise actuality, then Lowe has a point (assuming I am interpreting him correctly
and he does mean something like this). At the most fundamental level of
comprehending the actual, our dealings with it are thus directed by our metaphysics.
But also vice versa, I would contend, insofar as if the world were a very different kind
of place then our (or other thinking creatures’) metaphysics would be too, because our
nature and that of the environment would be so different. Perhaps one could conclude
that the metaphysical and the actual are inextricably entwined.
In this thesis I have tried to show that when judging possibilities, even
metaphysical ones, concerning phenomena similar to actual phenomena, information
about the actual world can sometimes play an important role, as, I have claimed, it does
in the water case. In terms of Barwise’s information account of possibility, I have
argued that the “available information” concerning metaphysical possibility judgements
in some cases needs to include empirical information about what is actually the case.
So in the light of this information account of possibility, Soames could be said to
see the role of the actual world as one of supplying information that rules out any
worlds with non-H2O water from being metaphysically possible ones. Chalmers sees
the role of the actual world as one of supplying information that rules out any worlds
with non-H2O water from being worlds with water – they are still metaphysically
possible worlds with watery stuff. I have further argued that the information supplied
by the actual world also rules out any worlds with non-H2O watery stuff from being
metaphysically possible ones because, in essence, watery stuff is as actuality-based as
water is.
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7.2.3 Contingency:

Before Kripke proposed his theory of necessary a posteriori identities, it was
generally thought possible that water could have turned out (metaphysically-speaking)
to be something other than H2O. In other words, the fact that water was H2O was taken
to be a contingent matter. But, if Kripke’s claim that such empirically discovered
identities are necessary is correct (as many philosophers accept it to be), then whatever
water turns out to be, it is that necessarily and so it is not a contingent affair. It may of
course be a contingent matter that the actual world happened to be one with water but,
given that water is H2O, it is this necessarily and thus this is not a contingent identity as
previously assumed.
Sidelle opines that the postulation of such necessary but a posteriori truths led to
a situation where “all kinds of things which seemed clearly contingent, on grounds of
being empirical and the imaginability of their negations, were being claimed to be
necessary” (Sidelle, 2002:310). He prefers the “good old days” where appeal to
imagination was the basic method for determining metaphysical possibility. Discussing
the necessity of the laws of nature he, says:
Maybe, as things are, this unsupported cup has to fall – but surely the laws could
have differed so that under the very same conditions, it would not fall. We can
surely imagine it, and in the old days, this would have been enough. (ibid.:309).
But Kripke’s class of necessary, but empirically-discovered, truths shows that
the empirical is not always contingent. Indeed it may be because of such strong
identification of contingency with the empirical that Kripke stipulated such a strong
resemblance criterion (unnecessarily, I have argued) of a “qualitatively identical
evidential situation” for the underlying possibility supposed to explain our illusion of
possibility that a necessary a posteriori identity might not have held.
It is interesting that even though such strong resemblance does not appear to be
necessary to explain our mistaken intuitions concerning the necessity of a posteriori
identities, Kripke nevertheless proposes such strong likeness. In general he uses terms
like “identical” (“qualitatively identical evidential situations”) and “same” (“same
sensory evidence”) instead of, for example, “similar” or “comparable”. He also talks of
the possibility of a compound with “all” the properties originally known to hold of gold
and not, for example, “most” or “many” of the properties originally known to hold of
gold (Kripke, 1980:142-3). So, on the whole, Kripke does propose a very strong
resemblance between the possible phenomenon and actual one involved in the necessary
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identity, as is further witnessed by a similar interpretations by Bealer and Sidelle
mentioned above.
It is perhaps the case that he believes that such a strong resemblance is needed
for the underlying possibility to be able to do the required explanatory work. But I have
I argued in the previous chapter that, because we are often easily fooled into mistaking
one entity for another sometimes by much less resemblance between the two in question
than that stipulated by Kripke’s proposed qualitatively identical evidential situations,
that his resemblance criterion here seems unnecessarily stringent. So perhaps his
stipulation was influenced by a desire to retain an air of contingency about these a
posteriori but necessary identities: while the phenomena involved in the identities could
not have been otherwise, phenomena just like them could have been.
Certainly Chalmers’ two-dimensional framework could be interpreted in this
way. He takes into account the claim that that water is H2O necessarily, and so not
contingently, but could be seen as nonetheless trying to hold onto a sense of
contingency about water by proposing a framework which systematically caters for the
claim that, while water could not have been anything but H2O, a substance just like
water could have been something other than H2O. But I have argued in this thesis that
there could not have been a substance just, or very, like water that was not H2O. If my
argument is correct then it would appear that there is nothing contingent about water or
anything watery as far as we are concerned: it must all be H2O.
Of course this is not to say that there is no contingency in the sense that no
counterpart could have been very like an entity in a given necessary a posteriori identity
and yet had a different nature. Firstly, my arguments do not apply in all cases of the
explanatory underlying possibility relating to Kripke’s necessary a posteriori identities.
Secondly, they do not rule out some other phenomenon playing an equivalent (e.g.,
water-like) role to that of the actual one for other kinds of creatures in another possible
world. But when it comes to contingency in the sense of changing the micro-structure
of a natural kind while keeping everything else more or less fixed, then the issue
becomes problematic I believe, as my analysis of the claim for the metaphysical
possibility of watery stuff shows.
Sidelle’s example above of proposing different laws such that the cup under the
very same conditions would not fall, is an instance of the sort of problem. A difference
in a law, or laws, might result in “the very same conditions” becoming impossible, or
even the very existence of the cup, say, becoming impossible. Certainly the two
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stipulations “the laws could have differed” and “under the very same conditions” appear
to be mutually exclusive: changing the laws changes the conditions.
What I suggest my examination of the water case here further shows, is that the
two stipulations “the laws could have differed” and “under very similar conditions” are
also, sometimes, mutually exclusive: changing the laws sometimes renders even similar
conditions impossible.

7.3 Final thoughts:
In conclusion, I propose that my arguments against the metaphysical possibility
of watery stuff that is not H2O highlight both what is involved in, and indeed required
for, judging the metaphysical possibility of a given proposal, and what the limitations of
such judgements are. Especially concerning phenomena of the actual world (or those
stipulated to be very like them), metaphysical possibility judgements may not be free of
empirical considerations, such as the natures of the entities involved and of their
environment. In the same way that the necessity of a posteriori identities shows that
matters of metaphysical necessity sometimes involve the empirical, I think that the
considerations I have put forward in this thesis show that metaphysical possibility
judgements too are not always a purely a priori matter and must sometimes take into
account empirical information.
For such reasons, in the water case I argued that nomologically impossible
worlds should be ruled out as candidate worlds for the metaphysical possibility of
watery stuff. Thus I would contend that the water case shows that sometimes
metaphysical possibility simply comes down to nomological possibility because certain
possibilities concerning actual phenomena are curtailed in this way by their nature and
the nature of the actual world of which they are part. It can be the case that the
stipulations that there be an actual phenomenon, or one very like it, in a possible world
with laws or properties different to those of the actual world, are sometimes two
mutually exclusive requirements.
So, I believe it would be interesting and fruitful to further examine other such
metaphysical possibility claims in a similar manner as I have done here with the water
example – taking a closer look at what kind of world would need to be stipulated and if
it would be a coherent one – in order to get a better idea of whether there are certain
kinds of possibility claims that curtail metaphysical possibility such that only
nomologically possible worlds should be considered for those claims.
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Of course it depends on what exactly is involved in a particular possibility
claim: for example, the claim for watery stuff discussed here specifies a strong degree
of resemblance with actual water – a weaker resemblance criterion might be much less
problematic. Also, I argued in chapter 4 that in order to get some other molecule/atom
(actual or non-actual) to give us a substance like water, it seems that one would have to
change some of the more fundamental laws of nature and, so, the resulting
nomologically impossible world would be too different to give us anything like watery
stuff, I contended. However, this does not exclude less fundamental changes in the laws
of nature, for example, leading to nomologically impossible worlds which could
nevertheless accommodate actual phenomena (or similar) because the changes do not
have too much affect – it all depends on what is being claimed to be possible. These
kind of considerations need to be taken into account here, but I think the issue of
metaphysical possibility judgements is an important one in philosophy that certainly
warrants more attention and further investigation.
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